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Edward A. Morse holds the McGrath, North, Mullin &
Ikatz endowed chair in Business Law atCreighton University
School of Law, where he teaches courses involving taxation,
antitrust, trusts and estates, and business associations.

He is admitted to the bar of Nebraska and is also a CPA ( Iowa).
His scholarship focuses on taxation, technology, and the regulatory
environment. He and his wife, Susan, raise cattle together on their
family farm outside of Council Bluffs, Iowa. They have five
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Professor Morse's faculty webpage can be found at
http://law.creighton.edu/directoryledward-morse .

This will be his fourteenth annual presentation at the Great
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lntroduction

. An extended narrative with citations and
additional authorities can be found in the
accompanying outline.

. Outline is selective, not comprehensive,
based on topics likely to interest a broad
range of CLE participants. Slides are even
more selective.

. Materials were updated aTtt/tl; we will
incorporate later updates as we go along

Timing: Mihelick (1lth Cir. 2019)

. TP (W) and H divorced in 2005. Both had
worked for a family-owned S corporation.

. During 2004, H's sister filed suit against H for
breaching his fiduciary duties by awarding
himself excessive compensation.

. The property settlement allocated half of any
liability from the suit to W (who presumably
benefitted from H's excessive compensation)

T
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Mihelick (llth cir. 20L9)
. H settled the lawsuit in2007, paying his sister

S600K. He reported S300K as a business loss.

. H then chased W for her half. Eventually, she
paid in 2009. She treated this as a loss and
applied section 1341, which requires:

- Received taxable income s/t unrestricted right

- Later determination that she did not have right

- Repayment otherwise deductible
. TP can choose credit based on prior tax if

greater than effect of deduction.

Mihelick (1lth cir. 2oL9')

. Government could not deny 134L benefits:

- H had unrestricted right (no knowledge offraud or
misappropriation - this was part of settlement)

- W had rights to H's income under Ohio law during
their marriage

- Repayment to H, rather than to sister, conformed
to substance of arrangement.

. Note current issue if post-TCJA repayment due
to repeal of miscellaneous itemized
deductions. (But see Douglas Kahn article.)

Mihelick (LLth cir. 2019]'

. "Taxes are what we pay for a civilized society."
An admirable outlook, yet even Justice
Holmes would likely agree that it is uncivilized
to impose taxes on citizens for income they
did not ultimately receive. But that is precisely

the result the government asks us to uphold
today. (Rosenbaum, J.)

. lf your case starts out like this, you will have a

good day (ifyou represent the taxpayer)

2
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Timing

. King Solarman (TC Memo) was a corporation
that used the accrual method.

. T sold solar lighting towers for construction
sites and remote work locations.

. T sold 162 towers to an LLC, which then leased
the towers to customers ($7.9 million).

. T sought to treat this sale under the
installment method. (But it put all costs into
COGS in the current year!)

Ki Solarman (TCM)

. On audit, IRS put all deferred payments into
income under the accrual method, rejecting
the installment method.

. Tax Court upheld IRS treatment.

- lnstallment method not available for inventory

- TP was not on the cash method, as argued.

- TP could not change methods without consent.

. Note TCJA relief from inventory requirements
under section 471(c) may be available

Timing
. Social security lump sum benefits affect ACA

premium credit computation in Johnson (TC).

. TP elected to exclude part of a lump-sum
benefit received in 2Ot4 under IRC 86(e).

- A portion of the benefit attributable to 2013
would not have been taxed in 2013.

- 5o, he got an ¡ncome tax benefit for that amount
. BUT- IRC 368(d) includes social security

benefits in computing MAGI for premium
credit. Does it include 86(e) exclusion?

3
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Johnson (TC)

. TC held that 368 required all social security
benefits to be included in the year received,
even if a portion was not taxable.

. For this TP, the benefits pushed his economic
income above the cap of 400% of the federal
poverty line. He had to refund his entire
premium credit of iq,qîO,

. Tax: 54,460/5r9,493 =22.88% marginal rate.

. I doubt this TP is thrilled with ACA "Benefits"

Timing (Crypto)

. Rev. Rul. 2019-24 clarifies taxable treatment
of currency received through a "hard fork"

- Note: this is not like a stock dividend!

- No basis allocation between old and new

- All taxable.

. IRS targeting cryptocurrency gains (exchange

in property). FAQavailable on IRS website.

Exclusions

. NJ state tax incentives are excluded as a contribution
to cap¡tal inBrokertec (TCM)

. TP was brokerage with offices in World Trade Center
that were destroyed on th7/0!.

. NJ offered BEIP incentives to attract employers across

the river.
. TP had many employees, qualified for S140M. lt

spent only 40M in NJ offices; rest invested .

. TC: Excluded bypre-201-85118 (Gooddealforthis
TP, Bad deal for NJ Taxpayers generally.)

4
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Exclusion

. ln Doyle (TCM), TP started a consulting
business after selling tech startup; he later
joins another tech company as an employee.

. He alleged antitrust violations; got fired.

. He sued former employer for unpaid wages
and "emotional distress damages" including
health problems such as head, neck, back
pain.

Doyle (TcM)

. TC: While TP has ontologically correct theory
about connecting stress to health, section 104
does not permit an exclusion here.

. Unsophisticated client could rely on "lvy-
league" CPA to claim the exclusion and avoid
penalty. (What?!? Really?!?)

. But more importantly, IRS did not prove
supervisory approval (a 6roev victory- see
below). So no penalties on that count, too.

Exclusion

. ln Clay (TC), distributions of S100/ tribe
member in 1995 grew to S160K/member in
2004 due to casino operation.

- Êarly payments likely excludable as returns from
lndian lands.

. Tribal Business Council directed members not
to report these items or to discuss them.

- But White & Case told them they were taxable.

- And it ¡s hard not to talk about this much money.

5
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clay (Tc)

. ln 2010, IRS opened audit, discovered
significant unreported income. (E.9., family
with 5 children had received over $1M per
year.)

. IGRA and other statutes clearly made these
amounts taxable income.

. But: TPs avoided penalties due to lack of
proof of administrative approval. See Groev,

infra.

Exclusion & Tax Benefit Rule

. Rev. Rul. 2019-71. has state tax refund
examples

- ln 2018, single TP had Sl1K state and local taxes,

S4K other itemized deductions. Only $10K taxes
are deductible (5 164(b}(6) "cap"); itemize $14K

- ln 2019, TP gets back 51500.

- lfTP had deducted correcttaxtotal of59500 ¡n

2018, TP would have itemized S13.5K, not S14K

- So, only 5500 is taxable (as creating prior-year tax
benefit), balance is excludable.

Exclusion
. ln Brown (TCM), Congregational "gifts" to

pastor were a form of compensation, not
excludable under 5 L02.

. Church used an envelope system allowing
congregation to designate gifts to pastor.

- Regular giving: "bishop's day" and birthday.

- Also gifts throughout the year.

. TC: These were designed to keep pastor
preaching there; not gifts in statutory sense

. Also 107 issues here (failure to designate)

6
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Exclusion
. Mayo Clinic (D. Minn) wins 5f f.Sn¡ tax refund

based on statutory exclusion from UBl.
. Argument based on scope of "educational

organization" as within the scope of "qualified
organization" eligible for exclusion (status as

teaching hospital)
. IRS concedes statutory fit, but argues that TP

did not satisfy additional regulatory
requirements. TP wins this one.

. Case is on appeal to 8th Circuit.

Exclusion

. ln Burack (TCM), TP had IRA with account
ending in 0946. She took a distribution of
5524K to finance a home purchase.

. When her former house sold, she sent a

$524K check back to the fiduciary to redeposit
in her account.

. Check arrived 58 days after distribution, but
was not deposited until 62 days after
distribution due to some confusion.

Burack (TCM)

. IRS sought to tax based on failure to timely
complete rollover.

. TC: relief on two grounds.

- Bookkeeping error (Wood, 93 TC 114 (1989)

- Rev. Proc. 2003-16 (automatic hardship waiver if
deposited within l year and compliance with
rollover would have resulted if custodian had
followed proper instructions).

. Should this TP have had to litigate this case?

7
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Exclusion

. ln Rosenberg (TCM), former spouse was

ordered to pay TP S10K from her IRA as a

reimbursement for prior distributions from his

IRA during their marriage.
. ln 2015, W transferred S10K to H's IRA; H

then withdrew the funds, incurring taxes and

the 72(r) penalty.

. Held: No relief based on common law
doctrines; you are stuck w¡th the form.

Exclusion

. ln Rev. Rul. 2019-19, IRS Rules: TP that
receives a distribution check, but elects not to
cash it, cannot exclude this amount from gross

income.

- Same applies if TP "keeps the check, sends it back,

or cashes it in a subsequent yea/'

- Presumably "sends it back" would not apply to a

qualified rollover.

Exclusion: lnvoluntary Conversions

. Notice 2019-54 announces drought-affected
counties in which TPs are eligible to extend
replacement period for certain livestock under
IRC 1033(e)

- No NE counties, but some in surrounding states.

. See also IRS website (in outline) forflood relief
eligibility, including some lowa counties.

I
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Characterization
. ln Barnes (N.D. TX), TP received S3.6M as a

qui tam relator, representing about 18
percent ofthe Government's recovery under
a False Claims Act case.

. TP paid taxes on ordinary income and filed a

refund claim on the theory that it should be

either exempt or at least taxed as capital gain

. TP loses: this is ordinary income; her share is

for services, not a sale of a property right.

Cha racterization

. ln Feigh (TC), TPs received a payment from a

state Medicaid waiver program for care of
their adult disabled children.

. Section 13L excludes such payments for foster
children, but not for your own children.

. For presumably benevolent reasons, the IRS

issued Notice 2Q74-7 lo exclude such
payments from gross income. All good, right?

Feish (Tc)

. IRC 5 32 provides the EITC based on "earned
income" if "includible in gross income".

. TP argued: these payments, while excluded
from gross income by the IRS Notice, are

otherwise includible in gross income under
the Code. Therefore, I should get EITC.

. Tax Court: TP is right. A Notice cannot usurp
Congressional authority over credits. (Notices
are held in low esteem, it seems.)

9
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Charitable Deductions

. Rev. Proc. 2019-12 provides safe harbor rules
for entities that make payments in lieu of
state and local taxes.

- Corporate rules are straightforward.

- Pass-through entities require careful attention to
702 and 1366 principles to ensure that credited
taxes would be imposed on the entity and not to
the owner, thereby circumventing 164(bX6)
l¡mitations.

Charitable Deductions

. Coal Property Holdings (TC) reached an

adverse decision to the TP on the matter of
eligibility for a conservation easement.

. Easement claimed 5155M; allowed S0.

. Perpetual nature of easement was challenged
here based on provisions allowing for
payments on account of improvements in the
event conservation purposes could not be

fulfilled. See outline for other authorities.

QBI Safe Harbor

. Rev. Proc. 2019-38 provides safe harbor
guidelines for the section 199A deduction,

- 4 years existence.

- 250 hours of rental services provided annually
(not investor services)

- Property held directly or by disregarded entity
counts.

- Residential and commercial properties should be

separated; other records may be required.

1_0
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Bad Debt Deduction
. Bercy (TCM) loaned moneyon real estate. He

also made some personal property loans,

about S1M total in 2007.
. He made 5100K loan to an LLC to finance a

furniture store. The LLC and the guarantor
defaulted. TP claimed bad debt deduction for
loss on the note.

. Held; He was in T or B of lending, deduction
was available (but only for actual loss) after
fi nal payments received.

Capitalize Bidding

. ln Ashkouri (TCM), TP engaged in foreign
development business, using a related
corporation (ARCADD) to provide services.

. IRS disallowed deductions for payments,

alleging that they must be capitalized under
2634 regs.

. TP argued they were deductible as marketing
costs, but to no avail. Moreover, he

ultimately did not undertake any of these
transactions.

Ashkouri (TCM)

. Although Reg. 1.2634-1(eX3Xii¡XA) exempts
marketing costs from capitalization, that was
not proven here.

. Moreover, Reg. 1.263A-1(eX3XiiXT) requires
bidding costs to be capitalized until a contract
is awarded.

. Thus, any deduction would be allowed when
contracts abandoned; no proof by TP on this
point. (A future refund claim?)

tt
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Capitalize Fees

. ln Plano (TCM), TP was a holding company
formed to acquire a target company for a

Canadian investor (CI).

. Cl agreed to pay $1.5M finders fee to its
investment banker for finding this investment
opportunity; all services were rendered to Cl.

. TP paid the fees on behalf of Cl.

. TP elected to deduct 70 percent offees under
Rev. Proc.20tt-29.

Plano Holdings (TCM)

. Here, TP paid an expense that benefitted the
shareholder, Cl.

. TP had no business purpose behind the
expense.

. Lohrke doctrine, which allows payment of an

expense on behalf of another to be deductible
in some cases, would not support deduction
here. Good discussion of Lohrke in
transactional context.

Casualty Losses

. ln Rogers (TCM), TPs incurred $18K to repair
broker sewer line.

. Unfortunately, contractor found the leak was
on the neighbor's property, which also caused

sinkhole in street in front of TP's house.

. TP complained to contractor that he should
not pay for this, but he chose to claim a

casualty loss deduction for the payment.

. No loss: (1) no casualty; (2) not your property.

t2
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Dependent Exemption

. ln DeMar (TCM), TP(H) and ex-W agreed he
would claim child as dependent in odd years,
provided he kept up on child support. He did.

. But, in 2015, W claimed the child and did not
provide Form 8332 as agreed. H claimed the
child, and his return was audited.

. Failure to attach Form 8332 was fatal to the
deduction. Proposed regs (2017) would not
provide relief in th¡s context.

Penalties

. ln Graev (2077'), the Tax Court agreed to
follow other precedent that required the IRS

to show written supervisory approval as part
of the penalty case.

. Subsequent litigation has clarified the scope of
this requirement and some taxpayers have

avoided penalties as a result of the failure to
prove advance supervisory approval. See part
lll.A. of the outline for case law here.

Penalties

. Some significant penalty cases include:

. Blackburn (TC): A lack of "meaningful review"
is not a defense; signature alone is required.

. Williams (TC): Section 6673 frivolous position
penalties imposed by Tax Court are not
subject to supervisory approval.

. Walquist (TC): Substantial understatement
penalty is exempt from supervisory approval
because automatically calculated by IRS

13
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Penalties

. Being incarcerated does not excuse you from
penalties for failing to file a return, George
(rcM)

. Frivolous return earned $5K penalty under IRC

6702(aX1), but only one penalty per return
(not one penalty for each time she requested
refund based on the same frivolous return).

- IRS tried to turn 55K penalty in to 535K tax lien.

- TC did justice here, but sent a message, too.

Penalties

. Does an accountant's error in making
electronic filing provide reasonable cause?

- SSN used instead of EIN - so E-filed return was

rejected.

- TP did not discover until later notice from lRS.

- ln Haynes, 5th Cir remanded for more factfinding;
held out possibility that principal should also

benefit from agent's diligence in filing return.
Was it reasonable to construe Govt. silence as

acceptance?

Penalties

. lntress (D. Tenn) rejected reasonable cause

claim, finding that TP was bound by the
agent's error, See Boyd.

. Bellwood (TCM) rejected reasonable cause

based on TurboTax usage. However, TP put
inaccurate information into the program

about his eligibility for section 911 exclusions
(lt was not really the fault of TurboTax.)

1,4
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Whistleblowers

. Several Whistleblower cases this year. Note
these in particular:

- Whistleblower 769-16W: W cannot resist remand
for more WO review (be patientl).

- Whistleblower 15488-17W: Multiple IRS letters
denying relief can be determinations that earn
W's a ticket to Tax Court rev¡ew

-Apruzzese (TCM): W cannotforce IRS to reopen
audit once determination had been made.

QuiTam & CriminalTax
. Chartre (3d Cir), a Relator in False Claims Act

case, claimed that W had submitted false
reimbursement claims to the Government.

. Government chose to investigate W for tax
evasion; W paid restitution of $1.5 tax.

. Chartre sought to intervene, but was not
allowed. Criminal vs. Civil jurisdiction.

. Chartre gets no reward; Government then
chose to drop FCA prosecution. Wrong
choice of reward statute?

lnnocent Spouse
. Lassek (TCM) involved W's claim for relief in

two tax years in which H intervened.

- 2011: H failed to report significant IRA

distributions. W claimed no knowledge or benefit.

- 2012: Return filed with unpaid llability that
potentially related to income from both; divorce
pending when return filed.

. Relief for 2011, but not for 2012. W could not
have believed H would pay the tax due.

. Al Kerkhove, counsel of record, you are
missed. i'

15
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lnnocent Spouse

. ln Francel (TCM), H conducted a plastic

surgery practice through a controlled 5 corp.
. Patients often paid in cash. W embezzled

from the practice.

. CPA who helped W to embezzle turned states
evidence; W was convicted for tax crimes.
She paid restitution for tax losses from
underpayments on theirjoint return, but
interest of S142K was due in 2012.

Francel (TCM)

. H asserted innocent spouse relief to resist IRS

efforts to collect 5142K deficiency from
interest on understatements from 2003-06.

. Held: relief denied.

- H's S corp. understated income due to W's
embezzlement during 2003-06.

- S corp, would have theft loss, but only in a later
year.

- So, H benefitted from underpayments, too.

Taxpayer Elections
ln Bea (l1th Clr. 2019), marr¡ed TPs lnvested ¡n partnerships. Atax
professlonal prepared partnership returns and the¡r personal return.

- ln 2013, she prepared Form 1065 and K-1s, whlch refìected a

sign¡ffcant NOL on account of partnership losses, ln preparlng TPs

2013 return, she elected to carry back the loss to 2011 and 2012,

- ln 2014, the partnership reported another loss. TPs 2014 return
¡ncluded 172(bX3) election to waive the NOL carryback based on the
mistaken beliefthat the past income had been absorbed by the 2013
NOLcar.yback.

- But the Service audited the 2013 returns, discovering a discrepancy
between their return and a revised K-1 that the tax professional had
prepared for the partnersh¡p. {she apparently did not catch the
discrepanq/.)

- TPs now owed money in 2011 and 2012. But they are stuck w¡th the
election the¡r profess¡onal made. No subjective ¡ntention ¡s required,
You s¡gn, you live wlth lt.

16
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Administration: Montrois (DC Cir)

. Still not "Loving" those PTIN feesl The DC

Circuit has vacated a district court opinion
that the fee regime was invalid.

. Based on benefits to the preparers (from
facilitating filing without using a personal
SSN), the Court upheld the regulations under
both lndependent Office Appropriation Act
and APA challenges.

. But more to come on reasonableness.

Litigation and Procedure

. Sonoma Apartment Assocs. (Fed. Cir.)
involved a proof of a tax loss associated with a

"tax gross-up" in a FHA low-income housing
case.

. Claimants sought damages for anticipatory
repudiation by the Government, measured by
the difference between market rates and
contract rates plus a "gross-up" for higher
taxes imposed on a lump-sum payment vs.
payment over time.

Sonoma Apartment (Fed. Cir.)

. Expert testimony on taxes was rejected as

insufficient to prove the tax damage
component:

- Expert used one past tax year to predict tax rates
(and thus future tax effects) through 2035.

- Expert failed to evaluate particular tax attributes
of each partner in computing effects.

. "Making predictions is hard, especially about
the future." Some guidance here?

t7
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Bankruptcy Procedure

. Breland (TC) involved a TP in Chapter 11

bankruptcy filed in 2009.

- IRS filed a proof of claim for 55.9M for the
2004-08 tax years.

- After bankruptcy court issued consent order
dividing claims into secured and unsecured items,
IRS kept auditing. lt asserted $45M deficiency,

- TP petitioned Tax Court arguing IRS was estopped.
TC ruled that no determ¡nation fixing liabilities
had been made. Lesson: lRScan stillchaseTP.

Statute of Limitations

ln Stauffer v. Un¡ted States (1st Cir. 2019) Son had

DPOA for Father, including broad power to "prepare,
execute, and file" tax returns ând to represent
Father in tax matters.

ln early 2006, Son discovered Father had millions in

miss¡ng assets. He worked to set Father's financial
affairs in order. But in March 2006, their relationship
goes cold. Father did not like Son's challenges to
spending by Fathe/s girlfriend.

Father drafted notices to revoke, but never sent
them.

Stauffer (1-'t Cir. 20L91

. Son told his sister he was no longer acting as his

attorney in fact, but there were conflicting
representations to others.

. By2009,Son and Fatherreconciled. Fathergave

S1.25M to Son to buy a house.
. ln2Ot2,Fatherdied. Hoff was PR. He nowdiscovers

Father had not filed tax returns for 20O6-2OL2. For
2006, withholding exceeded liability, so he filed a

claim for refund. For the other years, Father owed
taxes. Returns were filed in 2013.

L8
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Stauffer l-st Cir. 20t9)
. The 2006 refund claim was deemed untimely. No

tolling was allowed. "An individual shall not be
treated as financially disabled during any period that
... [any] person is authorized to act on behalf of such
individual in financial matters." IRC g 6511(a)(2)(B).

. What precautions are appropriate when drafting a
DPOA for a client? Should the person named in the
DPOA be informed of his/her duties? How does one
know when that DPOA is being exercised?

. A questionable outcome where agent was not
actually doing tax work for principal.

S/L: Proof of Mailing (lRS)

. Meyer (8th Cir.) hold that IRS could prove
mailing notice of deficiency through
"competent and persuas¡ve evidence" that
included the IRS form 4340, a computerized
record showing the case history. (See also
Walcott, 10th Cir.).

. Computer forms may not tell the truth about
mail¡ng. See the outline for a great story
about lawyer diligence to prove no ma¡ling.

Poof of Mailing: Changed Address
. ln Gregory (TC), TPs moved to a new home, but 2014 return

used their former address.

While the 2014 return was under exam, they provlded Form

2848 (POA) and 4858 (extens¡on of time to file) to the lRS,

both ofwhich had their new address. They did not file Form
8222 (Change of Address).

on october 13, 2016, prior to the date they filed the¡r 2015
return, the IRS ma¡led a notice of deficiency to the old
address. TPs did not get that notice.

They learned about ¡t ¡n January 2017 and filed a petition, but
this was too late. TC dismissed their petition as untimely.

. Last known address rule favored IRS here. Life lesson: File
Fotm8222.

19
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Proof of Mailing: Mailbox Rule

Baldwin (9th cir.) ruled that the common-law mailbox
rule has been supplanted by regulations.

TP filed a refund claim of S169K for 2005 based on
carrying back a 2007 NOL. They used regular mail in
2011, and had two employees testify.

IRS claimed it never received the refund claim until
2013 - which it denied as untimely.
gth C¡r. Ruling: Regulations issued in 2011 supplant
common law mailbox rule; require certified mail or
approved private delivery service as proof.

lnvalid Notice of Deficíency
. ln U.5. Auto sales (T.c.), TP (Sales) received an 11 page

document that included some information for a related
corporation ( Finance).

The information from Finance was not applicable to Sales.

sales filed a Tax Court petition claim¡ng arbitrary and
capricious ad.iustments.

Later, IRS issued a corrected notice of defic¡ency. Sales then
filed another petition.

IRS then moved to dism¡ss the first petition because the
notice was ¡nvalid. A majority of the Tax Court agreed,
finding that ¡t was without jurisdiction.

An odd case - presumably TP wanted to hold the lRs to proof
requirements impl¡cated by the first petition.

Three-Year Lookback: Borenstein

. Borenstein (2"d Cir.) resolves a problem
created by the Tax Court's interpretation of
IRC 6512(bX3) in Lundy, which affects the
limitations period for TPs that failed to file a

return but later wish to file a refund claim.

20
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Borenstein (2"d Cir.)

Background on Lundy:

- TP (Lundy) overpaid 1987 taxes on 4175/88-but
did not file a return.

- TP got notice of deficiency for 1987 in September
1990, > 2 years after taxes paid.

- TP could not file refund claim because > 2 years.

- So, Congress amends to allow three years ifTP
gets Notice during the third year after the due
date (with extensions).

Borenstein (2"d Cir.)

. For Borenstein, does the relevant period mean
4/16/!5 to L0/15/1.6 (Taxpayer)

or

I0/L6/L5toI0/t5/t6 (lRS and Tax Court)
. The Tax Court approach leaves a "dead zone" for

which no relief is available. The 2nd Cir. removed the
dead zone by adopting the TP view.

. Note that "rule of lenity'' was applied here. Right
outcome, but an odd rule to apply in this context.

Attorney Fees/Costs

. Bontrager (TCM) involved a change in IRS

position following Klein (TC 2017), in which
the Tax Court ruled that the IRS could not
impose interest and penalties based on the
tax loss at crim¡nal sentencing.

. IRS had previously been chasingTP for
interest and penalties of $165K. But it
conceded them after Klein.

. TP sought litigation costs under IRC 7430.

21,
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Bontrager (TCM)

. TP claimed that although he lost on one issue,

the interest and penalties amounted to more
than 70 percent of the dollar value at issue.

. While this meant he had "substantially
prevailed", the problem was that the IRS

position was also "substantially justified" prior
to its loss in Klein.

. The mere fact of concession does not provide

a ticket for recovery in this context.

Litigation Costs
. Wagstaff (TCM) involved frustrated taxpayers

who received an incorrect SSA-1099.

. On audit, they disputed the form and
provided backup information from DOL, but a

Notice of Deficiency was issued.

. TP filed in the Tax Court; Taxpayer Advocate
intervened; case dismissed.

. Costs awarded, but no injunctive relief, TPs

wanted IRS enjoined from pursuing in this
context. (Tell your Senator!)

Cost/Fees Award
. TruetheVote (D.D.C.). The DistrictCourt has

determined that fees are justified based on

the relief granted against this nonprofit.
. Fee award justified when Government cannot

show that both its legal positions in litigation
and the underlying agency actions were
justified.

. Protecting First Amendment rights was a

significant relief obtained. Need further
proceedings to consider reasonableness.
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Liens/Collection

. Romano-Murphy (TC) involved a pro se

taxpayer who defeated a trust fund penalty
collection action.

. TP filed a protest in response to Letter 1153.

. IRS assessed the penalty; did not make an
administrative determination aft er protest.

. Held: Assessment is invalid without an
administrative determination (with a nudge
from the 11th Circuit).

Liens/Collection
. Pacific Management Group (TC) shows the

opposite result for a TP who failed to timely
request a CDP hearing.

. Without a timely request, there can be no
administrative determination.

. Without an administrative determination,
there is no ticket to the Tax Court.

. Tax Court lacks jurisdiction.

Transferee/Fid uciary Lia bility

. Several cases involving transferee/fiduciary
liability in this year's outline.

. My favorite is Park - a sad tale about FBAR

penalties that survived the death of the TP

who failed to report foreign accounts.
. Park and the related notes show several cases

in which TPs are facing penalties based on half
their account values for failing to disclose.
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United States v. Park (N.D. lll.

. United States v. Park (N.D. lll, 5/24119), presents
fascinating tax problems for those admin¡stering and
advising decedents' estates.

- Park sold "Q-Ray" bracelets {S87 million worth), draw¡ng the ire
of the FTC, who alleged false and misleading advertjsing. lt got
a judgment for 516 million. Park paid almost S12 million and
then filed for bankruptcy.

- Parkfledto his native land of South Korea. He transferred some
funds to hìs daughter and wife in the U.S., including funds to
buy a condominium ¡n chicago.

- Meanwhile, the lRSwas usingJohn Doe summons to goafter
ìnformation on fore¡gn bank accounts.

- Park had about 57 mill¡on in sw¡ss accounts in 2008, wh¡ch had
been unreported. Worr¡ed about FBAR penalties, hefiled
amended returns and made FBAR disclosures,

United States v. Park (N.D. lll

Mr. Park died in July 2012, while the audit began in 2011
was underway.
Park's will had directed that his assets be placed in trust
and administered in the U5. However, the family arranged
with attorneys in South Korea to sell property owned there
and transfer proceeds to Mrs. and their three children,
Charles, James, and Nina.

More than two years after Mr. Park's death, the IRS
assessed a penalty of S3.5 million (half the foreign account
balance) based on his willfulfailure to file FBAR.

The Government is now chas¡ng Mrs. Park and Charles as
fiduciaries, and it is also seeking to set aside transfers as
fraudulent.

United States v. Park (N.D. lll.

. F¡nCEN Form 114, Report of Foreign Bank and Financial Accounts, is
not filed with the tax return. lt is filed separately.

. Penalties attach for fa¡ling to file Form 114 (up to 50 percent of the
balance for a willful fa¡lure. Nonwillful v¡olation: current maximum
penalty is $12,921. See
httos://www.irs,gov/businesses/small-businesses-self-employed/
reppr1:oi-l-o-rcicn-þ-?¡hild:fIê-0çiala-c-ç-o--uûI$-:&-il Query: are
there facts to ¡ndicate w¡llfulness?

. Penaltìes also attach for fail¡ng to file Form 8938, which is filed with
the federal ìncome tax return, but they are capped at 560K.

. Note thãt if estate has fore¡gn bank accounts, fiduciary may need to
file, too.
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Corporations/S Corporations

Ferguson (TCM 2019-40) involves the intr¡cac¡es of pass-
through deductions.
- TP had two entities, RFI (a C corp.) and Pinnacle (an S corp),

which he used to support a custom home contracting business.
Pinnacle provided cast stone as a subcontractor for RFl.

- Homeowners sued Pinnacle and RFI for construction defects
caused bythefaultystone and/or installation problems. TPwas
also named ¡n this suit.

- TP transferred his real estate to homeowners to settle the
Iitigation. He recorded thjs transfer as a loan to P¡nnacle ¡n
2011.

- ln20!2, he shut down Pinnacle, assuming all of ¡ts l¡ab¡lities.
Essentially, this would mean he extinguished the corporate debt
to himself-

Ferguson (TCM)

lax issues presented for the year of payment involved the question of
who really paid the settlements (and related legal fees)? Does anyone
get to deduct them?

- lf TP, then ¡s this employee business expense? A Schedule C expense?

- lf Pinnacle, then côn deductions flow through K-1s {above the line)?

- What about RFl, the C corporation? ls some of the settlement
attr¡butable to ¡ts actions? lf so, why should P¡nnacle get to deduct all
of this?

TC allowed a 50 percent deduction for P¡nnacle ând allowed employee
business expenses for fP. {Was that r¡ght? Luckily for TP, IRS stipulated
this ¡ssue. Payment of anothe/s expense is not normally deductible.)

Case ¡llustrates the ¡mportance of choosing form for payment and
respecting the separate eñtities and responsibil¡ties ¡n settlements ofthis
nature.

Corporations/S Corporations

Cavanaugh (5th Cir. 2019) provides another life lesson
about settlements.
- TP was the CEO and sole shareholder of an S corporation

engaged as a commercial c¡eaning franch¡sor,

- TP took two employees and his g¡rlfriend to Flor¡dã on a trip.
His girlfriend died of an apparent cocaine overdose. Her
mother sued TP and the corporation alleging that the death was
caused by wrongful acts taken within the scope of employment.

- TP and the company board agreed to authorize settlement to
avoid adverse public¡ty. Corporate counsel agreed.

- Resultwas structured settlementof 52.3M payable overtwo
years, with ÎP pay¡ng 250K and corporation paying balance.
Corporatìon reimbursed IP h¡s 250K.
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Cavanaugh (5th cir. 2oL9)
TP treated payments as deductible business expenses, which
passed through on K-1. IRS disallowed. TC agreed, and F¡fth

Circuit affirmed, following G¡l mo re.

- Origin ofthe claim was not business, but personâ|.

- But the employer needed to defend a respondeat super¡or
claiml

- Court finds no connection w¡th business activity. (But ¡f
that had been true, the claim could have been dismissed!)

- No deduction for either corporate payments to victim's
mother or for reimbursement to employee/shareholder,

- This case reflects TP's burden of proof. Also, tax litigation
occurs ¡n a public forum, which is what this TP tried to
avoid.

Cavenaugh: Tax Costs Matter

. lf TP gets to pay the judgment with pretax dollars
(i.e., if the amount of the settlement was
deductible), the cost would be the NPV of S2.3
million payable in two installments over two years.

(Let's call ¡t S2.3 M).
. lf that same S2.3 M is paid in after-tax dollars and we

assume a 4O% marginal tax rate, that taxpayer must
earn S3.833M ¡n order to have S2.3M to pay the
judgment (52.3 M/ (1 - tax rate of .4)= 53.833M)

Corporations/S Corporations

Morowitz (0. R.l. 2019) involved an attorney who brought ¡n

another attorneyto his S corporation. Part of their deal
involved a side agreement: Morowitz' past cases would be

accounted for separately, while joint activities would be
reported through the K-1s for each.

But, in reality, the money came from the samê pot. Morowitz
chose an 5 corporation and there is no basis for special
allocations in this context.

Some important lessons lurk here about the ¡mportance of
thinking through the time when a new shareholder comes on
board. Subchapter K'sflexibility ìs surely an advântage in this
context.
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Corporations/S Corporations
ATL & Sons (TC 2019) ¡llustrates the separate legal
personhood of the S corporatjon and its shareholders.

Marr¡ed TPs owned all S corporation shares. They filed
Form 4868 to extend the due date for the¡r personal Form
1040. fhey timely filed and paid the taxes on their income,
including ìncome from the S corporation.

But they d¡d not file Form 7004, which extends the due date
for Form 11205. They incurred an automatic penalty of
5195/shareholder/month for fail¡ng to file Form 11205 on
time. (Note: this 56699 penaltycanturn ¡ntoreal money,)

TC says: penalties upheld. The lãw favors the Service here.

Life lesson: extend both returns. "No harm, no foul" does
not apply in this context as a penalty defense.

Corporations/S Corporations

ln Alt. Health Care Advocates (TC), TPs used an S
corporation (Wellness) to provide services to a
marijuana dispensary (Alternative) organized as a C
corporation and characterized as a benefit corporation
under state law. (Note: NE has benefit corporations).
At issue was whether the provisions of 280E affected
the deductions claimed on the C corporation return, as
well as the deduction for professional services
allocated to payments to the S corporation.
In addition, the S corporation claimed additional
business expense deductions. Did 280E disallow those
too?

280E

. "No deduction or credit shall be allowed for
any amount paid or incurred during the
taxable year in carrying on any trade or
business if such trade or business (or the
activities which comprise such trade or
business) consists of trafficking in controlled
substances (within the meaning of schedule I

and ll of the Controlled Substances Act) which
is prohibited by Federal law or the law of any
State in which such trade or business is
¡¡¡¡1,,-+^J / /tr*^h^-i- ^¡!^¡l
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Alt, Health Care Advocates (TC)

The Tax Court found that 280E applied to deductions claimed by
both entities.

- When Alternative (C Corp) pa¡d a fee to Wellness for management
seru¡ces, th¡s was a nondeductible expensê for Alternative. Alternative
would thus hâve higher taxable income (and tax) as a result ofthis
adjustment.

- Wellness (S Corp) would stjll .eceive taxable income for the payment.
But Wellness could not deduct compensation paid out to shareholder/
employees or other bus¡ness expenses.
. K-1thus relects share of full income recelved from A¡ternãfive.
. W-2would still refledamount of compensafion, 1099woold refìect rent, both

taxable.

- Thus, taxpayers were worse off than if they hâd used ã gingle entity
due to corporate level taxes plus h¡gher pass-through and wage taxes
on their individual returns. (Que.y: Did anyone tell them this?)

Corporations/S Corporations

. Tomseth (D. Ore. 2019) involved the
interpretation of AAA when a corporation
switched back and forth between C and S.

. Holding: AAA terminates after the one-year
PTTP. So, either distribute previously taxed
income within the PTTP or lose your ability to
do so (unless, of course, your corporation has

no E&P).

Partnerships

. We have some good cases about partnership
debt, which are quite complicated. See the
outline.

. Plus, we get some new regulations on
partnership debt.

. Lipnick (TC) is an important case for those
who may have acquired an interest from
another. The tax treatment of interest by the
transferor may not carry through to the
tra nsferee !
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Em oyment Taxes

. See the outline for several employment cases,
including one on Railroad statutes that
reached the SCT.

. Crime novel fans will want to read Slaughter
(TCM), which addresses the scope of self-
employment tax for an author. (Those with
authors for clients may also want to read this
case.)

Legislation

. Taxpayer First Act (Pub. L. It6-25 (7/7/790
presents the most significant tax legislation so
far. (See the outline for highlights).

. Will there be more to come this year?

Thank you

. Thank you for listening to another program

. Have a happy holiday season and a

prosperous 2020!
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I. Gross income.

A. Timing.
7. Section 1341, relief available to spousal payment under divorce decree, Mihelick v.

United States,927 F.3d 1138 (1lth Cir.2019).
Taxpayer and her husband divorced in 2005. f)uring their marriage, Taxpayer ancl her

husband both worked for a family-owned S corporation in which Husband was a majority
shareholder. In2004, while the divorce was pending, Husband's sister (and a minority
shareholder) sued Husband for breaching his fiduciary duties by paying himself excessive
compensation. The couple took this claim into account in their property settlement, which
required Taxpayer to pay half of any liability that Husband incurred from this lawsuit. After all,
she got half the benefit from any excessive compensation, so she should have to bear half the
burden.

The sister's lawsuit settled in2007, and Husband paid $600K while disclaiming any
liability. On his return, he deducted half the payment as a business loss, which the IRS allowed.
Husband then chased Taxpayer for her half of the liability under their property settlement. In
2009, Taxpayer eventually acquiesced and paid Husband $300,000. On her 2009 return, she
claimed a loss under section 165 and sought refund based on applying section 1341. The Service
denied her refund.

Section 1341 provides relief from taxes imposed in prior taxable years if certain
conditions are present: (1) taxpayer must have at least $3000 of income that appeared to be
taxable because she had an unrestricted right to that income; (2) taxpayer later learns that she did
not actually have such a right; and (3) the repa¡zment would otherwise be deductible under
another provision of the Code. If those conditions are met, Taxpayer can choose to deduct the
item in the current year or elect a credit equal to the amount of tax imposed in a prior year with
respect to the contested item.

The Government contended that section 1341 benefits were not available to Taxpayer
because neither she nor her husband could reasonably believe they had an unrestricted right to
the income. But this argument fails. First, there,was no showing that Husband had knowingly
misappropriated any funds, and his settlement disclaimed any wrongdoing. Moreover, Taxpayer
only needed to show that she sincerely believed they had a right to the income. It did not matter
that this belief was later shown to be incorrect on account of a settlement. (Were the rule
otherwise, no claim would be allowed.)
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Second, the Govemment contended that section 1341 could not apply here because
Taxpayer had no presumptive right to Husband's income. However, Ohio law supported the
treatment of wages from labor as marital property, which would be divided equally upon divorce

As for the repayment, the court found Taxpayer's situation was indistinguishable from
other authorities involving settlement payments under threatened lawsuits. Here, she initially
resisted the payment to her former husband, but her lawyer advised that she had an obligation to
make the payment under their agreement. Moreover, this payment had a substantive nexus to the
original receipt of the income, as her husband had earned it, it became marital property, and thus
presumptively became part of the marital settlement.

The Govemment raised one additional argument for which there was authority in the
Third Circuit: repayment must be to the actual owner of the income. In this case, that would
have apparently been Husband's sister as the plaintiff in the suit. But the Eleventh Circuit
declined to extend that requirement, which it viewed as outside the text of the statute.

Here, since the payment would be deductible for Husband as the CEO of the company, it
was deductible for her when she paid her share of the liability according to their agreement.
According to the court, this was consistent with following substance and not mere form in
governing the deductibility of the loss.

Comments: You lcnow your case ß going well when the judge opens the opinion with a statement
like this: " [EJven Justice Holmes [who wrote tltat "Taxes are what we pay for a civilized
society"J would likely qgree that it is uncivilized to impose taxes on citizens for income they did
not ultimately receive. But that is precisely the result the government asks us to uphold today."
The matter of the deductibility in this case merits some attention. Here, the court noted that if
Husband had wanted to deduct the entirety of the 8600K payment, he could have done so. In
oral argument, the Government was asked whether Husband should have merely shared his tax
benefit with Taxpayer - but it was noted that the Government neither answered nor contested the
premise of the question. One wonders if the same result would obtainfor Taxpayer if H had
tried to deduct the entire amount, or if that would have been addressed through taxing H on the
receipt of thosefunds. In such a case, would H have an exclusion based on section I04I (i.e., a
property settlement resultingfrom divorce)? And what about the impact of section l04I on W in
this context, which was not addressed. Also, when excess compensation was received over
multiple tax years and a lump sum settlement ensLtes, how does one allocate the past tax burdens

for purposes of applying section 134I ? Finally, note that this provides another situation in which
restrictions on miscellaneous itemized deductions could have a significant negative impact on
Taxpayer if the repayment occurred after the TCJA was enocted. For commentary (and an
argument that the TCJA should not affect section I34l in this context), see Douglas A. Kahn,
Return of an Employee's Claim of Right Income, Tax Notes, June 17, 2019, at 1819.

2. Accrual method, not installment method, applicable to sale of solar lighting towers,
King Solarman, Inc. v. Commissioner, TC Memo 20L9-L03.
Taxpayer, a corporation, assembles and sells mobile solar-powered lighting towers,

which are commonly used to provide lighting for construction sites and remote work locations.
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The towers are constructed from components that Taxpayer acquires from others and assembles
into a completed good.

Taxpayer filed returns under the accrual method. Although it reported no inventory
balances, it reported COGS which appeared to be the sum total of labor, purchases, and various
fees. If labor costs were excluded from COGS, they were deducted elsewhere.

During 2014, Taxpayer negotiated alarge deal for the lease of 162 towers. However,
rather than run this transaction entirely through the corporation, the corporation sold these units
to anLLC, which allocated income and expenses 99 percent to investors (including the corporate
founder) and 1 percent to another LLC owned solely by the founder). This structure allowed
bonus depreciation and tax credits to transfer directly to investors while also avoiding the
economic risks associated with the leasing transaction.

The terms of the purchase called for the $7.9 million purchase price to be paid in two
cash installments of $2.1 million, plus the balance in the form of a promissory note payable over
240 months. Payments totaling $2.2 million were made in 2015.

On its corporate tax return, Taxpayer reported all the costs associated with these 162
towers in COGS. However, it excluded some $5.6 million from gross receipts, representing the
unpaid balance of the purchase price. On audit, the Service proposed to include the entire
amount in gross income on the basis that Taxpayer was required to use the accrual method.

Taxpayer sought relief in the Tax Court, arguing that it was allowed to use the cash
method and treat this sale as an installment sale. While there was some controversy over
whether the Service had changed the Taxpayer's method to the accrual method (i.e., the notice of
deficiency stated that Taxpayer "must use" the accrual method) instead of whether Taxpayer had
previously used the accrual method and improperly changed to the cash method, the Tax Court
found this to be irrelevant to the outcome. Here, Taxpayer had properly elected the accrual
method beginning with its 2012 tax return, an election that continued through the 2015 year.
Although Taxpayer argued that it actually employed the cash method, the record did not show
this. Entries on the general ledger included accounts payable. Although Taxpayer failed to
properly account for opening and closing inventory, choosing instead to charge all costs to
COGS, this was not deemed to be persuasive evidence that it was using the cash method.

Not only did Taxpayer not request a change in method of accounting, Taxpayer was also
not eligible for cash method. Taxpayer was required to maintain an inventory because
"production, purchase, or sale of merchandise" was an income-producing factor in its business.
See Treas. Reg. $ 1.411-T. Even if Taxpayer had no inventory on hand, the requirement is the
same - an accrual method must be employed. Although Taxpayer argued that it was eligible for
a small business exemption from the accrual method, the court found that its defined trade or
business of "wholesaletrade" was not eligible, and it could not meet the other requirements for
exemption in Rev. Proc.2002-28. While the Commissionerhas broad discretion in methods of
accounting, which made these exemptions proper exercises discretionary relief, Taxpayer was
not eligible for such relief. Moreover, that same discretion could be appropriately applied here
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to require the accrual method, regardless of whether 'I'axpayer had previously used the cash
method.

Finally, under the "all-events test", the revenue from these sales should have been
recognized in 2015. Taxpayer argued thatit maintained some future liability for warranty
claims, but these were insuff,rcient to accord relief from revenue recognition. Moreover,
Taxpayer was specifically ineligible for the installment method under the rules of section 453(b),
as it would have been required to maintain an inventory of any towers it had on hand. This result
would clearly reflect income, while the deferral of the revenues for up to twenty years would
create a significant mismatch considering Taxpayer deducted all the costs currently. Accuracy
penalties were avoided here, however, as Taxpayer relied on good faith on his CPA, who did a
"less-than-masterful job" on the return, but that was not the Taxpayer's faulty.

Comment: This memorandum decision provides a helpful ovewiew of the method of accounting
rules and the restrictions applied to taxpayers with inventories. However, it should be noted that
Rev. Proc. 2002-28 was declared obsolete by Rev. Proc. 2018-40 on account of the small
business exemptionfrom ínventory requirements enacted by the TCJA in new section a71@).
Method changes may be automatic if the Taxpayer meets applicable requirements. See Rev.
Proc. 2018-31. For an overview of method changes in this areo, see Lee & Hiane, Updates to
automatic accounting method change procedures for small businesses, Tax Adviser, December I,
2018, available at https://wvtw.thetaxadviser.com/issues/201\/dec/updates-autamatic-
ac coun t in g - m et ho d- chang e-pr o c edur es -s m a ll -bus ines s es. ht nt I

3. Social security benefits received during taxable year, but excluded under section
B6[eJ election, counted for purposes of computing ACA premium tax credit
eligibility, fohnson v. Commissioner, L52T.C. No. 6 [201-9).
In20I4, Taxpayer had AGI of $31,137, consisting of wages and about $6K of taxable

Social Security benefits. However, Taxpayer actually received more than $26K of social
security benefits, a portion of which was received in a lump sum attributable to amounts he was
due in 2013. Taxpayer made an election under section 86(e) to exclude the benefits attributable
to 2013 from his gross income due to the fact that, if they had been received in20I3, they would
not have been included in his gross income for that year.

Taxpayer also received premium tax credits totaling 54,460 under section 368. These
credits authorized by the Affordable Care Act allowed Taxpayers with household income
between 100 to 400 percent of the Federal poverty line income to receive the credits. For this
pu{pose, household income includes Modified Adjusted Gross Income (MAGD for the taxpayer
plus certain family members. Social Security benefits, even those which are not taxable, are
included in MAGI. See IRC 368(d), which includes "an amount equal to the portion of the
taxpayer's social security benefits (as defined in section 86(d)) which is not included in gross
income under section 86 for the taxable year."

The novel question presented here is the effect of an election under section 86(e), which
determines how much of a prior-year benefit is included in AGI during the year of receipt.
Taxpayer argued that this election should allow the Taxpayer to exclude the prior-year benefit in
computing MAGI. However, the Tax Court rejected this argument. If Taxpayer had not made
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the section 86(e) election, it would have had a larger share of the benefits in AGI as taxable
income. But the statute focuses on the total benef,rt, and the year of receipt - not the year of
attribution - nevertheless governs the reporting of that income.

Thus, Taxpayer's MAGI was increased to $50,630, after adjustments, which was more
than 400 percent of the federal poverty line. Consequently, he owes the $4,460 to the
Government as he was ineligible for the premium credits.

Comment: This outcome is hard on the taxpayer, but it is right under the Code as written. It
would not make sense to give a better outcome because the Taxpayer who received prior year
benefits made the election under section 86(e). If MAGI is a measure of economic income, tlte
year of inclusion, not the year the income is earned, is relevant. But note how thís imposes a
steep cost on earning extra income: 84460/819,493 of otherwíse nontaxable income: 22.88
percent marginal tax. But the rate could be even higher if he had only received enough
additional benefits to take his income to 400 percent of thefederal poverty line (45,600 in this
case). I would guess that this Taxpayer is not so thrilled with the outcomes of the ACA - driving
up his premium costs and gíving no credits to payfor them.

4. Cryptocurrencyguidance, Rev. Rul. 2Aß-24 & "FrequentlyAsked Questions on
Virtual Currency Transactions"
Taxpayers with cryptocuffency face myriad tax problems on account of the

characterization of cryptocurrency as property, not money. Thus, every disposition of a
cryptocurrency potentially generates taxable income.

This Revenue Ruling and Q/A Guidance on the IRS website provides some helpful
information for taxpayers holding virtual cuffency. In particular, the ruling concludes that a
taxpayer who holds a virhral currency that experiences a "hard fork" and which receives an
"airdrop" of new units in the forked cwrency. In that situation, the Service has ruled that the
receipt of the new units constitutes gross income that will be ordinary in character. The new
basis in the forked units will be equal to their fair market value at the time of receipt.

Comment: The outcome Ítere is questionable, given that the receipt of the new currency ß fully
taxable and none of the basis in the pre-þrked currency is to be allocated to the newly received
items. As a conceptual matter, one wonders why the stock dividend model of Eisner v.

Macomber was not applied here, allowing the taxpayer to reallocate basis and then address tax
consequences wlten the property is spent.

B. Exclusions/Deferral.
1,. New |ersey state tax incentives are excludable contributions to capital, Brokertec

Holdings,lnc. v. Commissioner, TC Memo 2Aß32.
Taxpayer and its corporate affiliates were brokers and financial intermediaries operating

in the securities industry. Their offices in the V/orld Trade Center were decimated in the terrorist
attacks on September 11, 2001. This space had some specialized wiring that permitted electronic
trading, which made it difficult to flrnd new space in which to carry on its business in Manhattan.
But New Jersey became an attractive alternative, particularly when the firm learned of the
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Business Employment Incentive Program (BEIP), which provided financial incentives for firms
to locate their businesses in that state.

During the years at issue, the BEIP program issued discretionary cash grants for the
purpose of incentivizing firms that would not only provide investment and new jobs, but also
would serve as an "anchor" to attract other firms. Taxpayer's business, which employed over
750 workers, was in the sweet spot for this program. Grants were determined based on several
criteria, including the number of employees, types of economic contributions, and total
investment. Payments came from the general fund, and amounts were based on a fraction of
employee state tax withholding payments.

Taxpayer began to get payments in2004, after it invested in its office complex. But
significant payments did not begin until later years. All totaled, the firm and its affiliates
received afotal of $140 million under the BEIP program. They invested approximately $40
million in facilities. A significantpart of the excess was used to acquire other firms to expand
their business.

One might question whether the people of New Jersey got a good deal from their
investment. But Taxpayer came out pretty well, particularly when one considers that it took the
income tax position that these receipts where contributions to capital that were excluded from
gross income under section 118 as then applicable.

After a lengthy rehearsal of the legislative and judicial history behind section I 18, the
Tax Court ruled that these payments were indeed excludable from gross income. The record
showed that the intention or motive of the nonshareholder contributor supported a contribution to
capital, not a payment for services or otherwise taxable contributions to diffuse capital
investment costs.

Comment: The TCJA substantially revised section I l8 so that similar nonshareholder
contributions are no longer excludable. When one considers that cash contributions are not only
excludable, but that they can provide aþundationþr other tax benefits for the recipient, there is
reasonþr policymakers to be concerned. And of course, New Jersey taxpayers had special
concerns here. In order to avoid taxable income, government incentive programs require
redesign so that benefits come in theþrm of tax credits or other exemptþrms of benefit. (And
of course, one could always make the government entity a shareholder - perhaps a special class
of stock?) For those with issues under the prior version of section I18, this case provides helpful
lessons. For another excellent discussion of thß orea, see Scott Rabinowitz, Are Governmental
Entity Non-Shareholder Contributions Income After the 2017 Tax Act, Tax Management
Memorandum (August 20, 2018), available at Bloomberg/BNA.

2. Emotional distress from firing that causes physical sickness does not generate
excludable damages under section 1-04, Doyle v. Commissioner, TC Memo 20L9-8.
Taxpayer was employed in tech industry, where he had successfully joined a startup that

had become a public company. As the Tax Court noted, "those who read this opinion online are
probably doing so on some devise that in some way fTaxpayer] helped invent." He left the
company in 2008 and started a consulting business, which he operated through an S corporation.
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However, he was soon hired as an employee by another tech company, 'Wacom. But after only
about ayear with the company, he "stumbled into a situation", which apparently involves
antitrust concerns. He hired a lawyer, who advised him to either leave Wacom or tell the CEO.
He chose the latter. And he was then fired.

This triggered a series of physical symptoms, including sleeplessness, digestive disorders,
and other health problems including headaches and pains in his neck, shoulders, and back. The
court agreed that these symptoms were the consequences of emotional distress suffered after
termination.

Taxpayer sued Vy'acom in federal district court, raising several counts in his complaint.
However, none of these indicated any personal physical injuries or sickness. The company
settled under conf,rdential terms, but they included $350K in damages for unpaid wages and
$250K in damages for "emotional distress damages." Wacom the wages on Form V/-2 and it
reported the $250K in other damages, which were paid out over two years, on Form 1099-Misc.

Taxpayer hired an lvy-league educated CPA, who advised him to report the $250K in
payments on Schedule C as an "unclassified business establishment" and to effectively zero out
that income with deductions for attorney's fees and "pain and suffering". He testif,red that he
recognized that Taxpayer did not have a separate trade or business from this activity, but he
chose Schedule C as a vehicle for making a disclosure of the relevant information to the IRS.

Unfortunately for Taxpayer, the law is not on his side. Section 104(a) states that
"emotional distress shall not be treated as a physical injury or physical sickness." The symptoms
he reported are consistent with emotional distress under relevant case law, and nothing in the
settlement agreement indicated any basis for a physical injury or sickness caused by the
employer. Although Taxpayer "may well be right ontologically" that mind and body are closely
related, the Code takes a different approach in defining the scope of exclusion.

Moreover, Taxpayer has another problem. He gave a general release for all claims,
without a specific allocation to any particular claim. In such a case, prior Tax Court decisions
find that all settlement proceeds are included in gross income. So even if he could have raised a
personal physical injury scenario, the documents would not have supported it.

Taxpayer did get some benefits here, however. The Service conceded that legal fees
could be deductible as a miscellaneous itemized deduction when they were connected with his
employment or former employment. But he could not substantiate that some of the fees were so

connected.

Moreover, Taxpayer got an even better deal on penalties. First, he could satisfy the good
faith requirement. Even though the authorities did not go his way, he relied on a credible expert
for advice. But even if that had not been so, the Service in this case failed to prove that
supervisory approval was obtained before assessing the penalties. Another Graev-indtced
taxpayer victory.
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Comment: Even a tax-sensitive litigator probably could not have changed the outcome here
based on the settlement document, though one should note the presumptíon of taxation that is
applied where a settlement does not allocate proceeds. Taxpayers here also benefittedfrom
their lack of tax sophistication, which allowed them to rely on their professional in goodfaith.
"Ontologicel" correctness as to the mind-body connection will not provide substantial authority

for a position contrary to the Code and interpretíve cases.

3. Tribal payments from gross receipts tax on casinos was gross income, Clay v.
Commissioner,LSZ T.C, No, 73 (201,9).
Taxpayers were members of a Native American tribe with lands in Florida. The tribe

acquired land near its reservation land for the purpose of operating a casino. It contracted with a

third party to build and operate the casino, and it waived all taxes on the operations until the
investors recouped their investment. In 1995, the tribe began to impose a 6.5 percent gross
receipts tax. The casino was very successful. Until 1995, quarterly distributions from the tribe's
other businesses and leased lands was about $100/member. But casino revenues drove those
amounts higher, reaching nearly $160K per member (including each child) during the years at
issue (2004-06). One family with five children collected over $1 million in distributions.

However, the tribal members failed to report these amounts as taxable income. The Tribe
had a Business Council, which consulted its own attorney who determined that these payments
should not be taxable. The Tribe apparently assisted members with income tax returns, and it
directed staff to exclude these amounts. Moreover, it directed tribal members not to discuss or
disclose the amounts to others, including on credit applications, so avoid detection by the IRS.
Minutes of the Business Council report these discussions, including concerns raised by tax
treatment of the neighboring Seminole tribe. Moreover, the Tribe had requested an outside legal
opinion from White and Case, which had included that the payments were indeed taxable.

These concerns about the Service finding out proved well founded, as the Service
commenced an audit of dozens of returns filed by tribal members. It proposed adjustments going
back to 2004, which reflected the six-year statute of limitations for substantial omissions of gross
income. On October 18, 2010, after the RAR with proposed adjustments and penalties was
issued to the Taxpayers, the Revenue Agent in charge sent the case to the Supervisory Revenue
Agent. She completed a civil penalty approval form, but she did not approve negligence
penalties. A notice of deficiency was issued on March 14,2011, which included negligence and
substantial understatement penalties for 2004 and 2005. On January 10,20T3, a second notice of
deficiency was issued for the 2006 tax year, including deficiencies and penalties.

The Tax Court first addressed several litigation issues, including the matter of holding
Taxpayers to stipulations made before trial. On the merits of the Taxpayers' position, the court
found the distributions were taxable. These are net gaming revenues taxable under the Indian
Gaming Regulatory Act. They are not gross receipts derived from lands which might be eligible
for an exemption. The court also considered other arguments based on legislation directed at
tribal payments, but these were found inapplicable.

On the matter of penalties, which in this case would have been substantial, Taxpayers
were able to successfully argue that supervisory approval was not made in a timely manner as
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required by section 615l(b) as interpreted by Graev. Prior decisions had confirmed that
supervisory review must occur before the notice of deficiency is sent, which ocsurred in this
case. However, in this case the RAR included penalties before the notice of deficiency had been
issued, and no supervisory review had occurred before the RAR was sent. The court noted that
Congress enacted section 6751(b) to ensure that penalties should only be imposed where
appropriate and not as a bargaining chip. Taxpayers thus got relief on the penalty front.

Comment: Once again, Graev produces a Taxpayer victory on penalties which, in all candor,
would otherwise have been imposed. It is unlikely that the IRS will continue making the same
mistakes infuture years, but until then, we will probably see more penalty relief on account of
errors like these. For background on Graev and more cases on penalties, see part III.A.. of the
outline.

4. Clarification of tax benefit rule for state tax refunds, Rev. Rul. 2t19-I7,201,9-17 IRB
1041..

lVith the enactment of section 164(bX6), which limits itemized deductions for state and
local taxes to a maxitnum of $10,000, taxpayers lace some unoerl"ainty over the receipt of
refunds from prior year payments of state and local taxes. This ruling provides guidance in those
situations. It takes the position that the taxpayer should evaluate whether the correct amount of
state and local taxes in the year at issue would have affected the taxes due in that period by
comparing the total adjusted itemized deduction or the standard deduction, whichever is greater.
If there was a tax benefit, then the taxpayer is required to take that refund into account as taxable
income to the extent that it generated a tax benefit in a prior year.

For example, in20I9, a single Taxpayer received a refund of $1500 of state income taxes
paid in 2018. During 2018, Taxpayer paid state and local taxes totaling $11,000, consisting of
$5,000 in property taxes and $6,000 of state income taxes. Taxpayer incurred $4,000 of other
itemized deductions. However, Taxpayer was only eligible to deduct $14,000 in total itemized
deductions on account of the $10,000 limitation in section 164(bX6). If Taxpayer had itemized
the corrected state income tax amount of $4,500, Taxpayer would have been eligible to deduct
$13,500 in itemized deductions ($9,500 in state and local taxes plus $4,000 in other items). This
taxpayer would have to include $500 in 2019 taxable income. (See situation 3).

5. Congregational "gifts" were taxable income to pastor, Brown v. Commissioner, TC
Memo 2Aß-69.
Taxpayers (husband and wife) were involved in an independent church ministry as well

as partners in a restaurant. The restaurant served Buffalo wings in Alamogordo, New Mexico.
As Judge Holmes explained based on testimony from witnesses, "Alamogordo's appetite for
Buffalo wings was smaller than they had expected." "The local population ... seemed to prefer
food called 'Tex-Mex' and something called 'Bar-B-Q'. As a result, that restaurant closed. But
the partnership pursued another one that catered to local tastes, which continued to run smoothly

Taxpayers deducted their share of losses from the Buffalo wings restaurant, which
generated an audit. That audit disallowed the losses based on the passive activity rules, finding
that Taxpayers did not materially participate in the venture. But the audit also generated
signif,rcant deficiencies based on asserted unreported income from their church.
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The church board approved payments on behalf of Taxpayers, including utility bills and
other seemingly personal expenses. Moreover, the church used an envelope system, in which
congregants could designate a "special gift" along with gifts for tithes, offerings, and the
building fund. The latter three were treated as tax deductible contributions, but the "special gift"
was recorded on the books of the church and then distributed to Taxpayer. The church did not
treat such amounts as tax deductible contributions, and no one told the congregation that they
were tax deductible. Taxpayers also received other gifts from congregants, which did not go
through the church books.

The audit concerning the restaurant partnership losses turned up questions based on the
limited income otherwise reported by Taxpayers. Using a bank deposits method, the revenue
agent determined that substantial income went unreported.

Taxpayers argued that some of the payments to them were for parsonage allowances.
However, the regulations under section 107 requires those to be o'designated" by the church and
used for the purpose of providing housing, which Taxpayers failed to prove.

And as for the "special gifts" from congregants, the Tax Court examined the system of
giving and the context for the gifts, which it concluded provided taxable income rather than an
excludable gift:

V/e do not doubt that the CJC faithful made these offerings to Reverend Brown in some
considerable part for the graces that they have received for their faithfulness. In tax law
such "intangible religious benef,tts" don't count as items of value received by a donor in
exchange for his donations. See sec. 170(Ð(8xB)(iii); Felton, at*29. But in the profane
world of tax law, apayment can still be for services rendered even if the payor does not
receive an economic benefit from it. Duberstein, 363 U.S. at285. As we said in Felton,

we * * * think that the exhortation by the Supreme Court in Duberstein to focus
on objective evidence of a donor's intent means we have to ask whether the
donations are of the magnitude and type that would make us doubt that what is
called a gift amounts to one in reality.

Felton, at *29 (citing Duberstein, 363 U.S. at286).

Reverend Brown may not have explicitly agreed to provide future services in exchange
for these contributions, but we find that they were made by congregants who meant to
keep Reverend Brown preaching where he is. He provides the "fruit", or "intangible
religious benefits," and the congtegants' o'seeds", or contributions, are in some secular
sense in exchange for them.

Moreover, the system for giving involved major congregational gifts on two days -
"Bishop's day" and the pastor's birthday. The court found these were designated giving days,
which created an expectation to make contributions that also tilted toward finding income, even
though some gifts occurred on other days. There was evidence that they had a "routinized and
highly structured system" for collecting these contributions for the pastor.
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Finally, the amounts of contributions from congregants far exceeded the salary paid to
Taxpayers for their services to the church. The church also paid some other expeuses, which
were unreported. These amounts were taxable income.

Comment: Those with church clients might want to consult this casefor guídance about the
matter of "gtfts" that could be excludablefrom gross income. While the case upholds gift
treatmentfor items that are truly given out of a sense of generosity and without obligation, those

factors can be overtaken by making the gfts a regular part of the congregationol activities. And
while the parsonage allowance continues to be tax exempt (see Gaylor v. Mnuchin, 919 F.3d 420
(7th Cir. 2019) (upholding section 107 against establishment clause challenge), this case also
provides an object lesson about loose record keeping and the lack of designations affecting this
benefit. Thß Taxpayer likely overpaid some taxes based on thefailure to follow the 107 rules.

6. Mayo clinic entitled to exclusion from UBI based on status as educational institution,
Mayo Clinic v. United States, No. 1"6-cv-03113 IECT/KMMJ, 20L9WL3574709 (D.
Minn. Aug. 6, 20L9), appeal filed f8ttt Cir. Oct. 9,2019).
Mayo Clinic brought a refund clairn for $11.5 million in taxes paid on unrelated business

income (UBD. By way of background, tax-exempt organizations may become taxable on UBI.
However, current rules allow tax-exempt organizations to exclude from UBI items such as

passive income from investments and property rents. In this manner, their endowment income
may become tax free. However, UBI can become taxable when it is generated using borrowed
funds - leverage. So, for example, real property financed by debt might generate taxable UBI.
But some tax exempt organizations ("qualified organizations" under IRC $ 514(c)(9)) are
eligible for an exception to this debt-financed limitation, including "an educational organization
which normally maintains a regular faculty and curriculum and normally has a regularly enrolled
body of pupils or students in attendance at the place where its educational activities are regularly
carried on." See RC $ 170(bXlxA)(ii) (as referenced by IRC g 51a(c)(9)).

The regulations interpreting the scope of qualified organization include the categories
referenced in the statute, but they add two other limitations: education must be the "primary
function" and other non-educational activities must be o'merely incidental". See Treas. Reg.
1 . 1 704-9(c)( 1). In other words, schools (including primary, secondary, and university-level) are
included, but a museum that also had a school would not count. See id.

Here, Mayo argues that it has a regular faculty, curriculum, and students who are
educated at the place where they regularly caffy on these educational activities - everything the
statute requires. The Government concedes that these statutory elements are present, but it
claims that Mayo's activities does not comply with the additional requirements in the
regulations. In other words, their primary function does not involve education, but patient care;
such non-educational activities are not merely incidental. Mayo sees these two functions as

inextricably linked.

One problem for the Government is the structure of section 170(bX1XA). The definition
referenced above, which is included in the scope of a "qualified organization", does not extend to
paragraph (AXiiÐ, which provides as follows: "an organization the principal pu{pose or
functions of which are the providing of medical or hospital care or medical education or medical
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research, if the organization is a hospital." 'l'hus, if Congress wanted to impose a functionality
requirement, it knew how to do that. However, inparagraph (AXiÐ, it did not include the
"purpose or functions" language - it only included an "educational organization." Although the
presence of other categories might also suggest that Congress did not wish to include an

organization that might qualify in another category (such as an academic medical center, which
Mayo undoubtedly is), the court rejected that argument. It found nothing in the statute to restrict
organizations to one category only.

The District Court, applying Chevron, thus determined that the regulations went beyond
the scope of the statute and imposed impermissible additional requirements. Therefore, Mayo is
entitled to its refunds.

Comment: An appeal was filed on October 9, which will allow the Eighth Circuit to rule on this
matter. These are complex statutory construction issues, and one can see the merits of both
sides. If Congress wanted to impose afunctionality requirement, it could have done so, indeed.
But isn't the qualifier that the organization must be an "educational organization" an implicit
recognitíon of íts primary function? And if Congress díd not specifu that an organization could
satisfu only one category in section 170(b)(l)(A), isn't it instructive that it chose not to include
academic medical centers in the definition of a qualified organization? This decision is getting
attentíon in the nonprofit world due to íts significant implications. If your client is potentially
eligible, file a protectíve refund claim now.

7. Third-party bookkeeping error avoids taxable distribution from IRA, Burack v.
Commissioner, TC Memo 20L9-83.
Taxpayer had an IRA with an account number ending in0946. On June 25,2014, she

received aS524K distribution, which she used to purchase her current home. She intended to
roll the distribution back into her IRA within 60 days, after her former home had sold. On
August 2I,2014 (less than 60 days after the distribution), she received a $524K cashier's check
drawn from the closing on her house to redeposit the funds into her account. The check was
made out to "Pershing FBO fTaxpayer]". After assurances from the custodian, she overnighted
the check to them. It arrived on August 22, 58 days after she received the distribution.
However, it was not redeposited until August 26,2014,62 days after the distribution. The
reasons for delay were not entirely clear. No one told her of the delay until she received a notice
of deficiency in20l7 which the IRS assessed taxes and penalties.

Taxpayer argued that she was entitled to relief from this distribution on two grounds.
First, she argued that the delay was due to a bookkeeping error by the custodian, which was akin
to that found in Wood, 93 T.C. 114 (1989). In that case, where book entries conflict with the
facts, the facts control. Here, there was apparently some confusion between two entities which
were both listed on the IRA account. lVhile one - Pershing - was formally the custodian, she got
the approval to send the check from the other - Capital Guardian. But this was not deemed
significant, as all statements came from Capital Guardian and she had but one account number.
Accordingly, this justif,red the court's determination that a rollover transaction had occurred.

Alternatively, the court also ruled that this Taxpayer would qualify for an automatic
"hardship waiver" under Rev. Proc. 2003-16, in that the funds were deposited into an eligible
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retirement plan within one year and she could show that if the financial institution had deposited
the funds as instructed, it would have been a valid rollover.

Comment: 'tlhile this case illustrates tlte parameters þr relief, it is unþrtunately that this
taxpayer had to litigate to get that relief, It would appear that she has two exits here, both
leading one to the conclusion that she does not deserve to be taxed on the distribution.

B. IRA transfer from spouse generates taxable income and72(t) penalfy, Rosenberg v.
Commissioner, TC Memo 2019-724
Taxpayer divorced his former spouse, who was ordered to pay him $10,000 from the

proceeds of her IRA "as reimbursement to petitioner for his payment to[her] of liquidated
retirement proceeds during marriage." Former spouse complied with this order in 2015. Instead
of withdrawing cash and transferring that cash directly to Taxpayer, she instead transferred funds
from her IRA to an IRA that Taxpayer had opened at Menill Lynch. Taxpayer then withdrew
the funds (less a $125 withdrawal fee) and closed the account. Menill Lynch issued Form 1099-
R showing $9875 in taxable income. Taxpayer was below 59 lz at the time of the withdrawal.

Before the Tax Court, Taxpayer argued that the intermediate step of making the
distribution to his IRA account instead of distributing directly to him should be disregarded, as it
was imposed upon him by his spouse without his consent. However, the Tax Court refused relief
on this ground. Taxpayer did not qualify for any exceptions to the section 72(t) penalty in this
context. Moreover, the Tax Court stated: "We will not use common law doctrines to fashion and
equitable exception to the statutory scheme in section 72."

Comment: It should be noted that the authority for the categorical denial of penalty relíef was a
memorandum decision. Shouldn't this kind of authority be stated in a regular decision? Or was
this just another way of saying "no relief this time"?

9. Failure to cash distribution check does not provide basis for exclusion, Rev. Rul.
20'J_9 -L9, 2019 -3 6 tRB 67 4.
Taxpayer received a check from the plan administrator of her qualified plan with a

required distribution net of withholding taxes. Taxpayer received the check in2019 and could
have cashed it, but she chose not to do so. Moreover, she did not attempt to roll over this
distribution to another account.

Held: Taxpayer was not permitted to exclude the amount of the distribution from her
gross income. Moreover, the failure to cash the check does not alter the Employer's obligations
with respect to withholding and reporting. The Ruling also states in footnote 1: "fW]hether
[Taxpayer] keeps the check, sends it back, destroys it, or cashes it in a subsequent year is
irrelevant."

10. Notice of extension of involuntary conversion in drought-affected counties, Notice
2019-54.
Section 1033(e) allows the extension of the replacement period for an involuntary

conversion affecting livestock sold on account of drought, flood, or other weather-related
conditions in areas so-designated by the Federal government. This Notice includes an appendix
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which lists counties eligible for relief. Note that there are none in Nebraska, but there are
counties in Iowa, Kansas, Missouri, Colorado,'Wyoming, and South Dakota.

Comment: This Notice covet's drought, but what about floods? For guídance involving some
relieffor Taxpayers in lowa counties affected byflood, see https://w*ww.ivs.gpv/newsroom/irs-

Those interested in the
timing of disaster losses will also want to consult T.D. 9878, 84 Fed. Reg. 55245 (Oct. 16, 2019),
whichfinalizes rules for electing losses in a prior tax year under nC $ 165(i).

C. Characterization.
1. Qui tam award taxable as ordinary income, Barnes v. United States, 353 F.Supp.3d

5BZ [N.D. Tex.2AL9)
Taxpayer had filed suit under the qui tam provisions of the Federal False Claims Act,

which arose from the defendant's false representation that it was a woman-owned small business
for the purpose of engaging in government contracts. The Government intervened in the suit,
and it eventually settled the suit for a payment of over $20 million. Taxpayer, as the relator in
this suit, received a payment of $3.6 million pursuant to 31 U.S.C. $ 3730, which reflected about
18 percent of the total recovery. According to the statute, the amount of the recovery paid to the
relator could vary from 15 to 25 percent of the proceeds, "depending upon the extent to which
the person substantially contributed to the prosecution of the action."

Taxpayer reported the income on Schedule C and paid taxes on the recovery as ordinary
income. She then filed a refund claim for the taxes attributable to the payment, which she
claimed was exempt from taxation on the basis of the "origin of the claim" doctrine. According
to this argument, the Taxpayer was assigned a portion of the claim that the Government had;
since the Government would not be taxable, neither would she. The Service disallowed the
refund, except that they permitted Taxpayer to report the income as o'other income" rather than
trade or business income, which allowed her to avoid selÊemployment taxes.

Taxpayer then filed suit in district court, arguing for a refund based on the theory that the
award was exempt from tax entirely, or alternatively, that it should be taxed as capital gain. The
district court granted summary judgment to the Government. First, it followed the Sixth,
Seventh, Ninth, and Eleventh Circuits in rejecting the exclusion argument, f,rnding instead that
the qui tam award was in the nature of a bounty or reward that was taxable income. Exclusions
from gross income are nanowly construed, and the bounty characterization fits within the
legislative history. Moreover, the language of the statute reflects the contribution of the
individual to prosecution of the claim as a basis for granting the award, reflecting its
compensatory nature.

As for the claim that the award was a capital gain, the district court likewise followed the
rationales offered in litigation in the Seventh and Ninth Circuits, which found the relator's share
to be ordinary income. Rather than a property right which had accretion in value over time, the
relator's interest does not vest until the government receives recovery. According to the court,
that was not indicative of a capital asset that would generate capital gain.

Comment: While this taxpayer gained some benefitfrom characterizing this as "other income",
it should be noted that characterizing the qui tam activity as a trade or business may present
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other benefits, particularly if there are sígnificant expenses to be incurred. Limitations on
miscellaneous itemized deductiotls ntoy effectively negate the tax benefits for some litigation
costs otherwise incurced, which could be avoided if the litigation activity is considered as part of
a trade or business actívity.

Z. Medicaid waiver payment excluded by IRS Notice still counts as earned income for
EITC purposes, Feigh v. Commissioner, 152 T.C. No. 15 (2019).
Taxpayers received a payment from a state Medicaid waiver program for the care of their

disabled adult children. Section 131 of the Code includes an exclusion from gross income for
similar payments made to those caring for foster children. However, its provisions literally do
not apply to payments that involve care of one's own children.

For presumably benevolent reasons, the IRS issued Notice 2014-7, which extended tax
exempt treatment to Medicaid payments made for the care of one's own children, thereby
providing parity for all those receiving so-called "difhculty of care" payments regardless of
whether the child was related to the caregiver. But what may have seemed benevolent in the
case of taxpayers who would otherwise reduce their federal incorne tax liabilities on account of
excluding the payments from gross income tumed out to be harmful in the case of taxpayers that
did not owe federal income taxes but instead were eligible to the claim the earned income tax
credit.

Taxpayer relied on Notice 2014-7 to exclude Medicaid payments from taxable income.
However, it sought an EITC based on treating such payments as a form of "earned income".
After all, the payment was based on providing care for adult children who were disabled.
Section 32, which provides for the EITC, bases that credit on o'eamed income" which is defined
as "wages, salaries, tips, and other employee compensation, but only if such amounts are
includible in gross income for the taxable year." At issue here: were the payments "includible"
when the IRS treated them as excludable in Notice 2014-7?

The Tax Court phrased this issue as follows: "whether a notice can effectively usurp
Congress' authority in granting tax credits by denying petitioners a credit they would have been
entitled to in the absence of the notice." Since a notice does not have the force of law and it was
not the product of consistent IRS position, the Tax Court answered this question in the negative.
Although this means Taxpayer will get to exclude income and claim a credit for it, that double
benefit was the project of IRS action, not the product of Congressional statutory enactments,
which would have otherwise required the payments to be taxed in this case.

Comment: The result may seem counterintuitive, but it is likely correctfrom a statutory
perspective. Thís taxpayer would benefit morefrom a credit thanfrom an exclusion. But that is
not so þr other taxpayers who may be earning more ìncome in addition to receiving the
Medícaid payments. Notice the low esteem in which a Notice is held. This time, it worked
against the IRS.
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II. Deductions.

A. Charitable.
1,. Business expense safe harbor for payments in exchange for state tax credits by

corporations or specified pass-through entities, Rev. Proc.2A79-L2,20L9-04 IRB
40L.
After the enactment of section 164(bX6), Taxpayers and state govemments began to look

for ways to circumvent the $10,000 limitation on itemized deductions. One approach involved
transfers to states in the form of putative charitable contributions in exchange for state tax
credits, which do not seem very charitably motivated due to the significant benefit as a quid pro
quo! The Service thought so too, and it issued Notice 2018-54 announcing a regulatory project,
followed by proposed regulations. Final regulations followed. (T.D. 9864, 84 Fed. Pteg.275l3-
01, June 13,2019). During this process, business taxpayers expressed concerns that the
regulations disallowing all or a portion of a charitable contribution for state tax credits might be
applicable to payments made on behalf of a business entity that would not otherwise be restricted
by section 164(bX6). Such payments could altematively be construed as a business expense
under section 162 rather than a charitable contribution under section 170, thereby giving rise to
an appropriate deduction for the entity.

Rev. Proc. 20I9-I2 provides safe harbor rules for entities, including a C corporation or a
pass-through entity that is not a disregarded entity and which receives a credit in return for a

payment. The C corporation rules are straightforward, as there is little chance in that context that
the taxes imposed on the entity would ever be subject to itemized deduction restrictions affecting
individuals. However, the passthrough entity rules require careful attention to principles under
section 702 and 1366 to ensure that the tax would be imposed on the entity and not at the owner
level. For example, excise taxes or property taxes imposed on the entity would be eligible under
these rules.

Comment: We may still see some developments in this area as some states consíder imposing
entityJevel taxes to avoid the SALT limitation in section 164.

2. Conservation easement denied as failing to satisfy perpetuity requirement, Coal
Property Holdings, LLC v. Commissioner, 153 T.C. No. 7 {2AI9)
Coal Property Holdings acquired 3,7T3 acres of land in Tennessee via a quitclaim deed in

2013 from one of its partners, Lindsey Land. Three weeks later, Lindsey Land sold its
partnership agreement to LCV Fund XII for $32.5 million. Three days later, Coal Property
Holdings conveyed a conservation easement to a qualihed tax-exempt organization, and the
easement was recorded on the property the next day.

The easement purported to prevent surface mining on the Tennessee property in
perpetuity, which would allow the land to recover from periodic surface mining over the past
hundred years. However, there were 12 operating natural gas wells on the property, which were
allowed to continue. Moreover, there were also cell phone towers on the property and various
electrical installations, which would continue operation after the grant.
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Section 9.1 of the easement deed provides that the easement can only be terminated or
extinguished by judicial procccdings, which would allow the property to be sold if the pu{poses
of the easement could no longer be carried out. In such a case, "the amount of the proceeds to
which the Grantee shall be entitled, after the satisfaction of prior claims .. . shall be the stipulated
fair market value of this Easement as determined in accordance with section 9.2 or .. . fTreas.
Reg. 1.170A-I4l if different from section9.2;'

Section 9.2 was intended to be consistent with Treas. Reg. 1. l70A-14. However, it was
not. Section9.2provided that the amount to which the Grantee would be entitled would be
determined by a fraction of the value of Easement at the time of grant over fair market value of
the property unencumbered by the Easement at the time of the grant, multiplied by the FMV of
the property (presumably at the time of sale or other termination of the easement) "minus any
increase in value after the date of this grant attributable to improvements).

Coal Holdings obtained an appraisal that the property was worth $160M if it was used for
mining, but only $5 million if it was used for agricultural and recreational purposes. Thus, it
deducted $155 million as the value of the easement and allocated this deduction to the partners.
The Service disallowed the deduction, arguingthat it was invalid on several grounds, including
deficiencies in the valuation method, deficiencies in the information provided with the return,
and the failure to satisfy requirements for perpetuity in the regulations. The latter was the
subject of a motion for summary judgment, which the Tax Court granted in favor of the Service.

Section LII0A-I4(g)(6) provides requirements dealing with termination of a perpetual
conservation easement, which are strictly construed. V/hile the regulations allow the sale of
property subject to an easement and the termination of the easement based on the impossibility
or impracti cality of continued use of the property for conservation periods, those regulations
require the Grantee to be entitled to a constant proportionate value of the easement to the value
of the property at the time of grant. Here, the Tax Court found this condition would not be met
on account of the fact that the easement allowed the reduction in the total sale price for
improvements before computing the value to which the Grantee would be entitled.
Mathematically, this could result in an award that did not satisfy the regulations. There was also
a problem due to a requirement that the sales proceeds first address "prior claims", which might
be raised here. Moreover, the Court also rejected the application of an attempt to provide a
"savings clause" in the grant, based on the factthat other courts have not given effect to these
clauses based on a "condition subsequent" that could countermand the plain text of the easement.

Comment: The Service may have had other exits that could have led to victory in this case, but
the holding herewill likely cause heartburnþr other conservation easement grants that have to
address tlte economics of improvements or other claíms that might need to be satisfiedfrom the
proceeds. It would appear that any prior claims or improvements must be satisfied, if at all,
from the share that would remain after the Grantee got its proportionate share - which may
mean they are not satisfied. This wos o particularly dfficult situation here where the claimed
value of the easement left little valueþr tlte remainíng property. For another case involving
conservation easements and the perpetuity requirement, see Hoffman Properties II, LP v.

Commissioner, No. I9-183I (6th Cir. 2019) (appeal pending involvingfaçade and air space
restrictions). For helpful commentary on conservation easement developments, see articles by
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Hale E. Sheppard, Pine Mountain Preserve and Conservation Easements: A Victory in Disguise

þr Taxpayers, 130 J. Taxn' 22 (May 2019); Champion's Retreat: Conservation Easements,
'Sígnificant Preservations and Issues Unaddressed, l3l J. Tax'n 23 (July 2019); and
Conservation Easements, 'Substantiølly Similar' Transactions, and the Potential Reach of Notice
2017-10, 131 J. Tox'n I9 (Oct. 2019).

B. Business.
1. Safe Harbor for QBI in rental real estate, Rev. Proc. 2019-38

Taxpayers with investments in rental real estate faced a quandry with regard to the
application of the qualified business income deduction under section 1994. In Rev. Proc. 2019-
38, the Service announced a safe harbor for qualifying as a trade or business involving a"rental
real estate enterprise". If the enterprise has been existence for at least four years, income will
qualify if at least 250 hours of rental services are performed in three of the last five consecutive
years. Such services can include those performed by owners, employees, or independent
contractors, which focus on items such as maintenance, repairs, or services for the tenants. They
may not include hours spent on investor activities, including financing, procuring property, or
reviwing financial statements. Only properties held directly or through a disregarded entity
count. Residential and commercial properties must be accounted for separately, although mixed-
use properties can be treated as a single enterprise. Other requirements, including a

contemporaneous records requirement beginnin g in 2020, are also applicable.

Comment: This is welcome clarffication. Of course, not all ships outside the safe harbor perish
in a storm. You can still claim a QBLf yo, are outside the safe harbor, but that will involve a
matter of proof.

2. New Per Diem Travel Rates for 2A79-20, Notice 2A79-55
This Notice includes the new rates that can be used for reimbursement of employee travel

away from home in pursuit of a trade or business using a per diem method.

Comment: Some interesting shifts in so-called "high-cost" cities. LA and San Diego are among
the cities removedfrom the list, while Midland/Odessa Texas has been added to the list. Supply
and demand matter - in the latter case wíth demand growingfrom prosperity in the oiffields
outs tr ipp ing hous ing s uppl i es.

3, Lending business could not be segmented for purposes of business bad debt
deduction, Bercy v. Commissioner, TC Memo 2019-1lB
Taxpayer was a real estate broker who also served as president of Argus Group, an S

corporation engaged in mortgage lending. Apart from these activities, he also loaned substantial
sums for his own account, including over $25 million in loans. Most of these were secured by
real property, but in some cases, he made personal property loans. During 2001, he testified that
about $1 million in personal property loans were made, including one for $100K to Girari, LLC,
which was also guaranteed by its owner.

Girari had a furniture store, and the owner wanted to borrow $200K to expand his
business. However, Taxpayer did not want to bear all the risk. He loaned half the requested
amount and another business partner loaned the balance. The note bore interest at 1I.25 percent.
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The financial crisis hit Cirari hard, and it could not make the payments due. They tried to
work out a solution over time. In2014, Taxpayer and the other creditors agreed to a work-out in
which Girari would be sold to another firm for $235K, which after cash payments included a
note with a principal value of $193K and payable in installments at 5 percent interest. Pursuant
to the workout deal, Girari's creditors agreed that payments under the note would extinguish all
of Girari's debt. Taxpayer was entitled to 20 percent of the note, or $38,600.

Taxpayer claimed a loss of $65K on20l4, which was based on a discounted valuation of
$35,000 for his $38,600 share of the note. The Service disallowed this deduction in its entirety,
and its challenge was based on part on the position that this Taxpayer was not engaged in afrade
or business of making loans secured by personal property.

The Tax Court agreed with Taxpayer that he was engaged in the trade or business of
lending, and it refused to cafegorize these loans as a separate or distinct activity from the
mortgage lending that Taxpayer more commonly pursued. However, the Tax Court disagreed
with Taxpayer's attempt to discount the value of the note that he received. Although the new
note was only paying 5 percent interest rather than 1 1.25 percent as under his initial loan, that
alone would not show that the interest in the note had a value of less than the face amount. Such
a determination would be based on market conditions, not on the comparison with his prior deal.

4. Expenditures for services are deemed bidding costs that were required to be
deferred, Ashkouri v, Commissioner, TC Memo 201.9-95.
Taxpayer pursued real estate development projects in foreign and domestic markets. He

also owned a corporation, ARCADD, which provided architectural and design services in
support of these projects. Unfortunately, none of the projects he pursued in the years at issue
were successful. However, Taxpayer testif,red that if the projects had gone through, he would
have been a twenty-percent owner in them.

Among the many issues in this case, Taxpayer had claimed substantial deductions for
payments to ARCADD for "architectural or contract services". The Service disallowed these
deductions, contending that they were required to be capitalized under section 263A. Taxpayers
argued that, instead of architectural services, they were marketing and promotion services which
were not required to be capitalized. Although Taxpayer did not cite authority for his position,
the Tax Court cited it for him. See Treas. Reg. 1.2634-1(e)(3)(iiÐ(A) (excepting marketing,
selling, and advertising costs from capitalization). Here, Taxpayer had asserted that no real
estate transaction had been completed in any of these deals. So how could those costs be
capitalized?

The Tax Court also noted that Treas. Reg. 1 .263A-I(e)(3XiÐ(T) requires ataxpayer to
defer bidding costs paid or incurred in soliciting a contract until the contract is awarded. If the
Taxpayer is awarded the contract,they become part of indirect costs. If the Taxpayer does not
get the contract, the costs become deductible in that future taxyear. Thus, the Tax Court ruled
that the Service was correct in disallowing the deduction, but they did so under the wrong
provision. Taxpayer was not entitled to a deduction, as he did not prove when the contracts
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terminated, and Taxpayer also had substantiation problems that would support disallowance in
any event.

Comment: Taxpayer may htave been given a gift here, in that the Court left open the possibility
of afuture tax deduction in the year when the contracts were awarded. However, that will have
to be taken up in a separate refund claim or perhaps in connection with a deficiency in thefuture
tax year. Hopefully the statute ís still open to permit the refund. And since there was simply no
proof offered, hopefully there is no preclusive effect to this litigøtion that would hamper him

from raising that issue in other venue.

5. Target's payment of finder's fee owed by acquiring shareholder is nondeductible,
Plano Holdings, LLC v. Commissioner, T.C. Memo 2019-140.
OTPP, aCanadian institutional investor, wanted to acquire Plano, an Illinois plastics

manufacturer. It formed a DelawareLLC (Holding) for the acquisition, which elected to be
taxed as a corporation. Before closing, OTPP agreed to pay $1.5 million (contingent upon
closing) to Baird, the investment banking firm that had brought Plano to OTPPs attention. The
transaction went forward, and Plano was merged into another Delaware LLC that was a wholly-
owned subsidiary of Holding.

Plano had hired another investment banking firm (Hanis) to provide advice on the sale of
the company. The deal was structured to require Plano to pay Harris $2.89 million for its
services, and this amount was to be deducted from the purchase price of $240 million. But Plano
also had to pay $1.5 million to Baird, which was not deducted from the purchase price. For this
payment, Baird had brought this deal to OTPP's attention and arranged lunch with the seller.
They agreed that Baird was only providing services to OTPP and not to any other party.

Holding and Plano filed a consolidated retum for the 2012 tax year. Pursuant to Rev.
Proc. 201I-29,the firm deducted 70 percent (within the safe harbor) of the Baird fee, or $1.05
million, and it capitalizedthe balance. The Service disallowed the deduction under section 162,
determiningthat it was not an ordinary and necessary expense for the Taxpayer. This expense
was paid for a shareholder, and although there is a narrow exception under Lohrke and its
progeny to allow a deduction for expenses paid on behalfofanother, that exception could not be
met here. The Service also imposed an accuracy penalty.

The Tax Court upheld the deficiency. Here, Taxpayer could not show that it benefitted
from the payment. Although Taxpayer argued that it would be allowed to expand as a result of
the acquisition by a shareholder with deep pockets, it could not show that the payment to Baird
was made for that purpose. It appears that the deal with Baird was not inked until after the
merger had been agreed to by the parties - and there was nothing in the record to show that
without Plano's payment, the expansion would not take place.

Moreover, this payment was made on behalf of a shareholder, which generates special
scrutiny under Lohrke. Rather than providing a basis for payment that was rooted in the business
purpose of Plano, the payment in this case seemed to be entirely based on the purposes of OTPP.
An accuracy penalty was upheld, as all the cases relied upon by Taxpayer were distinguishable,
making them ineligible for substantial authority.
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'¡ Conttnent: This is an excellent cuse to exumine the scope of Lohrke in a lrunsactional context,

6. Payments in microcaptive insurance scheme were not deductible, Syzygy Insuance
Co., Inc. v. Commissioner, TC Memo 201,9-34.
Shareholders of a group of companies engaged in manufacturing steel tanks established

Sytygy as part of a microcaptive insurance scheme. Applying established precedents addressing
the parameters of bona fide insurance, including Avrahmi (I49 T.C.l44) and Rent-A-Center
(I42T.C. 1), the Tax Court disallowed deductions for premiums and related exclusions for those
premiums in the hands of the putative insurance companies. However, they appropriately relied
upon competent professionals in setting up this affangement. "In the context of microcapitve
insurance, we have found ataxpayer's reliance on professional advice coupled with the lack of
precedent in the area to be indicative of good faith." (citing Avrahami, supra). Accuracy
penalties were therefore avoided.

Comment: The Service continues to target these arrangements. As precedents build, advisors
will be hurtl-pressed lo conclurJe that deductíons are appropriate.

C. Personal
1. Broken sewer line was not a casualty allowing loss deduction, Rogers v.

Commissioner, TC Memo 2019-90.
Taxpayers incurred $18K to repair a broken sewer line. After the repair was completed,

Taxpayer complained to the contractor about the work. Apparently, the break in the line that the
contractor discovered was actually on the neighbor's property, and this break caused damage in
the street in front of Taxpayer's house. Taxpayer complained that*it was not my responsibility
to bear the full cost of the giant hole in the parkway to repair the neighbor's sewer."

Instead ofpursuing recourse against the neighbor or the contractor, Taxpayer sought to
deduct the cost as a casualty loss. The Service disallowed this loss, and the Tax Court agreed.
Here, Taxpayer did not prove that the break was caused by a "sudden, unexpected, or unusual
event." The Tax Court noted a failure to show that this was caused by some natural disaster,
instead of a result of normal wear and tear. Moreover, Taxpayer did not show that the repairs
actually involved their own property, instead of affecting city property or the property of their
neighbor.

Comment: While a giant hole infront of one's house caused by a neighbor's leaþ sewer line
might indeed cause a loss in valueþr one's home, no relief would be available here. Compare
Pulvers v. Commissioner, 407 F.2d at 839 (not allowing casualty loss for decline in home value
attributed to fear of landslides that had caused damage to a neighboring property, but not to
property owned by Taxpøyer).

2. Noncustodial parent's dependency exemption denied without Form 8332, DeMar v.
Commissioner, TC Memo 201,9-91.
Taxpayer and his wife divorced in 2008, with Mrs. retaining custody of their child.

Pursuant to the divorce decree, Mr. was entitled to claim the child as a dependent in odd
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numbered years, provided that he kept up on child support and if Mrs.' income was less than
$15K. In such a case, Mrs. would agree to execute Form 8332 and deliver it to Taxpayer.

For the 2015 tax year, Mrs claimed the child as a dependent on her retum and did not
execute Form 8332 as agreed. Taxpayer filed his return without Form 8332, and he also
claimed a dependent exemption for his child. The Service issued a notice of deficiency to
Taxpayer, disallowing his dependent exemption.

As a noncustodial parent, Taxpayer was obligated to attach to his return a written
declaration signed from the custodial parent that she would not claim the child as a dependent.
He did not do this. Therefore, he was not entitled to the deduction. The Tax Court noted that
proposed regulations (2017) would allow a Form 8332 to be introduced at examination, but that
would only be allowed if the custodial parent did not claim the deduction for the child or
submitted an amended return to that effect. Those facts were not present here.

Comment: I4thile the dependent exemption is now history, those with tax issues from prior years
should note the rigid rules applicable here. To the extent that the Tax Court suggests some relief
under the proposed regulations, addressing this at examination might be possíble if one can
obtain the cooperation of the custodíal parent. Otherwise, lecourse should presumably be
pursued in thefamily law court.

IlL TaxAdministration,

A, Penalties.
1,. Penalty assessment procedures part of deficiency case, Graev v. Commissioner, 149

T.C. No. 23 {2077).
Section 615I(b) provides: "No penalty under this title shall be assessed unless the initial

determination of such assessment is personally approved (in writing) by the immediate
supervisor of the individual making such determination or such higher level official as the
Secretary may designate." The Tax Court had previously ruled that a taxpayer may not raise the
failure to comply with this provision in a preassessment deficiency proceeding. However, it has
now changed course to follow the Second Circuit precedent in Chai v. Commissioner,8sl F.3d
I90 (zdCir.2017), which viewed the requirement of written approval as an element of the
penalty claim. The Tax Court also took the position that Chai only resolved the matter of the
Commissioner's burden of production regarding penalties, leaving to another day whether the
Commissioner must also carry the burden of proof. (See note 14 of the Tax Court opinion.)

Comment: The Tax Court stated that it changed its position after Chai "in the interest of repose
and uniþrmity on an issue that touches many cases before Lts." It makes sense to resolve this
matter earlier, ratlter than later, in the proceeding. However, the parameters of Graev will
require additional litigation. See below.

2. Signature alone, not meaningful review, required to approve trust fund penalty,
Blackburn v, Commissioner, 150 T.C. No. 9 (2018J.
As noted above, in Graev v. Commissioner (2017), the Tax Court held that written

approval required by IRC $ 6751(b) is part of the Commissioner's burden of production under
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section 7a9l@) in penalty assessment. In this case, Taxpayer was assessed a trust fund recovery
penalty. The Taxpayer's only defense was that there was no "nteanitrgful review" by a
supervisor for assessing the penalty. The Tax Court rejected this argument, granting summary
judgment to the Service. No more than a signature is required to satisfy the requirements of the
statute in this context.

Comment: A contrary rule would require someform of additional evidence of consideration,
thereby adding to the complexity of these determinations, particularly those that occurred prior
to the announcement of such a rule. For another case interpreting the scope of Graev, see
Dynamo Holdings, 150 T.C. No I0 (2018), which ruled that the Commissioner does not have the
same burden of production regarding supervisory approval in partnership cases. Section
7491(c) applies only to individuals. See also Willliams, 151 T.C. No I (2018), discussed in
greater detail below, which ruled that there is no requirement of "supervisory approval" when
the Tax Court ímposes penalties on taxpayers who advancefrivolous litigating positions.

3. Penalties for frivolous positions are not subject to the supervisory approval process,
Williaurs v. Cornrnissiuner, 151 T.C. No. 1 [2018J.
Taxpayer persisted in making frivolous arguments after warnings from the Tax Court.

(E.g., "It is illegal to kidnap the Petitioner's identity as a Constitutional Citizenby birth and
move it to the District of Columbia without the Petitioner's consent.") Counsel for the
government asked for sanctions under section 6673, which permits the Tax Court to impose a
penalty of up to $25,000. The Tax Court imposed a penalty of $2000.

Taxpayer argued that this penalty was subject to the supervisory approval proof
requirements discussed in Graev, supra. However, the Tax Court ruled that the penalties
applicable in Graev involving the processes in section 6651(b) were distinct from the penalty
imposed under section 6613. Since these two provisions could be reconciled with one another
and the legislative history also supported keeping both penalty regimes intact, the Tax Court
could be free to impose the penalty without involving supervisory review from the IRS. Only
IRS determinations are subject to the penalty review process, not discretionary decisions by the
Tax Court.

Comment: This taxpayer may be lucþ hís penalty was only 82,000. But his claim was
sfficiently significant to generate a regular Tax Court decision.

4. Prior supervisory review and consent not required for substantial understatement
penalty, Walquist v. Commissioner, 152 T.C. No 3 (201"9).
Taxpayers reported most of their gross income, but they claimed an offset labeled

"Remand for Lawful Money Reduction" which, after the standard deduction, reflected negative
taxable income. The Service employed its "Automated Correspondence Exam" (ACE) system,
which issued a3Ù-day letter showing tax due of $13,832 plus a proposed deficiency of $2766 for
a substantial understatement penalty. After no response, a notice of deficiency was mailed,
which Taxpayer's returned with the words "Refusal for Cause" on each page. At this stage, no
human supervisor reviewed the penalty.
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'l'he notice ot'deticiency with their handwritten words was submitted to the'l'ax Court,
purportedly as a petition. kr addition, other documents with assertions commonly used by tax
protesters were also attached. An amended petition merely stated that Taxpayer "has no tax
liability for the year 2014;

As it turns out, Taxpayer had made similar claims before the Federal District Court,
which were dismissed as entirely frivolous. Taxpayers sent a "stipulation of facts" to the Tax
Court, but it "did not remotely resemble a stipulation of facts". An order warning about the 6613
penalty of up to $25K for frivolous or groundless positions was given. Taxpayers ignored the
order. They later sent a note to the court refusing its authority and notifying that they would not
attend ahrial.

The calendar was called and the Service moved to dismiss for lack of prosecution. The
Tax Court granted that motion, but not before issuing an opinion that clarified the law regarding
supervisory review of penalties. While recognizing that the Commissioner's burden of
production requires a showing that penalties be personally approved in writing by the immediate
supervisory of the individual making the determination, the court noted that no such approval is
required for an addition to tax under section 6651,6654, or 6655. Moreover, approval is not
required for "any other penalty automatically calculated through electronic means." tRC $

6751(b)(2)(B). Here, the court interpreted this language to cover the accuracy penalty. It noted
that such an interpretation was consistent with the text, as well as with IRS guidance in the IRM.
In 2018, the IRM was amended to exempt supervisory penalties from supervisory approval on
the basis that they are automatically calculated.

Not only was the case dismissed for lack of prosecution, but the Court also imposed a

section 6673 penalty of $12,500.

Comment: See also Palmolive Building Investors, LLC v. Commissioner, 152 T.C. No. 4 (2019),
which provided that supervisory approval had been obtained in the matter of gross valuation and
negligence penaltíes. Even though the IRS did not þllow instructions in the IRM to the letter,
the court had no trouble finding that alternative paths þr approval satisfied section 67 5 I þ).
The IRM "does not have theþrce of law, is not binding on the IRS, and confers no rights on
taxpayers." BLtt in this case, it was evidence supporting the interpretation of an exemptionfrom
supervisory approval.

5. "Private Tax Excepted Self Supporting Ministry" earns section 6673 penalty, Combs
v. Commissioner, TC Memo 2019-96
Taxpayer, an "author, a performer, and a motivational speaker", was influenced by

Robert Holcomb (who, according to the court, was recently sentencedto 46 months incarceration
after conviction for making a false statement to a f,rnancial institution) to form a corporation
("Good Thinking") as a vehicle for running his speaking engagement business. Unfortunately,
Taxpayer also bought into the tax-avoidance strategy referred to as "Private Tax Excepted Self
Supporting Ministry, which generally provided for minimal taxable compensation from the
corporation but using corporate payments to cover personal expenses while charucterizing them
as business expenses on the corporate retum.
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The Service selected Taxpayer's returns along with Good Thinking's corporate returns
for audit. It essentially disallowed most of the deductions claimed by the corporation and
adjusted its gross profits upward, and then it determined that the payment of personal expenses
provided a constructive dividend for Taxpayer. Applying Ninth Circuit law, the Tax Court
followed the two-part test for a constructive dividend, which requires: 1) the expenditures do not
give rise to a deduction on behalf of the corporation, and 2) the expenditures create economic
gain, benefit, or income to the owner-taxpayer. The Service here made an ample showing that
the corporation paid personal expenses that benef,rtted Taxpayer, and that Taxpayer was in
control of the corporation as sole shareholder and officer. Taxpayer failed to prove that the
Corporation lacked adequate E&P to cover the distributions. Moreover, he also failed to prove
that any of the expenditures did not benefit him personally.

Most problematic for this Taxpayer, his efforts at proof and argument were often
groundless and frivolous: "fPetitioner] has resorted to groundless and frivolous arguments. As
has been often observed, '[w]e perceive no need to refute these arguments with somber
reasoning and copious citation of precedent; to do so might suggest that these arguments have
some colorable merit. "' The court imposed a section 6673 penalty of $2500 in this case.

6. Incarceration is no excuse for not filing a return, George v, Commissioner, TC Memo
20t9-L28.
Taxpayer was a former NBA player who was incarcerated in2013 after a conviction for

wire fraud. He remains incarcerated at the time of trial. During 2013, he received a $208K
distribution from his NBA pension. Taxpayer was only 45, andno circumstances were shown to
demonstrate a form of hardship which might otherwise affect penalties under section 72(t). The
custodian withheld approximately $4lK from the distribution. Taxpayer did not file a tax return
for 2013.

In2015, the Service prepared a substitute return under section 6020(b) showing unpaid
taxes of $28K. This return was prepared based on the income from the pension less a standard
deduction and personal exemption based on single filing status. The Service also imposed
additional tax under section 72(t) of 520.8K, plus failure to file and failure to pay penalties
computed based on the deficiency determined in this case. Here, that deficiency is the total tax
determined in the substitute return: "Generally, if ataxpayer makes no return for a taxable year,
the deficiency in his income tax for the year would be equal to his income tax liability for the
year, even if the Commissioner prepares a substitute return for him." [n other words,
withholding did not reduce penalties.

Taxpayer argued that relief from penalties should be granted based on his incarceration,
which also prevented him from accessing records that might have been used to claim itemized
deductions. However, the Tax Court held that this did not establish reasonable cause for his
failure to file a timely return. As for the records, Taxpayer could have requested an extension,
but he did not do so. While incaiceration presents difficu'lties, Taxpayer here did not provide a
"satisfactory showing that he exercised ordinary business care and prudence in providing for
payment of his tax liability and was nevertheless either unable to pay the tax or would suffer an
undue hardship ...if he paid on the due date;' Treas. Reg. $ 601.6651-1(c)(1).
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Comment: Thefailure to show hardship in this proceeding would presumably not prevent him

from raising additional facts in a CDP hearing. This case shows that even when you are
involuntarily in government custody, you still are deemed to be "free" enough to file. For some
new rules governing hardshíp distributíon relief in section 401(k) plans, see T.D. 9875, 84 Fed.
Reg. 4965 I (Sept. 23, 2019).

7. Frivolous return earned $5000 penalty, but not multiple penalties for each copy sent
to IRS, Kestin v. Commissioner, 153 T.C. No. 2 [2019).
Taxpayer correctly reported her wages as gross income on her 2014 retum. However, she

then submitted Form 1040X, on which she reportedzero tax liability and claimed a refund of all
previous withholding. The Service sent her Letter 3176C, which warned her about penalties for
frivolous returns. She did not heed this waming. When the IRS did not allow the refund, she

sent six letters, each of which included a photocopy of Form 1040x, marked as a "copy" of her
original amended return.

The Service assessed a total of seven penalties of $5K each under section 6702(a)(I) for
filing frivolous returns. It issued a notice of federal tax lien, and Taxpayer requested a CDP
hearing. This petition to the Tax Court resulted.

The Tax Court ruled that there was only one frivolous retum, and that the subsequent
letters requesting the IRS to process her refund on the original return did not constitute a separate
filing for pu{poses of section 6702(a)(l). Further, the Tax Court ruled that supervisory approval
was obtained before the initial determination of a penalty under section 6751(bxl). Here, the
issuance of a warning letter 317 6C did not constitute an "initial determination" for this purpose.

Comment: The life of a tax protester cøn be hard. The act of making o "protest" statement to
the government turns into a 835K tax lien. The Tax Court did justice here by limiting the scope
of the penalty, while making sure the Taxpayer also got a message about clogging the system
withfrivolous claims.

B. Does an accountant's error in electronic filing provide the basis for reasonable cause
penalty relief2, Haynes v, United States, 760 Fed. Appx. 324 t2079), vacating and
remanding 2t17 WLZB9543B [W.D.Tex.2017); Intress v, United States, 20L9WL
3552458 (M,D. Tenn. Aug. 2, 2019).
Haynes is an unreported case, but it raises an important issue that is now working its way

through other courts, as evidenced by Intress. In both cases, Taxpayers relied upon their
accountants to electronically file returns. In Haynes, the accountant set the return in on time, but
due to an effor in the document (i.e., using an SSN for the EIN in Haynes), it was rejected. For
unknown reasons, this was not discovered by Taxpayers until they got a notice for nonpayment,
after which they filed a paper retum. In Intress, the accountant was supposed to file an extension
request while Taxpayers were out of the country. The accountant pushed "send" but the return
did not go out. Taxpayers found out about the problem in October, after they filed their retum
and paid the taxes due, when they were assessed a failure to file penalty.

In Haynes, the Fifth Circuit remanded for further fact finding. While not wanting to
make a new rule for electronic filing, it noted that the basic principle in Boyle (SCT 1984) was
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that the principal is bound by the agent's error. But it also noted that the principal should also be
bound by the agent's diligence in terms of their efforts to file the retum. In that case, the courl
found that it was a reasonable fact question whether the accountant could rely on silence by the
Government as an indication the return was accepted.

However, in Intress, the court dismissed the Taxpayers' refund claim on the basis of
Boyle, finding that even if there are novel considerations. in the electronic filing realm, the
Taxpayer does not have to f,rle electronically. By choosing this route, Taxpayers accept risks.

Comment: It should be noted that in some cases, such as FinCEN I I4 reports, electronicfiling
is defacto required. Exceptíons can be granted in special cases - good luckwith that.
Moreover, government benefits from reduced transaction costs and greater accuracy through
electronicfiling. If a tax preparer is negligent infiling the return, tlten recourse through
malpractice coverage may be appropriate. But transactíon costs for the prívate sector are
potentially high - the Intress case involved a late filing penalty of more than I I20K. Trying to
do the right thing should not be punished. All would benefitfrom lower transaction costs, lower
malpractice premiums and a greater sense ofjustice within the tax system by granting relief in
these cases. But until that relief comes, don't rest until you have confirmation of receipt.

9. TurboTax defense to penalties rejected based on input errors, Bellwood v.
Commissioner, TC Memo 20L9-135.
Taxpayer was a former army helicopter pilot who took employment in Saudi Arabia

during the2013-2015 tax years. Using Turbotax, Taxpayer excluded a significant share of this
income based on the Foreign Earned Income Exclusion under section 911 of the Code.
However, it was quite clear that Taxpayer did not meet all of the requirements for claiming the
exclusions under section 911. Among other things, he regularly returned home to his family in
Georgia when he was off-duty, where his wife and child lived. When he was abroad, he lived in
a hotel room in 2013 or in an efficiency apartment during 2014-15. He worked 28 days straight,
used his off-duty time to rest, and then had 28 days off duty, during which he traveled home to
be with his family. His tax home was not in a foreign country, but in the U.S. Moreover, he
failed to establish an intention that Saudi Arabia became his bona fide residence.

The Service also imposed accuracy penalties on the resulting deficiencies. Here,
Taxpayer sought to avoid those penalties based on reliance upon TurboTax, rather than a tax
professional. The Tax Court observed: "[t]ax preparation software such as TurboTax is only as

good as the information the taxpayer puts into it. The misuse of tax preparation software, even if
unintentional or accidental, is no defense to accuracy-related penalties under section 6662."
(quoting Langley v. Commissioner, TC Memo 2013-22. The court noted various "foot-faults"
by Taxpayer in putting in the relevant information relating to his residence. For example, he put
in the wrong dates for his residency in Saudi Arabia. According to the Court, "we cannot fault
TurboTax for his unwarranted claim of the FEIE."

Comment: It looks like we will have to wait þr that case in which the Taxpayer puts in the right
inþrmation but the algorithm produces a wrong outcome. In an Al-friendly system, we should
allow reasonable reliance on AI just as we would allow reliance upon a competent proþssional.
But we are clearly not there yet.
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B. Whistleblowers.

7. Whistleblower could not resist remand for more proceedings, Whistleblower 769-
16W v. Commissioner, TS2 T.C. No, l0 {2A7Ð.
Whistleblower (W) filed a claim on Form 2II in July 2010 alleging participation in a tax

avoidance scheme that three named taxpayers and "possibly several others I may not know
about". The \Mhistleblower Office (V/O) assigned three claim numbers. Subsequently, W filed
three more claims naming the same scheme and other named taxpayers. However, the V/O
treated these as supplementing the original claims, rather than naming new ones.

The WO conferred with the Large and International Business Division, which concluded
that the IRS already knew of the scheme andthat the named taxpayers were already under audit.
Accordingly, they classified the claims as "dated or unsubstantiated."

Meanwhile W contacted a congressional committee with similar information. That
committee issued a report in2014, which W followed with the names of even more taxpayers.
On December 9,2015, WO issued afnal determination denying the award claim. However, it
only referenced the first three claim numbers.

W filed a petition in the Tax Court, alleging that the WO review was incomplete. The
Service ultimately filed a motion to remand the case to the WO for further consideration.
However, apparently losing patience with the process,'W argued that the WO had already had
years to review his clams and the case should be resolved by the Tax Court.

The Tax Court granted the motion to remand. Although section 7623, which govems
review of Whistleblower award determinations, is silent on remand, the court noted that section
6330, which governs CDP review, is similarly silent. Since remand is possible under section
6330, the same would be appropriate in this context. That approach is consistent with precedent
in the DC Circuit, where an appeal would lie, as well as in the interest ofjudicial economy.

Comment: Ifyou are thinking of earning a living as a Whistleblower, you might want to wait to
quit your regular job. While the payouts can be lucrative, they do seem to take a long timeþr
review. Often, your clever and novel idea has already been discovered by government actors,
making an award unattainable.

2. Letter was final determination triggering Tax Court review, Whistleblower l-5488-
17wv. Commissioner, TC Memo 2Aß-23.
V/ filed Form 211 with the WO on January 28,2014, alleging that a targeted taxpayer had

undisclosed COD income in20l2 because it had improperly reported that certain of its affiliates
were insolvent. The WO sent a determination letter in2016 stating that the "information you
provided was reviewed as part of an examination, but the examination resulted in no change."
The letter also informed him of his right to file a petition in the Tax Court to review that
determination.

Taxpayer doggedly reviewed the SEC filings for targeted taxpayer, which revealed that
target had filed an amended return during 2016, made a $50 million tax payment, and that it
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remained under audit for the2012 and following tax years. Taxpayer then filed a second Form
211, which he styled as a "supplemental submission", in which he claimed the previous
determination was premature in light of this new information.

On June I5,20I7, WO sent a second letter statingthat his claim had been previously
denied. W then filed a petition in the Tax Court for review. The Service argued that the Tax
Court was without jurisdiction, as the second letter was not a determination. The Tax Court
disagreed. Following its past decision in Comparini (143 T.C.247 (2014)), it found that while
the past letter could have been a determination, that did not prevent the second letter from being
a determination for purposes of Tax Court review.

Comment: This is fair. Taxpayer has entirely new information that might cast doubt upon the
justffication previously given. The WO did not effecttvely respond to the new information he had
provided that cast doubt (in I4/'s mind, at least). Eventually îhe W will get a day in court, but
only if a timely petition is filed. This approach will permit W's to get their day in court.

3. Whistleblower contesting award amount could not force IRS to reopen audit,
Apruzzese v. Commissioner, TC Memo 201,9-1,41,.
Whistleblower (W) filed Form 2lI in2}II, in which he alleged atarget with whom he

was engaged in litigation had undervalued assets on its estate tax return. The return had already
been under audit at the time the information was submitted, but the examining agent was
planning to issue a "no change" letter. Instead, he changed course and pursued the new
information from W. As a result, the Service assessed additional tax and interest of $424K. W
got his award of roughly $44K based on half of 22 percent of the recovery, which he shared with
a co-claimant.

W protested this award, stating that the IRS has failed to fully comprehend the scope of
the target's failure to accurately value the assets of the estate. But the IRS issued aftnal decision
stating that no change would be made. V/ petitioned the Tax Court for review.

The Tax Court upheld the IRS determination not to grant an additional award. Here, this
was a discretionary award that could range from 15 to 30 percent based on the extent to which W
"substantially contributed to such action." While the Tax Court can review the award, it does not
have authority to review the Commissioner's determination of the tax liability to which the claim
pertains. Neither does it have authority to direct the Service to proceed with an administrative or
judicial action with regard to that liability. Here, there was no abuse of discretion in limiting the
award.

Comment: This case relies on existing precedents that show that Whistleblowers can't use the
Tax Court's power to review the award to þrce the Service to take additional actions against the
Target. This remains an areaþr IRS discretion.

4. Qui tam relator could not intervene to collect share of criminal tax restitution,
United States v. Wegeler ex. rel. Chartre, No 17-1"717 (3d Cir., Oct. 28,2079)
In 2010, Chartre instituted an action as relator under the False Claims Act against

Wegeler, claiming that Wegeler submitted false reimbursement claims to the US Department of
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Education. 'l'his intbrmation eventually led to a criminaltax investigation, which culminated in a
plea agreement in October 2016 in which 'Wegeler paid $1.5 million in restitution in connection
with his sentencing. (Presumably, this restitution involved tax losses as a result of failing to
report and pay tax on these amounts).

Chartre sought to intervene in the criminal tax matter in order to assert a claim in the
restitution award that Wegeler paid. The Govemment agreed that it would not have brought the
tax matter without the information from her FCA claim. However, the Government
subsequently decided not to intervene in the FCA matter, leaving the pursuit of that claim to her.
Essentially, that case had been held in abeyance untll2017 while other matters were pending
against 

'Wegeler.

The district court denied Chartre's motion to intervene. She appealed to the Third
Circuit, which upheld the denial. While Chartre as relator might be able to recover a statutory
award based on amounts the Government recovered in a civil action, including "any alternative
remedy available to the Government, including any administrative proceeding to determine a

civil money penalty." 31 U.S.C. 3730(c)(5). However, the proceeding in this context was a
criminal tax matter, not a civil penalty. According to the Third Circuit, allowing her to intervene
would be tantamount to making her a party with an interest in the prosecution of another. This
would be contrary to longstanding precedent which holds tløt aprivate cifizen lacks a judicially
cognizable interest in prosecution or non-prosecution of another. Moreover, the interest of a
relator cannot extend to prosecution, that means the relator lacks standing as a constitutional
matter under the Case or Controversy Clause of Article III.

Although Chartre argued that she was not intending to intervene for the purpose of
interfering with the criminal prosecution, but only for the purpose of protecting her interest in the
restitution proceeds. But this was to no avail. According to the Third Circuit, the relator in such
a maffer has no property interest in the restitution. Instead, any such interest is much like the
position of a victim of a crime, which also has no right to intervene. The Ninth and Eleventh
Circuits reach a similar conclusion in this context.

Comment: Chartre might htave been better off to file a Wistleblower complaint instead of a
FCA proceeding. In such a case, she would have presumably been able to recover a share of the
tax recovery. But she may not have had the right tax inþrmation. Moreover, a share of the tax
would presumably be smaller than the sltare of the loss to the Government from the FCA
recovery. Presumably, she can presumably still pursue the FCA action as a tecltnícal legal
matter, but that may prove impractical. The events underlying this complaint occurced in 2007 -
- more than ten years ago. If the Government declines the opportunity to intervene, are they
saying that this dog won't hunt? It lool<s like Chartre may not be paidþr her efforts ín this case.

5. Inaccuracy in Form 941" which omitted employee could not support fraud claim for
compensation under IRC S 7434, Pacheco v. Chickpea at 14tl'Street Inc., No. IB-CV-
69t7, 2A19 WL 37 4931,8 (S.D. NY B 18 / 1,9).

Pacheco worked as a dishwasher who worked in the defendant's restaurants at Penn
Station for about two years. He was paid in cash and was never issued any kind of wage
statement. (He was apparently an undocumented worker.) He alleged that his employer filed
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false tax documents with the IRS, including section 941 which omitted him from the employee
count and omitted his wages, thereby providing a foundation for a claim against them for
damages under IRC $ 1434, which provides inpart that "if any person willfully files a fraudulent
information retum with respect to payments purported to be made to any other person, such other
person may bring a civil action for damages against the person so filing such return."

Assuming without deciding that a Form 941 was an information term (there is adverse
precedent), the district court concluded that section 7434 does not extend to this situation. First,
the court viewed the statute as requiring a false statement regarding payments that were
reportedly made, not an omission regarding those payments. It looked at the legislative history as

targeting those malcontents that filed false information returns reporting large income amounts
for those who have incurred their wrath. In short, this taxpayer would not face a challenge for
additional tax liability as a result of not reporting his wage income.

Comment: Chicþea may ltave other problems, but private enforcement through 7434 is not one
of them. Qu"ry whether Pacheco could have had a better outcome if he had tried to approach
thís under T\rhis tleblotu er provis ions ?

C. Innocent Spouse.

L. Lassek v. Commissioner, TC Memo 2019-L45
Taxpayer (W) was married to H until they divorced in 2013. During their lengthy

maniage, H and W maintained a joint bank account, into which they deposited their earnings
from employment and paid their household expenditures. However, H also maintained a
separate account which he used to finance a hobby of buying and selling cars. Apparently, H
also used this account, as well as some credit cards, to fund travel and regular gambling activities
in local casinos.

All seemed to be going well until 201I, when unbeknownst to'W, H took at$47K
distribution from his 401(k) account, which was not deposited in their joint bank account. In
2012, H took another $23K distribution. H also took out a second mortgage on their home,
which V/ did not discover until she and H applied for another second mortgage and were denied
Moreover, some overdrafts from their joint account started occurring, causing her to take over
management of the joint account.

H prepared the couple's tax returns, with W providing her relevanttax information
including W-2s and a 1099-R from a distribution that she took from her 401(k) in20l1, which
had been deposited in the joint account. H did not report fhe2011 distributions from his 401(k)
as taxable, when in fact it should have been reported as taxable income. He apparently reported
the distribution from his a01ft) in2012, but when they filed their return in20l3 (in the midst of
their divorce proceeding), they did not pay the amount due on the return.

The Service determined signif,rcant tax liabilities in 2011 as a result of the adjustment for
H's 401(k) distribution, along with other small errors attributed to withholding amounts reported
by the couple. The couple did not contest the liabilities for both tax years, and the IRS
proceeded with collection on the unpaid taxes.
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W applied for innocent spouse relief, alleging that she did not prepare the returns and had
no knowledge of the underreported items attributed to H. The Service made a preliminary
determination that she was entitled to relief from most of the liabilities, excepting only those
items that were attributed jointly to the couple. However, H intervened, alleging that'W was
aware of the distributions and received a substantial benefit from them. H also alleged that W
had "reason to know" that the tax for 2011 was understated. V/ disputed both the benefit and her
knowledge.

Before trial, the Service conceded that the Appeals Ofhce used the wrong standard for
the20I1 tax year, andthat Vy' was entitled to relief. However, H continued to contest in his role
as intervenor. The Tax Court applied a preponderance of evidence standard to resolve this three-
way dispute. It concluded that actual knowledge was required, not merely o'reason to know", and
that W did not have such knowledge of the omitted income attributed to H which gave rise to the
additional taxes due in this case. Thus, she was entitled to relief for 2011.

As for 2012, W claimed equitable relief under section 6013(Ð. The Tax Court evaluated
several equitable factors, holding that she was not entitled to relief to the extent that the unpaid
taxes at the time of filing benefitted both parties. Significanfly, she could not have reasonably
believed that H would pay the tax liability reported on their 2012 return.

Comment: There were more than a dozen innocent spouse cases in the Tax Court during the
past year, each generating a memorandum decision. This case illustrates how an intervenor can
gum up the works þr an innocent spouse claimant. I also included this case because afriend
lcnown to many of us, the late Al Kerkltove, was counsel of recordfor W in this case, alongwith
Howard Kaplan. Good work, fellows. Al, you are missed. For another case in which an
intervenor was unsuccessful, see Kruja, T.C. Memo. 2019-I36.

2. Embezzlement by spouse leads to understatements that do not generate innocent
spouse relief Francel v. Commissioner, TC Memo 201,9-35.
Taxpayer was a plastic surgeon practicing through a solely-owned S corporation. His

spouse (W) worked in the practice. Many of the patients paid with cash, and W embezzled some
of the cash for personal expenditures. This affected the 2003-06 tax years. The CPA who
helped prepare the returns grew uncomfortable with the diversion of cash, and she retained an

attorney to help. Eventually, she became an informant for the IRS and this led to a criminal
indictment. W eventually paid restitution for significant underpayments attributed to their joint
return. Taxpayer found it hard to forgive his wife for embezzling from his practice, and he filed
for legal separation, which was grantedin20l2. However, a civil audit also was pursued with a

small additional deficiency, but owing to the long time period, over $142K in interest. The
Service sought to assess and collect this against Taxpayer, who signed the joint returns with his
wife. Taxpayer sought innocent spouse relief.

The Tax Court upheld the IRS decision to deny relief in this case. Here, where the funds
embezzledby wife resulted in an understatement of her income reported on their joint retum,
they also resulted in an understatement of his pass-through income. The business who is a
victim of embezzlement still earned the fees, and those fees should have been included in taxable
income in the year in which they were earned. A deduction is allowable for a theft loss, but only
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in the year in which the loss is discovered and in which a claim for restitution is not pending.
For this reason, neither statutory nor equitable bases for relief were available to Taxpayer.

Comment: This case presents an interesting problem and a good object lesson: when a spouse
cheats on you financially, you may not only be saddled with economic losses but olso þr tax
losses assocíated with embezzled income. Joint returnfilíng requires trust, indeed. One other
item of note here: ìn the course of litigation between the spouses, Wwas represented by the
same attorney who was representing H on other matters. The attorney got a waiver. But he
later withdrew from the practice of law following a heart attack. Query: ony connections?

3. Relief for spouse who was abused and may not have even been legally a spouse,
Contrares v. Commissioner, TC Memo 2An-12.
Taxpayer (V/) manied H (pursuant to a Texas marriage license) in 2000. However, H was

already married due to a common law marriage, which W discovered in 2003. That common law
marriage ended in divorce in 2005. W and H did not marry again or obtain another marciage
license. Meanwhile, two children were born and W stayed home to care for them while H ran a
construction company.

H was violent and abusive, resulting in a restraining order. W filed for divorce in20l0,
which awarded custody and granted her some protection from H. The divorce was finalized in
2011. W obtained some property from H, some of which was subject to a prior tax lien. The US
DOJ attempted to foreclose on the property. In2013 the IRS also audited H's retums for 2008
and 2009 . H hired an attorney to represent him and 

'W, 
and W agreed to file j oint returns with H

for 2006-2009, even though they had been divorced for 17 months at that time. The earlier tax
years had tax deficiencies, and the Service sought to collect based on joint and several liability.

W sought innocent spouse relief, which was granted in this case. Not only did she
demonstrate financial hardship if she were required to pay liabilities from those tax years, but she
was also eligible for relief through a streamlined process based on spousal abuse. She did not
know of the income reported by H and was clearly divorced at the time of f,rling.

Comment: Was W even eligible to file a joint return if she was not married to H (and could not
be legally married due to thefact that H had already been married)? Apparently, that route was
not taken here because equitable relief was othet'wise available. For another example of a
successful innocent spouse claim based on equitable principles in an economic hardship
situation, see Henry v. Commissioner, TC Memo 2019-24. Compare Sleethv. Commíssioner, TC
Memo 2019-138; Welwoodv. Commissioner, TC Memo 2019-113;Nishiv. Commissioner, TC
Memo 2019-143 (each of which involved denial of equitable relief where tltere was evidence of
spousal lcnowledge of noncompliance). Also compare Jones v. Commíssioner, TC Memo 2019-
139 (rejecting equitable reliefwithout demonstrating connection between verbal abuse and tax
issues).
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D. 0ther.
1. No "do-over" for NOL election based on faulty K-1 information, Bea v.

Commissioner, No 18-10511", 761Fed.Appx.863 (11th Cir. 2019J
Taxpayers had Schoen , a tax professional, prepare their 2011 - 14 returns. Schoen also

prepared the returns of their investment partnership. In2013, she prepared the Form 1065 for the
partnership and the K-ls for its partners. She used that K-l data to prepare Taxpayers' 2013
personal tax return, which reflect a signif,rcant NOL passing through from the partnership.
However, later in 2013, she revised the partnership retum, thereby reducing the partners' share

of the NOL. However, she failed to update Taxpayer's personal return. Schoen had elected to
carry back the NOL shown on the 2013 return to 20II and2012. Accordingly, when the
investment partnership reported another significant loss in 2014, she elected on Taxpayer's
retum under section 172(b)(3) to waive the carryback of that NOL.

It turns out that this election was a bad move. The Service audited their 2011-14 retums,
and it found that the NOL carried back in20I3 had been overstated based on the revised K-l
figures from the partnership. As a result, Taxpayers now had deficiencies in the 20ll-12 tax
years. Taxpayers sought relief from the2014 election, which is supposed to be irrevocable.
However, the Tax Court and the Eleventh Circuit both agreed that Taxpayers wers bound by the
election. o'When ataxpayer complies with the statutory requirements to make a valid election to
relinquish his right to carry back a net operating loss, the taxpayer 'unequivocally communicates
his election and binds himself to his decision concerning the best use of his net operating loss."'
(Intemal citations omitted.) Even though the error of their preparer caused the election to be
undesirable and the preparer did not specifically explain the election to them, they signed the
return. No subjective intention is required for the election to be binding.

Comment: Many of us have deferred to the professional judgment of a preparer without
examining every election. This shows that you don't get a "do-over" on that account.

2. Tax return preparers are still not loving PTIN fees, Montrois v. United States, 91"6

F.3d 1056 [D.C. Cir.20L9), cert. denied [No. 1B-t493,Oct.7,2019).
Tax return preparers brought a class action challenging the IRS regulation requiring fees

to obtain a PTIN. The District Court granted relief, but the D.C. Circuit vacated and remanded
for further proceedings.

First, the DC Circuit determined that jurisdiction was proper even though the preparers
had not met the jurisdictional exhaustion requirement by first filing a claim with the Secretary of
the Treasury. See IRC $ 7a22@). It concluded that the fees in this case were neither taxes nor
penalties collected under the lnternal Revenue Code, and thus they were exempt from this
j urisdictional constraint.

Second, the DC Circuit addressed the merits of the challenge. The preparer's claims arose

after the DC Circuit's decision in Loving (2014), which invalidated regulations designed to
provide credentialing and certification for return preparers as being outside the scope of IRS
legislative authority. In order to fund that credentialing regime, the IRS had imposed a higher
fee for obtaining a PTIN. But after Loving, the Service promulgated regulations in 2016 that
reduced the fee from $50 to $33. The fees purported to fund the activities necessary to support a
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database of PTINs, which would benefit return preparers by protecting their social security
numbcrs (SSN) from disclosure.

The preparer's challenge was based on the Independent Office Appropriation Act, which
helps federal agencies recover the costs of services provided to specific beneficiaries. The Act
requires the agency imposing a fee to show that it provides a service in exchange for the fee, that
the service yields a specif,rc benefit, and that this benefit is conferred upon identifîable
individuals rather than on the general public. The Court found that all three conditions were met
here. Among the particular benef,rts was the protection of privacy of retum preparers, which
prior to the PTIN regime would have had to use their SSN as a unique identifier, which also
served the IRS need of collecting and tracking information on preparers as part of its function of
tax administration. Although preparers had long been permitted to omit their SSNs from the
taxpayer's copy, groups of return preparers nevertheless supported the PTIN regime.

The Court also found that the regulations were not arbitrary and capricious. However,
the Court remanded for further consideration, including whether the amount of the fee was
reasonable compared with costs incurred.

Comment: The regime of the EIN used by sole proprietors might be consídered as an analogue
to the PTIN. That system does not require an annual renewal, although it does limit exposure of
an SSN on documents provided to employees and contractors. We will have to see how the
reasonableness assessment plays ouL On the matter of truncatíng SSl/s oz employee documents,
seeT.D.986l,84 Fed. Reg.3l7l7 (July 3,2019),whíchpromulgatesfinalrules inthis area.

3. Inflation adjustments, Notice 2019-59 and Rev. Proc.2079-44
The annual inflation adjustments for qualified retirement plans (Notice 2019-59) and for

other code provisions affected by inflation adjustments (Rev. Proc. 2019-44)have been posted.

IV. Tax Litigation & Procedure
A. Motions and Processes.

7. No private enforcement of tax lien, Smith v. Smith, No. L9-CV-01638 (AMDJ[RML]
(8.D. N.Y. Sept. 13, 2019).
So, what do you do when your former spouse defaults on a provision in the divorce

decree to pay all tax liabilities, the IRS assesses against the marital home that you won in the
property settlement, and they apparently aren't successful in pursuing the former spouse to
collect on the lien? Do not file a claim against your spouse in federal court to enforce the tax
lien. There is no private federal claim to enforce a tax lien, though you might seek to enforce the
former spouse's obligation in state court.

Comment: Remember that indemnification clauses are only as good as the people behind them.
This is also true in matrimonial contexts.
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2. "'l'ax gross-up" based on projecting one year's income to future years does not
provide a"fair and reasonable approximation" of damages, Sonoma Apartment
Assocs. v. United States, 201.9WL 4582543, No L8-1781 [Fed. Cir. 20L9), vacating
and remanding 134 Fed. Cl. 90 {zAU).
This case involves the computation of a "tax gross-up" in connection with the

Government's denial of contractual rights to prepay an FHA loan that was used to finance low-
income housing units. The loan agteement executed in this case required the payment of
principal and interest over afifty-year period, and it required that the units be maintained for
low-income residents for a period of twenty years. However, the agreement also allowed no
penalty for prepayment. As developers found it more attractive to prepay the note, exit the low-
income market, and begin to charge market rents, Congress passed legislation retroactively
restricting the prepayrnent option. The U.S. Suprerne Court in Franconia Associates (536 U.S.
I29 (2002), determined that this was an anticipatory repudiation, which became a breach of
contract by the Government when the Government denies a prepayment request.

Plaintifß here were in that situation. They were able to prove expectancy damages of
$4.2 million for the net profits that they could not earn as a result of being unable to charge
market rates. On top of these damages, they also received a'otax gross-up" award of $3.1
million, which purported to measure the difference in taxes they would owe on receiving a

single, taxable lump-sum payment vs. receiving market rental rates from the date it offered to
prepay the balance of its loan. They used an economist to estimate these damages, and that
economist used the plaintifß' tax situation (i.e., income andtax rates) in2015 to predict the
future tax situation for each of them in future years, extending through 2035 when the fifty-year
period would end.

Although the trial court allowed this methodology, the Federal Circuit vacated and
remanded this decision. Prior cases in the Federal Circuit had allowed tax gross-ups where a
taxpayer had received a taxable payment in lieu of a nontaxable one. However, this case

presented the new scenario of evaluating tax differentials when both payments would be taxable.
Mathematical certainty is not required, but the plaintiff must prove that there is a "fair and
reasonable approximation" of the damages. This includes some measure of substantiation for the
calculations. Here, the Plaintiffls expert's methodology was deemed unreliable. They failed to
show that it was reasonable to assume that each partner's income would remain constant in
future years - in some cases going out until that parher was well into his 90s. There was no
showing that this "reasonable approximated" future income without going into the details of each
partner's situation, earning ability, and tax rates. There \Mas no inquiry about future plans or
expectations, and no examination of their historical income patterns. Moreover, there was
apparently no justification for holding rates constant, either.

Although Plaintiffs argued that the Government should bear the burden of imprecision,
this argument was rejected. Plaintiff has the burden to prove damages from a breach, and it had
to provide the evidence necessary to sustain that burden.

Comment: 't(hile the precise contours of sfficient evidence remain somewhat elusive, this case
at least contains some suggestions. Long-term contracts with periodic income and expenses
present challenges in computing compensatory damages, as well as the tax gross-up. Tax
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burdens likely infuture years (something dfficult to predict, and subject to discounting) must be
measured against the cunent tax burden of a lump-sut?x payt?xent (sornething which is eminently
lcnowable). A successful expert report will need to cover more bases than reflected in a single
tax year to give it the credibility needed to meet the evidentiary standard!

3. Bankruptcy ruling regarding IRS claims to be paid from estate in reorganization
does not preclude subsequent notice of deficiency, Breland v. Commissioner, 1-52

T.C. No. 9 (20L9).
Taxpayers filed a Chapter 11 bankruptcy petition in2009. The IRS filed proof of its

claims for income taxes and penalties totaling more than $5.9 million for the 2004-2008 tax
years. The penalties involved late filing, and Taxpayers contested those penalties on the ground
that they had reasonable cause. The Bankruptcy Court issued a consent order in 2010, which
among other things divided the IRS claims into priority and unsecured claims, directed payment
of the priority claims, and recognizedthe continuing dispute over the nonpriority claims for
penalties. It also imposed obligations on the Taxpayer to comply with return reporting
requirements for the years at issue.

The Service continued to review these retums. In 2011, it filed a motion for leave to
amend its proof of claim to include $45 million in new taxes, which it claimed were based on
substantially unreported income for the 2004-08 tax years. The Bankruptcy Court denied this
motion. However, the Service issued a notice of deficiency, which resulted in a Tax Court
petition that was stayed until the conclusion of Taxpayer's bankruptcy proceeding. After the
first bankruptcy was completed in20l6, Taxpayer filed another petition. The Service filed its
claim in that proceeding, which is the subject of this litigation.

Taxpayers argued that the Service was precluded from collecting any additional taxes and
penalties for the years at issue under the Bankruptcy Court's consent order, arguing that res
judicata and collateral estoppel principles estopped their claim. However, the taxes assessed in
this matter are those which are deemed 'nondischargeable" under 11 USC 523(a)(1)(A). A
confirmation of a plan of reorganization cannot fix the tax liabilities made nondischargeable
under that provision. Although some authorities permit collateral estoppel principles to prevent
the IRS from relitigating tax liabilities that were in fact determined before a Bankruptcy Court,
there was no such determination here. The order here did not reference 11 USC 505, which
would otherwise be invoked to determine a tax liability.

Comment: Whíle this case is procedurally complex, the main message is quite clear: the IRS
retains significant rights to determine tax liabilities, and some of those liabilities may survive a
bankruptcy petition. This interferes with the "fresh start" principle that underlies the
banlcruptcy code, but Congress specifically chose that approach when the debtor/taxpayer
substantially underreports income. Query whether such a ruling will result in some
debtorhaxpayers moving their disputes to the Banlcruptcy Court, rather than continuing the long
fight in the Tax Court after the bankruptcy case is closed.
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4. Valuation misstatement penalty imposed due to sham partnership was a
partnership item that could not be addressed in partner-level collection action,
Highpoint Tower Technology, Inc. v. Commissioner, 93L F.3d 1050 [1lttt Cir. 2019).
ln a previous TEFRA partnership proceeding, a partnership that was part of a "Son of

Boss" transaction was determined to be a sham and lacking economic substance. Taxpayer was
apartner in that partnership, and as a result, it received an FPAA disallowing loss deductions and
treating all transactions as though they were made directly by the partners and without the
partnership. The FPAA also imposed a 40 percent gross valuation misstatement penalty on any
resulting deficiencies. Those outcomes were sustained at partnership-level review proceedings.

Taxpayer then received a notice of deficiency based on its share of the partnership losses.

A few days later, Taxpayer then received a Notice of Tax due which reflected the disallowed
losses, 40 percent gross valuation misstatement penalty, and interest imposed on the partnership,
as well as an additional $1.5 million adjustment for claimed deductions for professional fees,

bringing the total tax due to over $20 million. Taxpayer sought relief in the Tax Court, but the
IRS opposed this effort to restrain collection to the extent that it related to partnership items
previously determined at the partnership level proceeding.

The Tax Court ruled that it lacked jurisdiction to hear arguments over the items
previously determined, including the gross valuation misstatement penalty. Taxpayer appealed
with respect to the penalty, arguing that because this item required partner-level determinations,
it should be a matter for deficiency jurisdiction before the Tax Court.

The Eleventh Circuit affirmed. On the authority of Woods, 571 U.S. at39-44, as well as

other circuit courts, the Eleventh Circuit ruled that a sham determination in partnership
proceedings properly involved a partnership item, which thereby deprives the Tax Court of
deficiency jurisdiction. The plain language of section 6230(aX2XAXÐ also supports this
approach, as it exempts penalties from those affected items that could require a partner-level
determination.

Comment: Yet another case in which the Son-of-Boss generated millions of improper tax losses

and millions of attorney's fees fighting over those losses and related penalties. It will be a
welcome relief when these issues appear small in the collective rear-view mircor of the Tax Bar.

B. Statutes of Limitations.
L. Durable power of attorney was unrevoked, preventing financial disability from

tolling limitations period, Stauffer v. IRS, * F,3d *,2079 WL 4409349 (1s Cir.
201,9).
In October 2005, Father executed a written durable power of attorney (DPA) for his son,

Hoff. The DPA granted broad powers, including the authority to "prepare, execute, and file"
income tax declarations and returns, as well, as to represent Father in any "claim or proceeding
having to do with [his] tax liabilities." Hoff discovered that his father had lost track of millions
of dollars in assets. He worked to set his affairs in order. However, in March 2006, their
relationship went cold, perhaps precipitated by conflicts over how much Father's girlfriend was
spending from his accounts. Father drafted notices revoking the DPA, but he never sent them.
Hoff told his sister he was no longer acting as DPA, but nothing more came of this conflict. By
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2009, Hoff apparentlyreconciled with his father, as he withdrew $1.25M from his father's
accounts (with pcrmission) to assist in buying a home.

In20l2, Father passed away. Hoff was appointed personal representative. He then
proceeded to file returns on his father's behalf for the2006 through 2012taxyears. The 2006
return reflected an overpayment of $136K, but the200l return reflected a def,rciency of $40K for
2007. The estate requested that the overpayment from 2006be applied to the deficiency in2007.
These returns were both filed in 2013.

The Service rejected the 2006 refund claim as untimely. Section 651 1(a) provides that a
claim for credit or refund of an overpayment must be filed within two years from the time the tax
was paid in a situation where the taxpayer has not previously filed a return (vs. 3 years after a
timely return was filed). However, the estate claimed that the statute of limitations was tolled
until Father's death in2012 on account of his financial disability. See IRC $ 651l(hxl). Here,
the sticking point is found in an exception to the tolling provision: "An individual shall not be
treated as financially disabled during any period that ... [any] person is authorized to act on
behalf of such individual in financial matters." IRC $ 65 1 1(a)(2)(B). Was Hoff authorized? If
so, did Hoff effectively renounce it or did Father ever effectively revoke it?

Hoff argued that the term "authorized" really meant that he must not only have authority,
but also a duty to file and actual or constructive knowledge that the tax returns had remained
unf,rled. But the court was unwilling to read all those requirements into the statute. The plain
meaning of "authorized" does not require an affirmative obligation to act in this context; neither
does it require actual or constructive knowledge of the need to act. (On this issue, the court also
suggested that Hoff may have had constructive knowledge given his father's pattern of
mismanagement of his financial assets.

The court also rejected any claim that Hoff had effectively renounced the DPA. Here, it
seems that deposition testimony from Hoff to the effect that*it would hurt my feelings" if Father
had terminated the DPA came back to haunt his claims. The court viewed this as contradicting
other testimony, likely undermining his credibility. He had also wriffen his father's psychiatrist
to the effect that he held the DPA until his father's death in2012. The court also noted that
Father wrote three letters purporting to revoke the DPA, but he never sent any of them. In a
formalistic tone, it noted that "one cannot revoke an agency that has akeady been renounced."

Comment: Everyone who drafts a DPA should read this case and think about how to instruct
those named by their clients. (Andþr those who use Legøl Zoom, good luck with that.) This
may work a particularly harsh result wherefiduciaries are not closely monitoringfinances, mail,
and other matters. And as for the court's comment that one cannot revoke an agency that has
already been renounced, do you really think an aged parent who ís not a lawyer would have
lcnown this? Do younger lawyers even l*tow this? I am not so sure we should be raísing the bar
thß high. The dictionary approach to meaning sometimes produces the wrong results (e.g.,
"cost" basis in section l0l2 and "necessary" expenses in section 162). The Taxpayer's
approach, while not letter-perfect, may better capture the meaning of this provision.
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2. Computer forms prove Government mailing of notice of deficiency, United States v.
Meyer, 91"4 F.3d 592 [Bttt Cir. 2019).
Taxpayer challenged underlying tax assessments on the ground that the IRS failed to mail

a notice of deficiency prior to assessment. The District Court granted summary judgment to the
Government, and Taxpayer appealed. The Eighth Circuit affirmed.

The primary question here involved the matter of proving that a notice of deficiency was
mailed to the taxpayer as required by sections 6212 and 6213. Without proper mailing,
assessments may be enjoined. The Government bears the burden of proving that it mailed the
notices by "competent and persuasive evidence". A rebuttable presumption of mailing can be
raised by showing (a) the notice of deficiency existed and (b) a Postal Form 3877 showing a

certif,red mail log. Only rnailing to the last known address, not delivery, is required. Case law
also permits proof that is "otherwise sufficient" to show the existence of the notice of deficiency
and timely mailing. The Government often uses IRS Form 4340 for this purpose, which is a
computer-generated form showing the case history, including relevant items such as mailing.

Here, the Government could not produce Form 3877, and in one year? it could not even
produce the actual copy of the notice of deficiency. However, the Circuit Court deemed the
Form 4340 to be adequate for this purpose. Taxpayer only challenged the sufficiency of the
Form 4340 in his reply brief, which was deemed too late. Moreover, other courts have rejected
similar challenges.

Comments: Thß Taxpayer may have been right, in that he did not infact receive a notice of
deficiency. But the statute does not require receipt, only mailing. While computer-generated

forms that translate actions purportedly taken in the real world into a digital þrmat present
significant evidentiary issues, courts are appor/ently reluctant to impose higher standards of
proof on the Government in such cases. However, a diligent lawyer may still overcome the
Government's advantage. I am aware of one case in which a Nebraska taxpayer was able to
prove that an IRS notice was returned because the IRS employee inserted the letter into the
window envelope in the wrong way, so that the address showed computer code and not the
Taxpayer's address prínted thereon. The letter was returned as undeliverable. However, that
wos not a proper mailing. A computerþrm would not show that level of detail, but a diligent
lawyer mayfind it. (Thanks to Dan Waters of Lamson Dugan & Muruayfor this very apt
example. And he is too modest to say it, but he was that very smart and diligent lawyer.)

3. Another circuit allows government to prove mailing of notice of deficiency through
computer records, Walcott v. United States, No. 1B-1491 (1gtl-' Cir. Oct, 18, 2019)
Taxpayer sought to enjoin a levy for unpaid taxes on the ground that the Govemment did

not send a notice of deficiency, which is a prerequisite to levy. Here, the Government introduced
proof including copies of the notices of deficiency and PS Form 3877, which shows the
electronic record of mailing. According to the Court:

The IRS is entitled to a rebuttable presumption of proper mailing if it (1) establishes the
existence of a notice of deficiency and (2) produces a properly completed PS Form 3877
certified mail log." Cropper, 826 F.3d at 1285 (brackets and internal quotation marks
omitted). The government provided copies of the two relevant deficiency notices, thus
showing that the notices existed. See id. at 1286 (stating proof that notice of deficiency
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exists is established by providing a copy of the notice). In addition, the PS Forms 3877
were entitled to the presumption that the notices were mailed because they showed "that
(1) the IRS sent the notices to Ms. Walcott's address via certified mail; (2) the certihed-
mail tracking numbers; (3) date stamps from the Postal Service indicating [the dates] the
IRS delivered the noticefs] to the post office . . .; (4) the number of pieces surrendered to
the Postal Service; and (5) the signatures of the postal employees receiving the notices.

Here, Taxpayer was not able to rebut the presumption in the Government's favor.
Moreover, she argued that the Government's evidence consisted solely of inadmissible hearsay
The court rejected the hearsay arguments, noting that the documents consisted of regular
business records of the IRS.

4. Hazards of changing your address, Gregory v. Commissioner, 152 T,C, No, 7 [2019),
appeal docketed, No 19-2229 [3d Cir.5/3t/I9).
In 2015, Taxpayers moved from their home in Jersey City to a new home in Rutherford,

NJ. They filed their 2014 tax return using their Jersey City address. While that return was under
examination, they provided Fonn 2848 (Power of Attomey) and Form 4858 (an extension of
time to file) to the IRS. Both of these documents contained their new address. However, they
did not file Form 8222 (Change of Address) or otherwise provide written or oral notice of their
address change to the IRS.

On October 13,2016, prior to the time the Taxpayers had filed their 2015 faxreturn
(which would have had their new address), the Service issued a notice of deficiency for the20l4
taxyear to their old address. It was retumed to the Service and marked "Rsturn to
Sender/unclaimed/Unable to Forward". Taxpayers learned of the notice for the first time on
January 17,201.1, and they managed to f,rle a petition in the Tax Court on the same day.
However, that was more than 90 days after the first notice.

This litigation ensued to determine whether the Tax Court had jurisdiction to hear their
case. It determined that it did not, as Taxpayers did not timely file their petition. Here, the
Service was entitled to rely on the "last known address" in mailing the notice of dehciency, see
IRC $ 6212(a), (b). That address is the one that"appears on the taxpayer's most recently filed
and properly processed Federal tax return, unless the Internal Revenue Service (IRS) is given
clear and concise notification of a different address." Treas. Reg. $ 301.6212-2(a); see also Rev.
Proc. 2010-16.

Here, the last return filed was the 2014 return that contained the former address. The
forms filed with the IRS during the audit exam did not constitute a return. Moreover, the court
did not view those forms as a "clear and concise notice of a different address." Notably, both
forms include instructions that they will not be sufficient for purposes of updating the taxpayer's
address. Moreover, Rev. Proc. 2010-16 also informs taxpayers that these forms won't be
sufficient to change their address.

Accordingly, the notice of deficiency validly started the time clock for filing a petition in
the Tax Court, even though Taxpayer did not know about the notice. An untimely petition
deprives the Tax Court ofjurisdiction.
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Comment: A harsh outcome, perhaps, as this means Taxpayers will have to pay the tax and sue

for a refund instead of contestíng it beþrehand in the Tax Court. But this decision provides
important guidance: pay attention to the address on the last return thøt youfiled and rf you
moved, use the rightþrm to change your address. Most audits don't conclude so rapídly, but if
they do (or if the taxpayer is delinquent infiling his/her next return), your clients willfind
themselves in the same soup. As an ethical matter, does a lawyer retained to handle the audit
have a duty to ensure that a change of address has beenfiled? How would he or she lcnow of the
move? It ß likely that the return preparedfor them in 2014 was filed using the same return data
as ín the prior year. This illustrates the need to confirm the address. (Our doctors seem to do
this every time we visít - should lawyers do the same?)

5. The common law mailbox rule has been supplanted by regulations, Baldwin v,
United States, 921 F.3d 836 [9th Cir. 2019J.
Taxpayers had a NOL ftom2007 of about $2.5 million. They prepared an amended

return for 2005, which would offset amounts due and trigger a refund of $169K if the carryback
was reflected in that year. This required them to file the amended retum within three years of the
date that they filed the2007 return with extensions - or October 15,2011. Taxpayers claimed
that they mailed the amended return long before this date - using regular mail. They supported
this claim with testimony from two of their employees who had been tasked with mailing the
document. However, the IRS claimed it did not receive a return from them until July 2013. It
denied the refund claim as untimely. They filed suit in the district court seeking to recover their
overpaid taxes.

Section 7422 requires that a refund action cannot be maintained until a claim has been
"duly filed" with the IRS. This means timely filed. Prior to 1954, physical delivery was
required for timely filing. However, courts responded with a common-law mailbox rule to
mitigate the harsh results of delays on account of the postal service. This allowed proof of
proper mailing - including testimonial or other circumstantial evidence - to create a rebuttable
presumption that timely mailing yielded timely delivery.

ln 1954, Congress enacted section 7502, which attempted to address this problem. It
allowed timely mailing to be deemed as timely filing, so long as the document mailed was
actually delivered to the IRS. Section 7502(c) specifically provides that using certified mail
constitutes prima facie evidence that the document was in fact delivered, and that the date of
registration will be treated as the postmark date. This allows a Taxpayer to overcome a claim
that the IRS did not actually receive the document. Moreover, section 7 502(c) and (f) allow the
Treasury to establish by regulation other means for delivery that will be deemed to satisfy the
physical delivery rule, such as private delivery services.

A circuit split emerged after section 1502 as to whether the common law mailbox rule
should continue to apply. Some courts found the specific provision with clear and objective
proof to displace the looser evidentiary standard implicit in the common law rule, while others
viewed the statute as a safe harbor only, which was thereby supplemented by the relief obtained
through the mailbox rule. In 20II, the Treasury issued a new regulation stating that using
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certified mail or other approved delivery services was the "exclusive" means to establish prima
facie evidence of delivery.

Here, the district court had followed the view that section 7502 only supplemented the
common law mailbox rule, rather than supplanting it. Therefore, it credited the testimony of the
witnesses regarding the deposit of the return in the mail, applied the common-law mailbox rule
to create a presumption of delivery, and thereby ordered a refund. It also awarded litigation costs
to Taxpayers.

Unforfunately for Taxpayers, this was all for naught. The Ninth Circuit applied Chevron
deference and upheld the regulation, which thereby nullified the mailbox rule. It reversed the
refund and the award of attorney's fees. Moreover, it also rejected a claim that the regulation
was not promulgated until after their employees filed the retum. The regulation itself provided
for retroactivity back to September 21,2004, the date the regulations were proposed. This
decision followed a First Circuit decision from2012, which had rejected an identical argument.

Comment: Use registered mail or on approved private delivery service or face the risk that the
IRS will claim they did not receive wltat you sent.

6. Notice of deficiency mailed to one taxpayer but which addressed adjustments for
another related taxpayer was invalid, depriving Tax Court of jurisdiction, U.S, Auto
Sales, Inc. v. Commissioner, 153 T.C. No. 5 (2019J
In May 2012, Taxpayer (US Auto Sales or "Sales") received an 11-page document from

the Service purporting to be a notice of deficiency. The first four pages identify Sales by name.
However, the remaining seven pages relate to another related corporation (US Auto Finance or
"Finance") which has the same address and the same tax counsel. On August 2,2012,the
Service sent another notice of deficiency to Sales, which this time disallowed substantial
deductions that Sales had taken on its return in connection with a sale of notes to Finance, and
which also proposed substantial accuracy penalties.

On August I0,2012 (8 days after receiving the new Notice), Sales filed a petition in the
Tax Court contesting the adjustments in the May 2012 Notice as arbitrary and capricious, and
thereby asking the court to shift the burden of proof to the Service. On September 13, 2012,
Sales filed another petition from the August notice of def,rciency.

The Service moved to dismiss the first petition (in response to the May notice) for lack of
jurisdiction, on the basis that the notice was invalid because it failed to make a determination
with regard to the tax owed by Sales. Sales opposed that motion, arguing that it was indeed
identified in the notice.

In a divided opinion, a majority of the Tax Court applied principles from its prior
decision in Dees v. Commissioner, 148 T.C. | (2017), to evaluate the validity of the May notice.
First, it determined that the May notice was ambiguous because of its inconsistent treatment of
the identity of the taxpayer for which the deficiencies were determined. It could not say that the
notice advises the person who is the pay the deficiency that the Government means to assess that
deficiency against him. In the face of ambiguity, Taxpayer bears the burden of showing that the
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Court has jurisdiction. Here, Sales could not prove that the determinations were made with
regard to its returns. In fact, at ahearing the evidence clearly showed that the May
determinations related to the returns of Finance, not Sales. This is further buttressed by the fact
that Sales f,rled a second petition in response to the August notice. Thus, without a valid notice,
the Tax Court lacks jurisdiction; case dismissed.

Comment: Lengthy concuning opínions and a vigorous dissent accompany the majority's
decision, which may seem surprising. One concurring opinion states the plainfacts: "The IRS
made a processing error, and petitioner admitted in its petition that the notice reflected
adjustments to the return of a different but related taxpayer." But according to the dissent, the
majority decision "bends over bachuards to clean up the 1Ã^ç's mess. In so doing, it has created
an antorphous ne'w standard that leaves taxpayers, the IRS, and tlüs Court at sea." According to
the dissent, the "prudent course of action is to hold the notice valid, freely allow amendments to
respondent's answer, and permit the Court to resolve the issues." The majority's approach
"puts the onus on toxpayers to divine the meaning of the 1A^9's slapdash gobbledygook." Maybe
so, but don't you think Taxpayers will benefit in more cases when the Notice is simply deemed
invalid, particularly if the statute has run?

7. Three-year lookback for filing refund claim when no return is filed, Borenstein v.
Commissioner,919 F.3d746 ¡Zno Cir. 2079).
Taxpayer overpaid her taxes for 2012. She had paid a total of $ 1 12K in income tax

payments for that yea4 and she obtained a six-month extension for filing her retum. However,
she failed to file her tax return by that extended due date, October 15,2013. On June 19,2015
(about 26 months after the original due date for her return), when she had still not filed a return,
the Service sent her a notice of deficiency stating that she owed $1.6M in taxes and over $.57M
in penalties. On August29,2015, she filed her 2012 tax return reporting only $79K in liability,
which the parties now concede is correct. She thus claimed an overpa¡rment of $32K,
representing the difference in what she paid and what she owed.

On September 16, 2015, Taxpayer filed a petition in the Tax Court seeking a
redetermination of her tax liability and a refund of the ovelpayment. The parties stipulated that
she owed only $79K, so the only issue before the court was whether she was entitled to a refund.
The Tax Court ruled that it was without jurisdiction to hear the refund claim, as she was only
entitled to a two-year look-back period since the notice of deficiency was mailed. Thus, it lacked
jurisdiction over the refund. Taxpayer appealed.

Section 65 12(bX3) states:

Limit on amount of credit or refund.--No such credit or refund shall be

allowed or made of any portion of the tax unless the Tax Court determines as part of
its decision that such portion was paid--

(A) after the mailing of the notice of deficiency,
(B) within the period which would be applicable under section 651 1(b)(2), (c),

or (d), if on the date of the mailing of the notice of deficiency a claim had been filed
(whether or not filed) stating the grounds upon which the Tax Court finds that there is
an overpayment, or
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(C) within the period which would be applicable under section 651 1(bX2),
(c), or (d), in respect of any claim for refund filed within the applicable period
specified in section 6511 and before the date of the mailing of the notice of
deficiency--

(i) which had not been disallowed before thaf date,
(ii) which had been disallowed before thatdate and in respect of which a

timely suit for refund could have been commenced as of that date, or
(iii) in respect of which a suit for refund had been commenced before that date

and within the period specified in section 6532.

In a case described in subparagraph (B) where the date of the mailing of the notice of
deficiency is during the third year after the due date (with extensions) for filing the
return of tax and no return was filed before such date, the applicable period under
subsections (a) and (bX2) of section 651 1 shall be 3 years.

The flush language provides the key here: If the notice of deficiency is received during the third
year after the due date (with extensions) for filing the retum, then the Tax Court would have
jurisdiction using a three-year lookback period. If it is not, then a two-year lookback period as
provided in paragraph (B) (with reference to section 651 1) would apply.

Borenstein argued that the flush language refers to receipt of the notice of deficiency
within the third year after the return due date plus a six-month extension (i.e., April 16,2015 to
October 15,2016). The Service (and the Tax Court) viewed this language to mean the third year
after the extension period concluded (i.e., Octob er 16, 2015 to October 15, 2016).

The Second Circuit looked at the history of this flush language, findingthat Congress
added it after the Supreme Court's decision in Lundy, which limited non-filers to a two-year
lookback period. Lundy overpaid his 1987 taxes, which were deemed paid on April 15, 1988.
However, he did not get a notice of deficiency until September 1990, which was more than two
years after the taxes were paid. Thus, the Tax Court lacked jurisdiction over his overpayment
claim based on a two-year lookback. In 1997, Congress amended section 6512(bX3) to add the
flush language in order to correct the outcome in Lundy.

According to the Second Circuit, the restrictive view taken by the Tax Court (and the
Service) results in differential treatment for Taxpayers who are otherwise similarly situated. If,
for example, the notice of deficiency had been mailed six months earlier or six months later, the
Tax Court would have had jurisdiction to hear her refund claim. By denying jurisdiction, the
Tax Court's approach effectively created a"gap" in coverage that converted an intended benefit
into a handicap.

Comment: The Second Círcuit here applied a rule of lenity against the government and infavor
of the taxpayer, which ß often notþllowed in tax disputes. However, the result here, which is
characterized as a matter offirst impression, will indeed provide reliefþr those who are non-

filers but who overpaid their taxes.
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C. Attorney fees, costs, and damages.
1. No attorney fees where IRS was substantially justified in position, Bontrager v,

Commissioner, TC Memo 20L9-45.
ln2012, Taxpayer pleaded guilty to aiding and abetting his father in tax evasion during

1994. He was ordered to pay restitution of 572,710. In June 2014, the Service assessed the
amount of restitution he had not paid, along with underpayment interest of $165K, calculated
from the due date of his father's return. Taxpayer had successfully challenged the interest and
penalties based on Klein v. Commissioner, I49 T.C. No. 15 (2017), which clarified that if the
IRS wants to impose interest and penalties they must do so after a civil determination of tax
liabilities, after which interest and penalties may be imposed on the loss determined at that time
However, the Tax Court ruled for the Service on the matter of whether the restitution penalty
itself could be assessed. See l5l T.C. No 12 (2018).

Taxpayer then filed a motion for litigation costs under section 7430, which may be
awarded when the taxpayer can demonstrate that he (1) is the prevailing party, (2) has exhausted
administrative remedies, (3) has not unreasonably protected the proceedings, and (4) has claimed
reasonable costs. All four requirements must be met. Here, requirements (1) and (4) are at issue.

Taxpayer lost on the matter of collecting restitution, but he argued that the interest and
penalties which went in his favor involved the most significant issues presented, involving over
70 percent of the dollar value at issue. Accordingly, Taxpayer argued that he has "substantially
prevailed with respect to the amount in controversy." The Service agreed, but it raised the
counterargument that even if he substantially prevailed, the Service position was "substantially
justified" in the sense that it had a reasonable basis in law and fact. Here, the IRS made a

concession. But the fact of a concession does not mean the position was unjustif,red from the
perspective of a reasonable person. 'When 

the IRS took its original position, Klein had not yet
been decided. Taxpayer was thus not entitled to recover in this case, and the reasonableness of
costs is thus moot.

Comment: Thís is a good example of a substantially justffied position. However, tf the IRS had
continued to impose interest and penalties after Klein had been decided, the matter would likely
have come out the other way. Note that the Government did not appeal the adverse decision in
Klein.

2. Costs awarded but not injunctive relief, Wagstaff v. Commissioner, TC Memo 20L9-
174.
Taxpayers were issued an SSA-1099 Social Security Benef,rt Statement for the 2014 tax

year, which had reported that they had received a "workers compensation offset" $14,055.60,
which is taxable income. Taxpayers disputed this hgure as an effor, and they excluded the
amount from their return. An audit ensued.

Despite providing multiple items from Federal agencies showing that the SSA-1099 may
have been incorrect, a notice of deflrciency issued. Taxpayers petitioned the Tax Court for relief.
Senator Cory Booker's office also enlisted the Taxpayer Advocate, and thereafter the Service
reversed their position and issued a no change certification for the 2014 retum.
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Taxpayers then sought a motion for costs under section 7430(a), requesting $154.98 in
costs, consisting of the Tax Court filing fee, postage, and travel expenses. They also requested
that the court adopt a rule that, when two or more Federal agencies provide conflicting
information to ataxpayer and the taxpayer discloses a conflict, the Service is enjoined from
issuing a deficiency.

The Service conceded all points on the cost award, except they required proof that
Taxpayers met the $2 million net worth threshold in the statute (2S USC ç 2412(d)(2)(B).
Thereafter, they conceded the costs award. However, they resisted the imposition of the rule.
The Tax Court agreed with the Service - whatever the merit of such a rule, it had no jurisdiction
to impose these requirements on the Service.

Comment: These Taxpayers need to discuss the rule with Senator Booker and turn that into
legislation. Also, if the Service's behavior is not justified, why is it OKfor a party with a net
worth of 82 million to bear the costs of that conduct?

3. Attorney fee award in IRS misconduct over tax exempt organization, True the Vote,
Inc. v, Internal Revenue Service, No. 1-3-734 (RBW), 2019WL23A4659 [D.D.C,
5/3011,9)
True the Vote (as well as other tax-exempt organizations) wrangled with the IRS over

politically-motivated decisions affecting their application for tax-exempt status. In2013,the
Treasury Inspector General issued a report that confirmed that the "IRS selected out these
applicants for more rigorous review on the basis of their names, which were in each instance
indicative of a conservative or anti-[Obama] Administration orientation." See 831 F.3d 551
(D.C.Cir.20t6).

The parties agreed to a Consent Order in 2018 with a declaratory judgment stating:
"it is wrong to apply the United States tax laws ... to any tax-exempt application or
entity based solely on such entity's name, any lawful positions it espouses on any
issues, or its associations or perceived associations with apafücular political
movement, position or viewpoint"; (2) o'any action or inaction taken by the IRS must
be applied evenhandedly and not based solely on a tax-exempt applicant or entity's
name, political viewpoint, or associations or perceived associations with a particular
political movement, position, or viewpoint"; and (3) "discrimination on the basis of
political viewpoint in administering the United States tax code violates fundamental
First Amendment rights."

However, True the Vote did not obtain other relief it requested, including money damages.
Following the consent order, True the Vote filed a motion for attorneys fees under the Equal
Access to Justice Act. In order to obtain attorneys' fees under the EAJA, the Court must find that
"(1) fthe plaintiff] is the prevailing party; (2) fthe plaintiff] has incurred [reasonable] fees or
expenses; (3) the position of the United States in the action was not substantially justif,red; and
(4) no special circumstances make an award of fees unjust."

The District Court concluded that True the Vote was indeed a prevailing party in the case.
The judgment obtained reflected a material alteration in their legal relationship, and it was
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accompanied by judicial relief in the form of preventing unfair treatment on this basis. As for
whether the Government's position was substantially justified, it concluded that some of the
litigating positions were indeed justified, including challenges based on mootness that were
supported by legal precedent. But as to the underlying behavior of the Government that gave
rise to the lawsuit, the court found that the Govemment could not justify it. A fee award is
warranted if the Govemment cannot show that both its legal positions and the underlying agency
actions were justified. Moreover, the court also rejected the Government's arguments that
special circumstances made the award unjust, finding that the relief obtained based on protecting
First Amendment rights was indeed significant.

The court requested further information from the plaintiffs to determine the
reasonableness of their award.

Comment: Let's hope this era of prejudicial tax administration is indeedfar in the rear view
mirror, not to emerge again. (But note the warning on some of our car miwors: "items may be

closer than they appear.")

D. Tax Crimes/Fraud.
1. Civil fraud applied to H, not W, even when joint return filed, Benavides & Co., P.C, v,

Commissioner, TC Memo 201,9-1t5.
This consolidated case involves tax deficiencies from a professional corporation and its

owner, a CPA. The owner (Mr.) filed a joint return with his wife (Mrs.), who also worked for
the PC but was not a shareholder or a CPA. Mr. owned some interests in other LLCs, and Mr.
and Mrs. were also partners in Sunrise, areal estate management and development firm that also
provided payment services. Sunrise recorded payments from third parties as income, but it then
deducted the pa¡rments it made on their behalf as expenses. Sunrise provided a statement to the
payors that the payments were for "fees", which they treated as deductible expenses. Sunrise
also did this for some personal expenditures on behalf of Mr. and Mrs., including the cost of
remodeling their house.

Mr. eventually served time in prison for filing a false or fraudulent tax return under
section 7602(2). However, he then faced additional tax issues in connection with the
examination of BCO and related retums, including fraud penalties. Basically, the fraud
investigation involved omitted gross receipts from BCO, which were either transferred to other
entities owned by Mr. (including Sunrise) or, in the case of fees paid in kind, omitted altogether
Mrs. made the deposits into the respective accounts as directed.

Taxpayer argued that these diverted amounts were in effect a form of compensation,
which would have been deductible to the corporation. However, the Tax Court rejected this
characterization as inapt - the diversions reflected distributions, not compensation. Accordingly,
BCO owed additional taxes. It could not prove entitlement to NOL deductions, as claimed on its
return. Moreover, Mr. could not prove that the constructive distribution amounts exceeded the
E&P of BCO, so that all such amounts were deemed taxable to him.

Sunrise also became the source of additional income for the couple. As they could not
prove the partnership was entitled to all the deductions it claimed, their pass-through income
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from the partnership was increased. Some of these items related to clearly personal expenses
incurred on behalf of the owners. Others simply could not be substantiated, likely made more
difficult by the taxpayer's diminished credibility.

The Tax Court sustained fraud penalties with regard to Mr., but not for Mrs. Under
section 6663(c), fraud penalties are imposed separately on each spouse, even when a joint retum
is filed. There was a clear showing of an underpayment here, and there was evidence to support
fraud. Mr. ordered the diversion of corporate funds, failed to maintain adequate records (and
when they did maintain records, they kept a separate set of books to conceal the income they
diverted). Mr.'s criminal conviction in connection with activities of Sunset, while not identical
activity, was also evidence of fraudulent intent. As a CPA, he should have known better. Mrs.,
on the other hand, did not have that experience and knowledge base. The Commissioner could
not demonstrate clear and convincing evidence to support her fraud penalty.

Although Taxpayers raised issues of supervisory approval, the Service was allowed to
introduce additional evidence to show that approval protocols were satished. Moreover,
Taxpayers also argued that assessment was barred by the Statute of Limitations. However, given
the showing of fraud by one taxpayer, the limitation period remains open for all items within that
taxable year, even though those items may not be tainted by fraud.

Comment: This was a sad tale of cheating by a CPA who lçtew better and got caught. This court
stated: "The 'reasonable compensation argument advanced by IMr.J is a dog that will not
Itî,tnt." I learned that colorful phrasefrom a CPA in Anniston, AL more than two decades ago,
and I have been using it ever since. It is fun to see it in print.

2. IRS has authority to collect criminal restitution ordered by cour! Carpenter v.
Commissioner, L52 T.C. No. 12 (2019).
In20I4, Taxpayer pleaded guilty to willfully making and subscribing to a false tax return

in the 2005 and 2006 tax years. He was sentenced to 27 months in prison followed by a year of
supervised release for each count to run concurrently. The Government calculated a Federal tax
loss of $507,995 for the two tax years, and the judge ordered Taxpayer to pay restitution in such
amount. Finding that Taxpayer did not have the ability to pay interest on any monetary
penalties, the court waived both fines and interest, stating: 'oI don't know what effect that has on
the Internal Revenue Service with all your penalties and interests [sic] and whatever, it seems to
me that if you hope to get anything out of this guy, freezinghis number at $507,995 is a pretty
good idea. And that is what's ordered by the court." The court ordered that restitution payments
were due immediately, but if he could not pay, then he must pay $1O0/month beginning 60 days
after release. After release in20I6, he paid $100/month but no more.

In2014, the US Attorney sought to collect the restitution, but he was unsuccessful except
for levying on Taxpayer's social security benefits to the tune of $283.95 per month, for a total of
$7648.10 by April 2018. úr January 2016, the IRS piled on with more attempts to collect with
restitution-based assessments. It sent a Notice of Intent to Levy his state tax refund or other
property, including Social Security benefits. By 2016, the IRS calculated that he owed
$759,380.74, including interest and penalties. Taxpayer challenged the notice to levy, requesting
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a CDP hearing. Taxpayer had failed to file returns for the 20ll-16 tax years, and this also made
it impossible for him to have a collection alternative considered.

Taxpayer argued that the Service lacked collection authority over criminal tax restitution
payments. The Tax Court ruled that it indeed had this authority under section 620I(a)@)(A), as

amended in 2010. That authority also extends beyond the usual limitations period, so that delays
that might accompany criminal prosecution and related appeals would not hinder the ability to
assess and collect criminal restitution. Here, the sentencing court set the terms of restitution. The
oral pronouncement of the judge made it clear that restitution was due immediately. (Note that
this is one of the rare cases where oral terms announced by the judge supersede any written
terms.) Although the sentencing judge set a minimum payment schedule to begin at release from
prison, this did not bind thc govcrnmcnt from sccking immcdiatcly to collcct thc amount duc and
owing.

As to the collection activities of the Service, Taxpayer was precluded from challenging
the amount of the restitution order. Any such challenge to that amount should have been made at
sentencing. However, here the Govemment agreed to waive interest and additions to tax at the
time of sentencing. Moreover, in Klein v. Commissioner, T49 T.C. No. 15 (2017), the Tax Court
held that section 6201(a)(\ did not permit the IRS to impose interest and penalties.
Accordingly, the Service conceded interest and penalties in this case.

However, since the Taxpayer did not otherwise qualiff for relief because of his failure to
file tax returns and provide information establishing that this was all he could afford to pay, no
relief would otherwise be granted from the levy notice.

Comment: Thß Taxpayer's failure to be compliant infiling returns after hß forced vacation at
government expense meant he could not obtain relieffrom levy, which might otherwise be

available to those with limited means. (He also claimed to be supporting dependents on his
limited government benefits.) But this taxpayer did catch a break on the interest and penalties,
which the IRS had apparently overlooked in its attempts to collectfrom him. Those representing
criminal tax defendants should toke careful note of the prospects þr collection activity that could
accompany a restitution order, as illustrated here. For another case involving collection of a
restitution order, see Bontrager v. Commissioner, 2019-45, discussed above in connection with
attorney fees.

E. Liens/Collection
L Failure to issue final administrative determination invalidated proposed levy and

lien, Romano-Murphy v. Commissioner, 152 T,C. No. l-6 (20t9)
This case was remanded from the Eleventh Circuit, which had reversed the Tax Court's

determination that the COO of a company that had failed to pay over income and employment
taxes was liable for a trust fund recovery tax penalty under section 6672(a). Here, procedure is
everything. Careful attention to procedure rewarded this pro se taxpayer.

The Service issued Letter 1153, Trust Fund Recovery Penalty Letter, to Taxpayer in
2006. Taxpayer sent in a timely protest and request for a conference with Appeals. Howevsr, no
conference was held. No final administrative determination was made in response to her protest.
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Instead, the Service assessed the penalty and then began actions to collect it. These activities
triggered Taxpayer rights under IRC 6330. A hearing ensued, after which the Office of Appeals
determined she was liable for the tax and sustained the collection actions. Tax Court litigation
ensued.

The Tax Court determined that a final administrative determination regarding her protest
was not required before assessing the penalty. However, the Eleventh Circuit vacatedthat
decision, reversing and remanding it. The Circuit Court determined that an administrative
determination was a significant act, which affected the statute of limitations applicable to the
proposed assessment. Since no administrative determination happened here, it remanded the
case to the Tax Court. Here, the Tax Court concluded that without the administrative
determination, the assessment is invalid. Taxpayer, who might have otherwise been responsible
for the penalty (based on the prior Collection Due Process hearing outcome), gets to walk.

Comment: llhile the outcome can be concisely stated, tlte court issued a supplemental opinion
that covers many important issues of tax procedure, including the significance of assessment and
subsequent events along the road to levy and collection. Those wlto want an education on those
topics can.find it here. Moreover, the court also discusses the so-called "ltarmless error rule"
under 5 USC 706, which is part of the Administrative Procedure Act. A procedural error of thß
kind could not be characterized as harmless, as it affected the Taxpayer's rights to challenge the
underlying liability. If a determination had been made, the Collection Due Process hearing
might not have been able to address the underlying basis for liability. Tax procedure is tricþ,
and hard. Sometimes that tríckiness affects the IRS, just as it sometimes adversely affects the
Taxpayer in other cases. Tread carefully when ít comes to procedural matters.

2. Failure to timely request CDP hearing deprived Tax Court of jurisdiction, Atlantic
Pacific Management Group, LLC v. Commissioner, 152 T,C. No. 17 (2019)
Petitioner was an LLC taxed as a partnership. The Service assessed penalties against

the partnership as an entity under section 6698(a) for late partnership retum filings and a separate
penalty for failing to file an information return regarding certain foreign partnership and filings.
On June 13,2017, the Service mailed Letter 3172 to Petitioner notifying them of the right to
request a CDP hearing on or before July 20,2017. Someone signed for this letter on behalf of
the entity, but Chu, the tax matters partner, was not in the United States. Petitioner sent a CDP
request on July 28,2017 - after the stated deadline. The Service responded to Petitioner at its
NY address, which was used in the CDP hearing request, that its request was untimely, but thatit
could request an equivalent hearing by September 1. Petitioner did not respond. On September
1,2017, the Service's automated system closed the case without a hearing. ln December,
Petitioner sent another hearing request, which was not acknowledged by the Service. Petitioner
then filed a petition in the Tax Court seeking review of the underlying penalties.

The Service moved to dismiss the petition on the ground that the Tax Court has no
jurisdiction here. The Tax Court agreed. Without a hearing at Appeals, there could be no
determination made by the IRS. Without a determination, there is no basis for jurisdiction under
section 6330(dXl) of the Code. Here, Petitioner admitted that it received the notice of its federal
tax lien, and they did not dispute that they failed to timely request a CDP hearing.
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Petitioner attempted to argue that it was entitled to its day in court based on provisions of
the Taxpayer Bill of Rights, but no such right can be found to assist them here. There is no
independent relief or additional rights conferred by that legislation, which only lists taxpayer
rights afforded elsewhere in the Code. Here, the relevant statute requires a determination after a

hearing. V/ithout one, the Tax Court is without jurisdiction.

Comment: The Tax Court's limited jurisdiction means the Partnership may have to settle up on
the penalties and then sueþr a refund. The Taxpayer Bill of Rights was also rejected as an
independentbasisþrrelief inMoyav. Commissíoner, I52T.C.No 11(2019). Inthatcase,the
Taxpayer had a timely petition, but her only claims for relief involved application of the
Taxpayer BiU of Rights rather than the substance of her underlying tax adjustments. As a result,
she was unable to show et'ror in the Commissioner's determínations resulting in a deficiency.

3, Receiver selling property to satisfii a judgment lien must pay lien creditor before
paying capital gains taxes, Kelley v. Kelley, No. 1"8-cv-11,692-lT (D, Mass. Oct.2,
201,9)
Plaintiffs sought to interpret and, alternatively, to modify, an order appointing a receiver

to secure the payment of a civil damages award of approximately $15 million. The receiver was
directed to sell Defendant's assets "subject to any prior liens" and to pay o'taxes, assessment, or
mortgage installments falling due." Following the sale, Receiver was directed to disburse to
Plaintiffs 'oproceeds from the liquidation of any [a]sset, after the payment of all applicable
federal and state income taxes or capital gains taxes, until the defendant's obligations to

[Plaintiffs] are satisfied in fuII."

Plaintiffs first argued that the income tax clause above should be interpreted to apply only
to perfected tax liens, an argument which the court rejected. However, the court agreed to
modifu the order to achieve the same result based on the court's interpretation of the interplay
between the Tax Lien Act (26 USC $ 6323(a)) and the Federal Priority Statute (31 U.S.C. $

3713). The Government, which was permitted to intervene in this case, argued that the capital
gains taxes owed on the sale should be treated as administrative expenses of the receivership
which would have priority over the judgment liens. However, the court rejected this view as one
which would create "abizarre and inconsistent result" by defeating the priority of the Plaintiffs'
lien. Here, Plaintiffs would have had priority if the Defendant had merely sold the property
himself. The taxes due would not have had a priority. It was only on account of the Defendant's
bad behavior that the receivership had to be appointed, and such appointment should not change
the lien priority scheme. Such a result was deemed to be consistent with Estate of Romani (SCT
1998), in which the Tax Lien Act was deemed to supersede the Priority Statute in a case when
the Govemment was claiming a preference in an estate of an insolvent and delinquent taxpayer.

Comment: Who gets paid when there ís not enough treasure to go around is an important issue.

Here, private claimants get priority over the Government's interest in tax liabilities generated by
the sale, which would not become delinquent until thefollowing tax year and which could not
generate a tax lien until after the return was filed and the qmount due was unpaid.
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F. Transferee/Fiduciary Liability,
L. Transferee liability based on Arizona UI.'TA in corporate sale, Slone v.

Commissioner, 896 F.3d 1083 (gth Cir. 2018), cert denied 139 S.Ct. 1"348
(201e1.

Taxpayers were shareholders in Slone Broadcasting, a closely held corporation. Slone
engaged in an asset sale, which triggered a gain of $37 million and significant corporate tax
liability. V/hile this transaction was pending, they made a deal to sell their shares to Berlinetta,
which promised to assume Slone's tax liability. Berlinetta's parent, Fortrend International,LLC,
purported to be interested in restructuring the company to engaged in the asset recovery business.
A tax attomey hired by the shareholders investigated the company and opined that it was
legitimate.

However, Berlinetta paid Taxpayers more than the net asset value of Slone, and this
premium payment represented about two-thirds of Slone's unpaid tax liability. (One wonders -
why pay a premium for a company that has essentially been reduced to cash? They had radio
station employees, but could they become asset recovery specialists?) Moreover, Berlinetta
borrowed the funds to pay cash to the shareholders. Later, Berlineffa would merge Slone into
another company, ArizonaMedia. A new shareholder contributed Treasury Bills with a claimed
basis wildly in excess of its FMV, which the new corporation sold for a $38 million loss. (Son-
oÊboss, anyone? Note that this transaction preceded loss disallowance rules that would currently
disallow these losses.) Arizona Media not only offset the gain from Slone's asset sale, but it also
f,rled a refund claim for the $3.1 million Slone Broadcasting had previously paid to the
government.

Oddly enough, the IRS paid that refund. However, the IRS later audited the company. It
disallowed the claimed loss and assessed taxes and penalties for the taxes due on the asset sale.
But by this time Berlinetta and Arizona Media were long gone from the scene. ArizonaMedia
had been administratively dissolved by the state, and thus none of the malefactors who
engineered these transactions could be found to pay the taxes due.

So, the IRS came after the shareholders as "transferees" under RC $ 6901. Their theory
depended on a o'substance over form" approach. Technically speaking, the taxpayers engaged in
a stock sale rather fhan a distribution from the company. However, the IRS sought to recast this
transaction as one in which Slone would be engaged in a distribution to the shareholders that
defeated the interest of the govemment as tax creditor.

The Tax Court rejected the IRS approach, ruling that the form should be respected. The
service appealed, and the Ninth Circuit at this time ruled in their favor, remanding the case to the
Tax Court for further factfinding on the matter of what the taxpayers knew and its relevance
under the ArizonaUniform Fraudulent Conveyance Act. The Tax Court again ruled for
Taxpayers, generating this appeal.

In this case, the Ninth Circuit reversed the Tax Court in finding that the Taxpayers had no
actual or constructive knowledge of a tax avoidance scheme, which ultimately left their
corporation without funds to pay its $ I 5.3 million tax liability. Looking to the substance of the
transaction, the Ninth Circuit rejected the form-bound approach adopted by the Tax Court,
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choosing instead to rely on foundations for suspicion in the structure of the transaction.
According to the Ninth Circuit, "[r]easonable actors in fTaxpayers'] position would have been on
notice that Berlinetta intended to avoid paying Slone Broadcasting's tax obligation." Despite
ample basis for suspicion, Taxpayer's leaders and advisers failed to aske pertinent questions. For
example, their accountant indicated that the purchaser could pay a premium price (i.e., more than
the net assets after satisfying tax liabilities) because of its ability to "resolve liabilities at the
corporate level." But no one asked how that was so, other than an inquiry by counsel to which
the purchaser replied that it was a proprietary secret. Even if Taxpayers lacked actual notice,
they had constructive knowledge. Willful blindness cannot be used as a defense in this context.

Comment: This is yet another taxpayer loss in this area. But since these initial transactions,
dozens of other cases have emerged. (See below for a similar strategy involving atcother
corporate actor, "Midcoast"). These cases have required many hours of ottorney time - and
likely some considerable additional losses to the Treasury to the extent not all of these schemes

have been detected. It should be noted that Taxpayer sought advíce from counsel about
transferee liability. Apparently, that advice turned out to be wrong. Note that transferees can
include beneficiaries, too. And constructivefraud remedied in this context involves a transfer
without adequate consideration. Tread carefully here.

2. Another transferee liability case, Billy F. Hawh Jr., GST Non-Exempt Marital
Trustv. Commissioner, 924F.3d82t ç6* Cir. 2019J, affirming TC Memo 2017-
277.

This transaction went awry, much like the one in Slone. H died and W, with the help of
lawyers and accountants, decided to sell Holiday Bowl, their family corporation. Holiday Bowl
first sold its assets - bowling alleys - to a company named Bowl New England for $4.2 million
in cash. This generated about $1 million in corporate tax liability. W exchanged some of her
stock for a horse farm owned by the corporation, and W and H's estate then exchanged the
remaining stock in Holiday Bowl to MidCoast for $3.4 million. MidCoast (an intermediary like
Fortrend, above) agreed to pay any corporate taxes as part ofthe deal, but ofcourse, it did not
pay those taxes.

The IRS then chased W and H's estate for the unpaid corporate taxes under IRC 6091.
The Tax Court upheld their liability and allowed the Government to recover the taxes due under
Tennessee law. The Sixth Circuit affirmed.

First, it was quite clear that Holiday Bowl owed taxes on the sale of its assets. Second,
section 6091(h) includes among the transferees of Holiday Bowl "a donee, heir, legatee, devisee,
and distributee." The horse farm transfer in exchange for stock clearly fit this definition. But W
claimed that she (and her husband's estate) was not a distributee from Holiday Bowl on the sale

of its stock. lnstead, she claimed that she had received the funds from MidCoast. However, the
court agreed that this change in form for the transaction would not be respected; the substance
was a transfer of the cash that was generated by Holiday Bowl.

Although there was a loan to MidCoast from a third party, the loan was secured by the
Holiday Bowl cash. Noting that "money is fungible", the court had no problem in finding a
distribution triggering liability in this case. Other circuits had reached similar conclusions on
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similar facts. Applying Tennessee's Uniform Fraudulent Transfer Act, the court found that
Holiday Bowl essentially made a transfer to the taxpaycrs without a contemporaneous exchange
in value, which made it insolvent at the time of the transfer. After the transfers were completed,
Holiday Bowl was unable to pay its tax debts. Moreover, the fact that the taxpayers did not
know that MidCoast's scheme was fraudulent did not spare them from transferee liability.
Although some states require a showing that the transferee did not act in good faith, that was not
the case in Tennessee.

Comment: Notably, this court distinguished the outcomefrom its decision in Summa Holdings,
848 F.3d 779 @h Cir. 2017), on the ground that in that case, the Code allowed taxpayers to do
what they did (i.e., avoid taxes throughfunneling DISC dividends through a Roth IRA):

"Not even Chevron permits government agencies to ignore the plain text of a statute.

[Citation omittedJ. Vïhat, then, made the Internal Revenue Service think it could ignore
the plain text of a statute-one that other agencies could not overuide under Chevron-
under the substance-over-þrm doctrine? Thß version of the doctrine makes Chevron
look like a modest assumption of executive power. When all was said and done, Summa
Holdings was a case in which the taxpayers forced the government to play it straight-to
make it respect theform and substance of the laws Congress wrote."

3. FBAR penalties applied long after death, potentially affecting heirs and transferees,
United States v. Parh No. 1,6 C L0787 ,2019 WL 2248544 [N.D. Ill. 5 /24 /19)
Park was an Illinois businessman with roots in South Korea. One of his business

ventures sold "Q-Ray" bracelets through various channels, including infomercials and websites,
generating $87 million in sales. In2003, the FTC filed suit against Park and his business entities
alleging false and misleading advertising for the bracelets, which were marketed based on their
claimed pain-reduction qualities. The FTC eventually obtaining a judgment requiring Park and
his companies to disgorge $16 million. Park coughed up $18.8 million, and the FTC moved to
appoint a receiver. However, Park f,rled for Chapter 7 bankruptcy. The bankruptcy court ordered
Park to sit for an examination, but he chose to flee the country in late 2007 or early 2008.

Park's troubles with the government were compounded when the IRS used a John Doe
summons to get information from a Swiss bank about his accounts. Fortunately for one who has
been chased by others for money, he had some accounts with over $ 7 million in them during
2008. Unfortunately, he failed to report these to the IRS. V/orried about FBAR penalties, Park
filed amended returns in 2010 for the 2007 and 2008 tax years, in which he filed a2007 FBAR
disclosure form. He claimed that he had failed to report approximately $240K in interest on
foreign accounts. He also filed a delinquent FBAR for 2008, reporting more than $7 million.

However, before these reports, he had made numerous transfers to his daughter, Nina,
which totaled $43K. He also transferred $280K to his wife, which she used to purchase a
condominium in Chicago that was jointly held in her name and Nina's name. Eventually Mrs.
Park transferred the condominium to Nina.

An audit commenced in 2011. During the audit, the Service learned that Mr. Park died in
July 2012. His will directed that his assets would be placed in a trust. However, despite the will,
Park's family arcanged with attomeys in South Korea to sell considerable property that Park
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owned there. After the sale, Mrs. Park received $2.3 million and their three children, Charles,
James, and Nina, received the balance in equal shares of $400K each.

On November 21,20L4, over two years after Park's death, the IRS assessed a penalty
against Mr. Park for $3.5 million based on his willful failure to file FBAR reports in 2008. In
this case, the Government is chasing Charles and Mrs. Park, as representatives of the estate;

Charles and Mrs. Park as a fiduciary liable under 31 U.S.C. 3113, and to set aside fraudulent
transfers under both 28 U.S.C. $ 3304 and under the Illinois Fraudulent Conveyance Act. Unjust
enrichment was thrown in for good measure. Mrs. Park was not served, however, as she was
resident in South Korea. The Park Children, including Charles and Nina, sought to dismiss the
claim.

The court first clarified that this was not a transferee liability case based on IRC $ 6901,
in which case there might be a question whether the law of Korea would apply. Instead, it
viewed the case as one in which an FBAR civil penalty was being imposed on Mr. Park, and
which the government was pursuing collection against his estate. This presented a timing
question. The Park family argued that if the penalty was not assessed until November 21,2014,
this was more than two years after his death, as well as after distribution of the Korean assets

from his estate. They argued that if the estate had already been distributed, there is no way that
Charles or Mrs. Park, nor any other representative, could be responsible for the penalty.

The court disagreed. Here, even though a formal assessment had not been made, a debt
was due and owing. According to the government, on June 30,2009, when the 2008 FBAR
f,rling was due, FBAR liability arose when he failed to file the form. The court cited to case law
upholding FBAR penalties up to five years af[er his death. According to the court, this was
analogous to ataxpayer who filed a fraudulent retum. (Really? Is intentionally failing to file an

information return fraud?) Moreover, the FBAR penalty is "remedial" not "punitive", allowing
this claim to survive his death and be imposed on his estate. Mrs. Park and Charles were on the
hook here because they oversaw the liquidation and distribution of the proceeds of Park's estate.

According to 31 U.S.C. $ 3713, the government has priority for its claims against the
Park estate. Subsection (b) states: "A representative ofa person or an estate (except a

bankruptcy trustee) paying any part of a debt of the person or estate before paying a claim of the
Government is liable to the extent of the payment for unpaid claims of the Government." Here,
the government would have to show that Charles and Mrs. Park (1) were fiduciaries; (2)
distributed assets before paying the Government; and (3) knew or should have known of the
Government's claim. Notably, both the FBAR penalty and the FTC claim were considered
claims of the Government for this purpose.

Here, the court rejected Charles' defense that he was not aware of the claims. There were
enough facts here to show that he was familiar with Park's business and personal affairs to reject
a summary judgment claim on that basis.

The court also recognized potential liability for Nina based on the distributions that she

received from her father. The Fair Debt Collections Act includes 28 U.S.C. $ 3304(b), which
describes a fraudulent transfer as one made "with actual intent to hinder, delay, or defraud a
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creditor." Further, the Government is empowered to obtain a remedy against the transferee. See
28 U.S.C. $ 3306(a). While the government could not have discovered this until 2017, when it
was allowed to undertake discovery against Park, thus extending the otherwise applicable 2-year
limitation period, the court left open the possibility that the Government could prove its case.
Likewise, there was a potential fraudulent conveyance claim under Illinois law and an unjust
enrichment claim under federal common law (and, alternatively, under Illinois law) against all
the Park Children. Here, the court left open the possibility that this claim could also go forward.

Comments: This case presents a plethora of theories tltat present risl<s þrfiduciaries and
beneficiaries of estates where there are potentíal tax claims or penalty claims, including the
FBAR penalty. For an additíonal case in this area, see United States v. Estate of Schoenfeld,
344 F.Supp.3d 1354 (M.D. Fl. 2018), which involved aforeign account holder who died after the
Government assessed an FBAR penalty and beþre the Government brought suit to collect it.
After discovering the account holder's demise, the Government amended its complaínt to nome
the Estate, rather than the individual account holder, and it also named the executor and sole
distributee. The Government could not state a claim against the Estate under section 28 U.S.C.

S 2404, which provides that an actionfor damages by the United States does not abate on death
of the defendant. The court held that this provision only applies where the action was
commenced beþre death, which was not tlte case here. However, the court permitted the claim
to go forward against tlte executor and distributee. Here, the claim survived death as ít was
deemed to be remedial, not punitive in nature. And indeed, it seems the Government pursued
that claim. See United States v. Schoenfeld, 2019 WL 2603341 (M.D. Fl. June 25, 2019) (denying
distributee's motionfor partial summary judgment based on limiting the penalty to 8100,000, as
stated in regulations, rather than half the balance of the account as permitted by statute). For
relevant provisions in the IRM involving FBAR penalties and limitations periods, see

08-011 1

One other interesting development in this context involves whether cryptocurrency accounts
require an FBAR report. The answer is: maybe. The AICPA recently inquired about this
situatíon, and FinCEN responded that regulations (31 CfR $ 1010.350(c)) do not cunently
define virtual currency held in an ffihore account as a type of reportable account. See Kirk
Phillips, Virtual Currency not FBAR reportable (at least þr now), Tnn Tlx Aowsm, June 13,
2019. However, FinCEN, in consultationwith the IRS, continues to evaluate the matter.

V, Corporations.

L. No Selfe-respect even in the 11th Circuit, Meruelo v, Commissioner, 923 F.3d. 938
(11ttt Cir. 2019), affirming T.C. Memo 2018-L6.
This is another case involving the use of a passthrough owned by a shareholder to loan

money to the S corporation. The transactions here predated the 2014 regulations, but similar
principles disallowed any losses flowing through the S corporation because the loans did not
provide basis for the shareholder under section 1366. The following language of the Eleventh
Circuit opinion is particularly instructive:

Meruelo argues that he can claim a debt basis based on his back-to-back-loan
theory for two reasons. First, he argues that we should treat the monetary transfers
between the Merco affiliates as back-to-back loans based on the economic substance of
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the transactions rather than the form they took. Second, he alternatively contends that the
form of the transactions was sufficient to establish that they amounted to back-to-back
loans.

Meruelo's argument for substance over form is a nonstarter. Taxpayers are

ordinarily "liable for the tax consequenres of the transaction they actually execute and
may not reap the benefit of some other transaction that they might have nade )' Selfe v.

UnitedStates,778F.2dl69,773(lithCir. 1985)."Inotherwords,taxpayersordinarily
are bound by the 'form' of their transaction and may not argue that the 'substance' of
their transaction triggers different tax consec¡uences." Id. The Supreme Court has

explained that although "a taxpayer is fiee to organize his affàirs as he chooses,
nevertheless, orlce having done so, he must accept the tax consequences of his choice,
whether contemplated or not, and may not enjoy the benefìt of some other route he might
lrave chosen to follow but did not." Comm'r v. Nat'l Afafa Dehydrating & Milling Co.,
417 U.S. 134,149,94 S.Ct. 2129,40 L.Ed.2d 717 {1914) (citations omitted).

The parties cite, and we are aware of, only a single decision in which we have
agreed with a taxpayer that an exceptional circumstance could waruant looking to the
substance of a transaction instead of its funn as having a different tax consequence. See

Selfe,778F.2dat774.Thetaxpayer-shareholderin Selþhadinitiallyobtainedaloanin
her individual capacity to fund her fledgling retail clothing business and pledged her
personal assets as collateral. See id. atll0. At the bank's request, she agreed to convert
her loan into one frorn the banlc to the S corporation where she guaranteed the
corporation's indebtedness to the bank and continued to pledge her assets as collaterul. Id.
at770-71. We concluded tirat, in the light of the circumstances suggesting that the bank
looked to the shareholder as the primary obligor on the loan instead of the thinly
capitalized S corporation, genuine issues of material fact existed as to whether the
guaranteed loan rn'as effectively a back-to-back loan through the shareholóer. Id. at774*
75. We renranded to detennine whether the sharelrolder's guaranty amounted to either a

shareholder loan or an equity investment. Id. at 77 5.

Nothing akin to the exceptional circumstance in Selfe occurred here. Only an
"unusual setf ] of factso'can warrant judging a transaction based on its substance instead
of its form. Sletman v. Comm'r, 187 F.3d t352, 1359 (1 lth Cir. T999) (refusing to extend
the approach fiom Selfe to treat a shareholder-guaranteed loan to an S corporation as if it
were a back-to-back loan where the lender looked to the shareholder as only a secondary
obligor). Meruelo's argurnent about the substance of his transaction-that a portion of the
funds tl're affiliates translèrred to Merco could be considered profits that Meruelo was
otherwise entitled to receive and that the funds were used to pay Merco's business
expenses-hardly presents an "unusual set of facts" about intercompany monetary
transfers, and it does not justify setting aside our ordinary rule that the taxpayer is bound
by the fbrm his transactions. ,See Shebester v. Comin'r,53 T.C.M. (CCH) 824 (1987)
(rejecting taxpayer's contention that loans lrom one controlled S corporation to another
controlled S corporation were in substance a series of dividends to the shareholder from
one colporation f-ollowed by loans from the shareholder to the other corporation).

Comment: Ðoes tltis confirnt the philosopher's mandate, "know they Selfe" ! Too wuch Selþ-
referential discourse can become off-pulting, no?
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2. S Corporation must defer accrued but unpaid compensation to employees
participating in ESOP, Petersen v. Commissioner, 924F.3d 1111 [1Oth Cir. 2019J,
affirming 148 T.C. No.22 tZ,Afi).
In this matter of first impression, the Tax Court had ruled that accrued but unpaid

compensation to employees of an S Corporation had to be deferred based on the related party
rules in section 261. Section26T(a)(2) defers deductions for expenditures to a related person
until the taxable year in which the payee includes that item in gross income. Section 267(e)
provides that, in the case of an S corporation , a related person includes any direct or indirect
shareholder, regardless of how much or how little stock they own. Section 267(c) provides that
beneficiaries of a trust are deemed to constructively own the stock held by the trust.

During the years at issue, some or all of the S corporation's stock was held by an ESOP.
The Service concluded that the ESOP was a trust, and that therefore the employee participants in
the ESOP were beneficiaries of the trust. Consequently, they are also related persons to the S

corporation as its shareholders. The Tax Court agreed with the Service, holding that the
company's accruals for salaries at year-end would have to be deferred. The ESOP was clearly a
trust. Moreover, section 267 had been amended numerous times without changing the
constructive ownership rules contained therein. In contrast, the constructive ownership rules in
section 318 specifically exclude an ESOP. Congress knew how to limit the scope of a trust, but
it chose not to do so.

The court threw a bone to the taxpayers here, however, in that it refused to impose an
accuracy penalty. There was no prior case law on point, and the statutory language was not
"entirely cleat", thereby allowing relief for reasonable cause and good faith based on an honest
misunderstanding of the law.

On appeal, the Tenth Circuit affirmed the Tax Court's position that the ESOP was a trust.
While recognizing differences from the common law existed in ERISA trusts like an ESOP, the
court found them to be immaterial. Moreover, it rejected certain other arguments made by
Taxpayer, including arguments based on section 318 attribution rules (which must be made
"expressly applicable" in order to apply.

Comment: Kudos to the clever IRS agent who spotted this issue, wltich could have a significant
effect on S Corporation taxpayers. While penalty reliefwas afforded in this case, the word is
now on the street. The Tenth Circuit opinion shows that law in this area is complicated, but it
supports the IRS position.

3. Settlement paid by S corporation was not a deductible expense that passed through
to shareholder, Ferguson v, Commissioner, TC Memo 2019-40.
Taxpayer engaged in a custom home building and design business through various

entities, including two entities - a C corporation (RII) and an S corporation (Pinnacle), along
with a sole proprietorship. RFI had contracted with homeowners to construct homes for them.
Subcontractors included Pinnacle, which RFI hired to provide and install cast stone. When the
cast stone materials provided by Pinnacle failed, homeowners sued RFI and Pinnacle, alleging
both construction defects and defects in the cast stone products. Although Taxpayer was also
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joined in the suit, the Tax Court noted that his role was solely that of acting on behalf of the
entities; thus, he was presumably protected by limited liability features of those entities.

The lawsuit was settled in 2011, with Taxpayer transferring nine parcels of real estate to
the disgruntled homeowners. He also wrote a check drawn on his personal account.
Homeowners executed a release for Taxpayer as well as the entities.

Pinnacle recorded the payment as a loan. However, no written loan documents had been
provided and no interest accrued on the loan. Taxpayer eventually shut down Pinnacle in20l2,
assuming all its liabilities and essentially extinguishing the putative debt it owed to him.

In 20 1 1 , Pinnaclc rcportcd gross receipts of $94K along with deductions for $ 1 01K in
legal fees incurred in connection with the payment, plus the settlement payment that Taxpayer
had made. This ultimately produced a pass-through loss for Taxpayer, its sole shareholder.

On audit, the Service disallowed all the passthrough loss from Pinnacle. It sought to treat
the settlement payment as an unreimbursed employee business expense from his employment
with RFI. It also disallowed the full amount of the legal fees claimed by Pinnacle as instead
involving personal expenses by Taxpayer, but it allowed Taxpayer an itemized deduction as an

employee business expense in his capacity as an employee of RFI.

During the years at issue, employee business expenses were allowable as miscellaneous
itemized deductions subject to a2 percent floor. Taxpayer first argued that the expenses, if
personal to the Taxpayer, should be deductible on Schedule C as an above the line deduction
because they were incurred to protect his business reputation, which affected businesses he also
conducted as a sole proprietor. However, Taxpayer failed to show that these expenses arose

from any business other than RFI, the C corporation in which he was connected as a

shareholder/employee. The lawsuit arose from activities of RFI and Pinnacle, not his other
businesses. Thus, no schedule C deduction was allowed here.

As for Pinnacle, Taxpayer's theory was based on making a loan to Pinnacle on account of
his payment of its share of the settlement. However, looking to traditional factors (using Eighth
Circuit precedents), the court concluded that this was not a loan. Significantly,Taxpayer knew
that Pinnacle would not be able to repay him. Thus, no debtor-creditor relationship had arisen.

Alternatively, Taxpayer's payment could be viewed as a capital contribution. While a
capital contribution could have funded payment of expenses by Pinnacle, resulting in a pass-

through deduction against Taxpayer's basis in the company, the Service argued that Pinnacle
only manufactured the cast stone and that the problems emerged from RFI's installation
processes. The Tax Court disagreed, noting that Pinnacle also had a role in creating the liability.
However, Pinnacle was not the sole source for liability, as Taxpayer had alleged. The court
allowed only a 50 percent deduction for the amount attributed to Pinnacle, which would become
an allowable as a deduction to Taxpayer as pass-through loss. The other 50 percent was
attributable to RFI, a C corporation. Oddly, because of a concession by the IRS, Taxpayer was
allowed to deduct this amount as an employee business expense. The Tax Court also found that
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there was no basis for claiming the lots produced ordinary losses, thereby disallowing those
claimed deductions.

Comments: Taxpayer got half a loaf, as half this settlement was deductible as an above-the-line
expense. However, he also got to deduct the RFI portion as an employee business ex,pense.
Normally an employee is not allowed to deduct expenses of hís employer, which are generally
not ordinary and necessary,for him. Thus, he arguably got a better deal than he deserved! Note
that after TCJA, employee business ex,penses classified as miscellaneous itemized deductions are
suspended through 2025, removing theviability of thß alternative altogether. TIte case
illustrates the importance of segregating expenses between related entities and respecting the
corporateþrm when negotiating and paying a settlement. It also highlights the perils of
cltaracterizing a litigatíon settlement that does not proceed to final judgment.

4. Settlement paid by S corporation shareholder was not deductible by S corporation,
Cavanaugh v. Commissioner, 766 Fed.Appx. 98, 123 AFTR2 d2019-1,279 fSttt Cir.
201,9), affirming TC Memo 2012-324.
Taxpayer was the CEO and sole shareholder of an S corporation that engaged in business

as a commercial cleaning franchisor. ln 2002, Taxpayer went on a vacation trip to St. Maarten
accompanied by his then-girlfriend (Claire), along with two other employees of the S corporation
(Taxpayer's bodyguard and a former girlfriend). While on that trip, Claire died, and the cause
appears to be related to a cocaine overdose.

Claire's mother sued Taxpayer and the S corporation, alleging that Clairezs death was
caused by corporate employees acting within the scope of their employment. The corporate
board agreed to settle the suit. Although Taxpayer also characterizedthe suit as "frivolous",
corporate counsel recommended settlement to avoid adverse publicity that could affect the
company's relationship with its franchisees. The board authorized a payment of up to $5 million
to settle the suit. The parties negotiated a settlement of $2.3 million over two years. Taxpayer
paid $250K toward the settlement, and the corporation paid the remainder. The corporation then
reimbursed Taxpayer for his payment as well as for legal fees he incurred, treating all of these
payments as deductible business expenses. As a result of this treatment, all of the costs related to
the settlement flowed through to reduce the S corporation income reported on Taxpayer's
returns.

The Service disallowed the deductions claimed by the S corporation. Taxpayer filed a
petition in the Tax Court, which rejected the deductions on the basis that the origin and nature of
the claim did not come from profit-seeking activities of the corporation, but instead arose from
Taxpayer's personal activities. Although those activities had collateral consequences that could
have affected the corporation's business, the origin of the claim was rooted in personal activities.
The origin-of-the-claim test in Gilmore,3l2U.S.39 (1963), had to be followed here.

The Fifth Circuit agteed, rejecting out-of-circuit precedents that distinguished Gilmore
and focused instead on the collateral consequences of the.suit. Moreover, it also rejected
Taxpayer's claim that if the claim is based on respondeat superior principles, the employer can
defend regardless of whether the employee is pursuingafrade or business of the employer.
Here, the court refused to find a connection with the (alleged) provision of cocaine and any
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action within the scope of employment. In short, it was not a business activity. (But of course, if
that was true, the corporation would not have faced a liability threat at all.)

The Fifth Circuit also rejected the corporation's claim for a deduction based on the
reimbursement of Taxpayer's $250K payment toward the negotiated settlement. Although a

required paynent to an employee can be an ordinary and necessary business expense, the bylaws
requiring indemnification in this context did not require payment, but only permitted it.
Generally speaking, paying another's debt is not an ordinary and necessary expense. If the
corporation had paid the expense because Taxpayer did not have the means to pay it and it would
have been necessary to protect its own interest, the expense would be allowable. But here, the
court would still tie this analysis to Gilmore andthe origin of the claim. No deduction was thus
allowcd.

Comment: As the Fifth Circuit points out, Taxpayerþughtþr these deductions "despite having
paid 82.3 million ostensíbly to avoíd protracted litigation and attendant negative publicity." Tax
disputes that end up in court become public, to be sure. The strict approach to the Gilmore test
here ultimately seems to place the court adjudicating the tax case in a position to evaluate the
strength of the underlying case. If there had been a claim against the corporation on a
respondeat superior theory, the corporation decides whether to settle that claim based on their
assessment of losing and publicity effects. (Apparently there was not some kind of wrongful
death claím brought personally against Taxpayer, which might have required an allocation of
the payments.) In this case, courts considering the tax treatment of the payment got to second
guess that corporate decision. Moreover, the Taxpayer here may have made a strategic error in
agreeing to pay the claim himself rather than agreeing to make an additional capital
contribution or loan to the corporationþr that claim. It is diffrcult to evaluate this without more

facts.

5. No deductions allowed to individual for S corporation expenses, Morowitz v. United
States, No. 1-:17-CV-0029L,20L9WLL077284 [D. R.l. 3/7 /2019).
Taxpayer was an attorney who incorporated his law practice as an S corporation in 1999.

In2009, another attomey joined his practice. He changed the name of the corporation, which
continued to exist much like before. However, he alleges that he withdrew all funds from the
corporation and then deposited new funds. Fifty new shares of stock were issued to the new
shareholder-lawyer. However, the IOLTA account for the firm remained the same, and it
contained some fees from prior retainer agreements.

Taxpayer and the new shareholder-lawyer entered into a shareholder agreement that fees

and expenses from Taxpayer's pre-existing cases would not belong to the corporation, but
instead would be separately accounted for. However, there \ilere no changes in fee agreements
or in the locus for payment for any expenses, which all came out of corporate funds or from the
IOLTA account.

On his personal refurn, Taxpayer reported the fees and expenses from his prior cases on
Schedule C. He also deducted expenses for legal secretaries employed by the corporation that he
also paid out of his own pocket.
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The Service disallowed his deductions on the basis that they were not expenses of
Taxpayer, but of the S corporation. Taxpayer sued for a refund, but the District Court agreed
with the Service. Here, while the court stated that it was "mindful of the intentions" of
Taxpayer, he chose an S corporation and would be stuck with the effects of the choice. The
expenses incurred on his prior cases were expenses of the corporation, not of a sole proprietor.
Taxpayer failed to prove that he operated another practice as a sole proprietor. Moreover, that
failure of proof would also affect deductibility for payments made to legal secretaries otherwise
employed by the corporation. He would not be entitled to claim a personal business expense for
paying the expense of another. Here, the tax consequences of the firm would not be governed by
the agreement with another shareholder.

Comment: The court does not consider the possibility that Taxpayer would be entitled to at least
some pass-through share of the S corporation's deductions. Here, in refund litigatíon, Taxpayer
would have had to plead that theory; if he did not, that may explain the outcome. It may also
explain why this case is not reported. But the bigger lesson here may be the strictures of entry
and exit in an S corporation. A new shareholder necessarily inherits some of the past tax
attributes measured at the entity level - íncluding tlte economic effects of prior income-earning
relationships. Without the ability to engage in a special allocationfor tax purposes, as under
subchapter K, subchapter S requires thefixed allocation on a per share, per day method.
Taxpayer would have had to negotiateþr some otlter means to allocate tlte economic benefits
qssociated with his prior clients, such as through a differential compensation agreement.

6. Beneficial ownership governs taxable share of income, Bonilla v, United States, No.
3 :I7 -CV -2Lz (lCH), 2019 w L 732A27 9 (D. Conn. 3 / 22 / L9).
Taxpayer was the former spouse of a major league baseball player who had formed an S

Corporation, BBI, under Florida law in 1994. BBI had been administratively dissolved in 1995.
However, its shares continued to be owned by Taxpayer's former husband. Moreover, BBI
made investments in another entity, Performance Imaging, after the corporation had been
dissolved. Performance Imaging was taxed under subchapter K. It generated substantial income
but it did not make any distributions to its owners, including BBI which owned approximately
69.51 percent of the company.

When Taxpayer and her husband divorced in2009, Taxpayer was supposed to receive
half of her former husband's companies, including BBI. However, Taxpayer's former husband
resisted this order, contending for a time that he would give her all the companies except BBI.
Eventually, he conceded that she would get BBI, too. No physical shares were ever transferred.
However, at a December 2010 hearing before the Connecticut divorce court, the parties agreed
that Taxpayer would be the owner of all of BBI. The court issued an order to that effect.

Although BBI was an S corporation, it failed to file tax returns during 2009-201I tax
years. However, On September 16, 2010 -- before the final order of the divorce court --
Taxpayer got a K-1 from Perforlnance Imaging, which reflected her 69.51 percent share of its tax
attributes, which included substantial income. Taxpayer did not include any of PerforTnance
Imaging income during 2010 or 201I, as she believed she was not the owner of BBI as no shares
had been transferred to her. Moreover, when she later learned that the corporation had been
dissolved, she argued that she could not have been transferred any ofits shares. The Service
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audited Performance Imaging and assessed her deficiencies for 2010 and2011 totaling more than
$340K in taxes, penalties, and interest.

Taxpayer paid the tax and filed for a refund, generating this litigation. First, the court
found thatTaxpayer was precluded by the variance doctrine from arguingthat she could not have
held an interest in performance imaging due to the administrative dissolution of BBI. As she did
not raise that argument in her refund claim, she could not raise it before the court adjudicating
that claim. But as to the rest of her arguments, the variance doctrine would not bar them.

Looking to Connecticut law, the court found that the divorce court's decree entered in
December 2010 created a legally enforceable right for Taxpayer to require the transfer of her
interest in BBI. In this case, a stipulated judgment operates like a contract, not an unenforceable
o'agreement to agree" as she had alleged. She might have argued that the original notice of
deficiency was invalid because it did not reference BBI, but this claim was no longer available
after she had paid the tax and sued for a refund. At this point, she had to prove an overpayment.

Although it may have been true that BBI could not transfer its own shares after it had
been dissolved, the court viewed this as a matter between Taxpayer and her former husband, who
could obey a state court order in Connecticut to transfer the interest he had. Moreover, Florida
law, which governed the dissolution of corporation's formed there, provided that the corporation
would continue until it was wound up. Apparently, that had not occurred while the ownership
interest in Performance Imaging had not been distributed. Beneficial ownership, not bare legal
title, governed the liability for taxation of the S corporation's income.

Following either Connecticut or Florida law, Taxpayer was the beneficial owner despite
the lack of legal title. However, the Court and the IRS agreed that Taxpayer should owe only
half the taxes due on her interest that began 30 days after the 2009 divorce decree, which had
only ordered that she was entitled to half of her former husband's companies. That interest
would extend until the 2010 hearingthat ordered the transfer all of BBI to Taxpayer.

Comment: Important lessons lurk here. These include: First, if beneficial ownership governs
taxation, this principle might affect many other contexts, including decedent's estates. The
government's interest in intervening will not be so great as long as someone is paying the taxes
(which was not the case here), but those incentives increase where rate dffirentials are
significant. Second, note the corporate law issues involving distribution rights. BBI did not have
the cash to make distributions, and Perþrmance Imaging apparently had no provision requiring
them. Ifyou own an interest in an S corporation and have no means to control when
distributions are made, you may befocing taxes on pass-through income without receiving cash

from the entity to føcilitate payment. Negotiate for a provision in the shareholder agreement or
be prepared to litigate using an "oppression" theory (an uphill battle).

7. Failure to file penalties are not excused if no taxes due at S corporation level, ATL &
Sons, lnc. v. Commissioner, 152 T.C. No.8 [2019).
Married taxpayers owned all the shares of an S corporation. ln2012, they filed Form

4868 to extend the due date for their personaltax returns. They timely f,rled and paid the
personal income taxes on all their income, including the income from their S corporation.
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However, they neglected to file a Form 1004, which would have extended the due date for the
Form 11205 that was required for their S corporation. They filed Form 11205 almost six months
past the due date of March I5,20I3.

In November 2013, the Service sent the S corporation a notice that it had assessed a
penalty of $2340 under section 6699, which permits a penalty of $195 per shareholder per month
for failure to file a Form 1120S.

Taxpayers followed similar practices for the 2013 tax year, but in that case, the Service
relented and did not impose the penalties. They eventually received a notice of intent to levy,
triggering this collection due process action. Summary judgment motions reached the Tax Court
which ultimately ruled for the Service. Thus, the corporation owed these penalties, even though
the Taxpayers had paid all of their income taxes. There is no basis for preventing a penalty
based on the lack of perceived harm from failing to file. The S corporation is a separate entity
and it has a separate compliance responsibility. Moreover, the penalty here was automatically
generated, precluding claims based on administrative approval. Finally, just because the IRS
waives apenalty for one taxable year, it does not have to follow the same practice in another.

Comments: This case shows that the proper course is to seek an extensionþr both the
corporation and the shareholder. The section 6699 penalties at the corporate level could be
costly, particularly if many shareholders ale involved. (But note that in such a context, you will
also have many people complaining about not getting their K-L, although it is possible that K-Is
could be distributed without the corporationþllowing through to file the Form I I20-S One who
ís advising taxpayers with S corporation íncome need to pay attention to the related issues of the
responsíbilítyforrthng the S corporation returns. Here, too, tlte interests of the corporatíon in
avoiding the penalty may dffirfrom the economic interests of shareholders wlto may bear the
cost of the penalty based on their ownership interests but who lack the ability to control
corporate compliance.

B. Perils of multiple business structures in marijuana dispensary-related business,
Alternative Health Care Advocates v. Commissioner, 151 T.C, No. 13 [201SJ.
Duncan, a "businessman and consultant experienced in the formation and operation of

medical marijuana dispensaries in California, organized Altemative as a C corporation to operate
a marijuana dispensary in the Los Angeles area. He later organized a second entity, TVellness, as

an S corporation to handle the day-to-day operations for Alternative, including hiring employees
and paying expenses, including advertising, wages, and rent. Wellness had four owners,
including Duncan.

Duncan hired an accountant to prepare returns for both entities. On Alternative's Form
1120 for 2010, it subtracted COGS of $1.7 million from its gross receipts of $2.8 million. It also
deducted atotal of over $1 million, including nearly $1 million for contract services payable
primarily to V/ellness.

As for Wellness, its 2010 Form 11205 reported "management" as its principal activity,
gross receipts of $922K and deductions of $890K, including compensation of ofhcers, salaries
and wages, rent, taxes, and license fees. Similar but varying income and deduction categories
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were claimed in other tax years at issue. The owners, including Duncan, claims the passthrough
income from each of the items.

The Service audited these returns and disallowed all deductions under section 280E.
(COGS, not being a deduction but an ofßet against gross receipts in determining gross income,
was not disallowed.) This included deductions for Wellness, which in turn flowed through and
affected individual shareholder retums.

The Tax Court agreed with the Service, upholding the disallowance of the deductions for
both entities. Although Alternative argued that some of its deductions should be allocated to
non-marijuana related products, the court rejected this allocation on the basis of insufficient
proof. As for Wellness, it argued that its business was management, not "trafficking" in
marijuana. However, the only difference between what Alternative and Wellness was that
Wellness never took title to marijuana. The court refused to accord any significance to this
difference. Both entities were engaged in the "trafficking in controlled substances" during the
years at issue, and no deductions are allowed in connection with such activities.

Substantial understatement penalties applied as there was no showing here that Taxpayers
had reasonable cause and good faith foundation for their positions. Adverse precedent on 280E
was extant at the time the returns were prepared. Moreover, they did not adequately disclose that
they were trafficking in marijuana. Altemative only listed "medical sales" as its business. While
they consulted an accountant to prepare the return, they only provided financial statements to the
accountant, which he used to prepare the returns. That did not absolve them from penalties.

Comments: Note how a strategy designed to insulate the shareholders from the disallowance of
deductions under section 2808 effectively multiplied their tax pain. Alternative will presumably
owe more taxes when its deductions are disallowed, and the shareholders of Wellness will have
higher pass-through income because not only are its deductions also disallowed under section
2808, but the paymentfrom Alternative is still taxable income even through Alternative could
not deduct it. These Taxpayers were candid with the court about theír business, but not so candid
with the description of their business on their returns. In another case, the Taxpayer operating a
dispensary sought to put the burden of proof on the Service to show that 2808 was applicable
(i.e., prove that I'm trfficking, or no disallowance permitted!). That dog did not hunt. See

Feinbergv. Commissíoner, 916 F.3d 1330 Q0îh Cir. 2019). Other taxpayers have unsuccessfutly
challenged the continuing validity of the policy rationalefor 2B0E based on the change in social
norms and enforcement priorities over federal law. See High Desert Relief, Inc. v. United States,

917 F.3d 1170 (I7th Cir. 2019) (ruling that deductions as matters of legislative grace can be
disallowed when Congress chooses; presumption against IRS disallowance on a policy
þundation not applicable here).

9. Shifting from C to S and back eliminates AAA, Tomseth v. United States, No. 5:L5-cv-
A20L7 -AA, 2A19 WL 47 41225 (D. Ore. 9 / 27 / 19).
Taxpayers were shareholders in corporations that had shifted back and forth between S

and C status at various times during prior decades. Most recently, the corporations shifted from
S back to C status, and within a one-year post-termination transition period (PTTP) (see IRC
1371(e), the corporations distributed the balance of their accumulated adjustments account
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(AAA). According to the Taxpayers, the AAA balance should include not only the eamings
retained by the corporation thaf.had been previously taxed to the shareholders from the most
recent S corporation period, but also the AJAü{ that had previously been retained by the
corporation attributable to prior S corporation tax years. In other words, 1þe fu{"{ account is
effectively suspended one year after the S corporation transforms itself into a C corporation, and
then it may be reanimated in a future tax year if the C corporation becomes an S corporation
again.

The position of the Government in this case was somewhat at odds with logic. For
purposes of characterizing the distributions during the PTTP, it argued that the AJA.{ balance that
had previously been generated during a prior period of S corporation status had terminated.
Thus, AJA-{ could only include the balance of the S corporation earnings from the most recent
period of S status. However, for purposes of reaching previously taxed earnings balances that
may have been overstated in prior tax years, they sought to reach beyond the statute of
limitations by treating the current AAA balance as subject to adjustment from those prior years,
much in the same manner as an NOL.

The district court untangled these illogical claims, ruling for the Government that the
AAA account terminated after the PTTP but rejecting its attempt to "have it both ways" in its
attempt to reach back beyond the statute of limitations. Its decision relied not only upon the text
of the statute but also on legislative history and legal treatises commenting on AAA.

Comment: A hat tip to Robert Willens þr mentioning this case in his Bloomberg column, which
I might have otherwíse missed. The decision is thorough and generally well-reasoned. The
significance of a 2014 GcMfovoring the Government was also at issue here. Taxpayers
challenged this GCM as poorly reasoned, but there was really no reason to rely upon a GCM
when the statute and legislative history supported the Government position. Thefact that
treatises seemed to go the same way (with, ironically, one of them being criticizedþr citing the
GCM as a sourceþr its position), was icing on the cake. It should be noted that Proposed
Regulations were recently issued to provide guidancefor corporate transitions between S and C
status. See REG-I3l07l-18,84 Fed. Reg. 60011 Q{ov.7,2019).

10. Treasury's final rule requiring controlled entities entering into qualified cost
sharing agreements to include stock-based compensation costs upheld - again,
Altera Corp, v. Commissioner, 926F.3d 1061 (9ttt Cir. 2019).
Despite excluding most international developments from this year's program as being too

technical, an important developments program would be remiss in not mentioning Altera. This
2-l decision upholds regulations that are arguably very important in preventing íncome shifting
abroad. Wile the issues here are technical and specific to the international context, the debate
over regulatory authority undertaken here ß likely to be seen again.

VI. Partnerships.
1. New partnership regulations affecting liabilities, T.D.987 6 and T.D. 9877 fOctober

9,2019).
The first of these regulations projects simply restore the status quo regarding disguised

sales transactions involving debt. President Trump's Executive Order 13789, which required the
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Secretary of the Treasury to review significant tax regulations issued after January I,2016, and
to take actions to alleviate burdens created thereby caused the Treasury to propose to withdraw
the temporary regulations issued under section 707. These regulations remove Treas. Reg. $

1.107-5T and make certain changes to the final regulations under section 1.701-5.

However, T.D.9817 makes some substantive changes to effectively end the use of so-
called "bottom dollar" guarantees affecting the allocation of partnership debt. Some form
changes in the partnership returns, which include tax basis reporting, will likely make it easier to
identify these practices and ultimately to challenge them.

2. Debt contributed for partnership interest generates worthless debt deduction, 2590
Assoc., LLC v, Commissioner, TC Memo 2019-3.
2590 Associates was areal estate partnership formed to develop 120 acres near Baton

Rouge, Louisiana into single family homes. This LLC was originally owned by trust and certain
other entities connected to a real estate developer, Spinosa. However, when another entity
owned by Spinosa (and affiliates) and another unrelated family - Perkins Rowe - was having
trouble payng off a debt owed to Sabin (a famous football coach), they worked out a deal to
have Sabin contribute the note in exchange tor a 15 percent ownership interest in2590
associates. When that note later became uncollectable, the 2590 Associates partnership claimed
a bad debt deduction in 2011 . By 2015 , Sabin sold his interest for the approximate face value of
the note, thereby benefitting from his share of the passthrough deduction in20l1 and then
reaping acapital gain in 2015. The IRS was miffed; it challenged the worthless debt deduction
for 201 1.

By way of background, Sabin had loaned money to his developer friend Spinosa in2006.
Spinosa, using two companies named Perkins Rowe, had a plan to develop two 20 acre parcels
into retail, shopping, and residential properties. He was well along in his plans, with significant
portions of the yet-to-be-built properties pre-leased to tenants. He was in negotiations with Key
Bank to f,rnance the construction, but he needed a bridge loan to get him through. Sabin loaned
$2 million to Perkins Rowe on an unsecured basis, with a guarantee from Spinosa. Key Bank
came through on a $170 million loan, and disbursements began. The original plan was to pay off
Sabin, but some trouble with contractors caused Spinosa to seek a delay. The parties executed a
new note including principal and accrued interest and extended the due date from200l to 2008.

As we all know now, that was a tumultuous period for real estate investment. When the
due date in 2008 drew near, Spinosa sought to delay repayment once again. He offered Sabin
several options, including the right to participate in the residential development held by 2590
Associates. This development had recently been rezoned in a favorable manner, which would
permit the development of 750 homes instead of 250 as originally planned. Sabin saw this as a
promising investment. He contributed the note, which was technically not in default, in
exchange for a 15 percent interest in the partnership. His capital account reflected the face value
of the note, including accrued interest. Meanwhile, Spinosa was working mightily on selling,
leasing, dealing with contractors, and trying to refinance the construction loans and secure
additional financing. Despite an oral agreement from Key Bank earlier in 2008, when it came
time to refinance, they refused. They also brought suit to collect on the note. A receiver
("keeper") was appointed during the litigation.
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Although the properties were generating a positive cash flow, all of that money went to
pay the expenses of the receiver. Perkins Rowe negotiated to tum some apartments into
condominiums and to sell many of those, but the sales fell through when Key Bank would not
release its mortgage. Spinosa fought on, trying other ways to finance his way out of the dispute
with Key Bank, including Go Zone Bonds issued to entice new investors. But he could not place
enough of those to solve his problems. Eventually, in 20II, Key Bank got a favorable ruling on
foreclosure. A final judgment was not entered until2012, and all claims were resolved by 2013.
During this time, 2590 associates saw no point in trying to sue on the debt.

2590 Associates claimed a bad debt deduction in 2011 for the face amount of the loan.
Perkins Rowe, in turn, recognized COD income for that amount. The Service challenged the bad
debt deduction, admitting that there was a bona fide debt but claiming that the debt had been
extinguished and converted to a capital contribution, which would not have allowed a
worthlessness deduction in 2011. However, the Tax Court upheld the deduction.

Although special scrutiny applied to this transaction due to some overlapping ownership
between debtor and creditor entities, the Tax Court agreed that there was a bona fide debt. The
Service did not challenge the value of the note at the time Sabin contributed it. However, the
Tax Court noted that anunrelated third party might not have given him full value in this context,
given that Spinoza was still trying to secure the financing that would allow him to repay it.
Nevertheless, the decision to accept and credit the note was based on a business decision, likely
influenced by personal relationships. Moreover, the parties' intention was not to cancel the debt,
but to delay repayment. The court found it significant that there was not an identity among the
parties affected by the transfer of ownership, as another family was half-owner of Perkins Rowe
and thus had some interest in the repayment that differed from Spinoza's. It also looked to state
law in finding that there was no novation here - only the continued ownership and recognition of
the original obligation. Finally, it agreed that2011 was the year of worthlessness, recognizing
that prior to this point, there was a reasonable expectation of repayment due to potentially
successfu I refinancing efforts.

Comment: This case may get extra attention because of thefamous partner. However, this
shows the significance of the partnership as a separate entity and the distinct nature of the
property interest he received when he exchanged the noteþr the partnership interest.
Moreover, this taxpayer was able to prove worthlessness in the debt, even though it was quite
clear that Sabín's interest in the partnership itself was not worthless and infact produced the
payoff he desired. The Service may have made a strategíc eruor in not challenging the value of
the note at the time it was contributed. But query, could they challenge it in a later year when
Sabin reports his gain on the sale of his interest?

3. Transferee partner was not bound by transferor's characterization of pass-through
interest deductions, Lipnick v. Commissioner, 1"53 T.C. No, L [2019)
Taxpayer acquired interests in real estate partnerships from his father. V/hen Father

owned the interests, the partnerships had financed cash distributions with partnership debt, which
was nonrecourse as to each of the partners. Father used the distributions to acquire other
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investment assets. Accordingly, Father treated the pass-through of the interest deductions as

investment interest subject to the limitations on deductibility in section 163(d).

In20I1, Father transferred partnership interests to Taxpayer as a gift. At that time, he
treatedthe relief from nonrecourse debt as part of the amount realized, recognizing substantial
taxable gains on the disposition of the partnership interests. In2013, Father died, which resulted
in additional partnership interests transferred to Taxpayer through bequest.

For the partnership interests that Taxpayer acquired, he received K-ls from the
partnerships reporting distributive shares of rental real estate income and interest expense
attributable to the nonrecourse loans that had previously been taken out by the partnerships to
finance distributions made to his father and other former partners. Taxpayer took the position
that the interest expense could be netted against the rental income on Schedule E. Since
Taxpayer had not received any of the loan proceeds or used any distributions to acquire
investment assets, he treated the indebtedness as allocable to business activities conducted by the
partnerships.

The Service disallowed the interest expense deductions, seeking to characterize them as

investment interest subject to the limitations in section 163(d). Since Taxpayer did not have
sufficient other investment income, this resulted in a proposed deficiency and penalties.

The Tax Court held for Taxpayer. Examining proposed regulations under section 163

that relate to partnership indebtedness, as well as guidance in Notice 89-35, the court noted that
these rules require tracing and characterization according to how the proceeds are used. But
those rules do not bind Taxpayer as the transferee, as there is no basis to require Taxpayer to step
into his father's shoes with regard to how he had used the borrowed funds. In fact, the
regulations contain an example in which debt is incurred and no debt proceeds are distributed, in
which the debt is treated as an expenditure for the partnership interests. In a debt-financed
acquisition, the debt is allocated among the assets of the entity, which in this case, involved
actively managed operating assets. That does not generate investment interest for Taxpayer in
this case. The outcome here is no different than if Taxpayer had acquired his interests for cash.

In such a case, he would take the interests subject to the partnership debt obligations.

Comment: This case illustrates an important point about partnership interests acquired by Srrt
or inheritance. The status of the partnership interest is measured in the hands of the partner,
and in this cøse, the transferee has his/her own tax attríbutes when it comes to measuring the tax
status of interest.

4. Partnership was engaged in an activity for profit, allowing deductible losses to pass
through, WP Realty, LP, TC Memo 2Aß-720.
A Texas limited partnership is the owner and developer of Whispering Pines Golf Club.

The owner of all economic interests is Robertson, who had previously served as CEO of two
publicly traded companies. Robertson had originally formed a camp for underprivileged
children. However, a golf advisor told Robertson that adjacent property could be turned into a

golf course. Jack Nicklaus Productions laid out the course and development began. Originally,
Robertson hoped to donate the land to a non-profit entity. However, tax-exempt status had been
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denied based on the factthatthe club facility would not be operated exclusively for charitable or
educational purposes. Robertson's plans changed, and the LP was formed to own and operate
the club. But clubs arehardto operate profitably, particularly in rural areas. Losses mounted
over the years. The Service challenged the deductions under section 183. Taxpayer ekes out a
victory in this case.

5. Partnership disposition did not trigger US sourced income, Grecian Magnesite
Mining Co. v. Commissioner,926 F,3d 819 [D,C. Cir. 2019).
Following a loss in the Tax Court (but one which helped support a legislative change in

the TCJA - see section 86a(c)(8) as amended), the Service sought relief from the DC Circuit in
an effort to tax the gain associated with the disposition of a U.S. partnership interest by a foreign
corporation. The Tax Court had sided with the foreign taxpayer in adopting the longstanding
view that the disposition of the partnership interest constituted the disposition of a single,
indivisible capital asset instead of the disposition of an aggregation of the shares owned in
individual partnership assets. Here, the Service did not dispute that outcome, but it sought to
find that the Taxpayer's maintenance of a U.S. Office allowed it to allocate the gain from the
disposition of the partnership to that U.S. Office, relying upon Rev. Rul. 91-32. The D.C. Circuit
was not persuaded, finding that the Taxpayer had the better reading of the statute and that the
Ruling could not be binding in this context. Here, the office was not regularly carrying on the
sale of partnership interests, which was the actthat generated the income. Its underlying
business activities did not generate the income, and thus could not become the nexus for sourcing
the gain in the U.S.

VII. Employment Taxes.
1. SMLLC is disregarded entity but an employer for FICA tax purposes, DAF Charters,

LLC, v. Commissioner,LSZ T.C. No. t4 QAß).
Taxpayer was a single member LLC that was formed under Florida law and managed by

a U.S. citizen. It employed U.S. citizens as crewmen for a sailing yacht, which was owned by a
corporation chartered in the Cayman Islands. The yacht, christened 'Diamonds are Forever",
operated in and out of the United States and its territorial waters. It was registered in the
Cayman Islands, so that it was not considered an "American vessel."

Taxpayer filed Form 94I,bvt it claimed that all wages paid were exempt from
employment taxes under the so-called "crewman's exemption" of IRC 3I2T(b)(4), which
exempts wages paid by a foreign employer to U.S. crewmen who served on a foreign vessel
outside the United States. The IRS denied the Taxpayer's claim for abatement, assessed the
taxes, and a CDP hearing ensued, after which further relief was denied. Taxpayer brought this
claim in the Tax Court, challenging the basis for the underlying liability.

The Tax Court ruled that the Taxpayer was an American employer that was ineligible for
the crewman's exemption. Although the LLC was a disregarded entity for other tax purposes,
the check-the-box regulations clearly provide thatitwill be treated as a corporation for
employment tax purposes. Since it is organized under Florida law, it is an American employer.

Comment: This straightforward case illustrates the different treatmentfor LI,Cs in íncome. and
employment tax areas. As the court points out in afootnote, "Reaclting this result through
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regulatory manipulation of a stdtutory definition so that a word used in different parts of the
Code has different meanings is admittedly awla,,¡ard but hardly unprecedented." Note that in
tltis case, the employment taxes imposed are not subject to the usual deficiency procedures under
section 621l-16, which meant the IRS could assøsr immediately and the challenge of the
underlying liability could occur in the CDP hearíng.

2. Tribal corporation owed employment taxes, but IRS could not collect from a distinct
entity, Blue Lake Rancheria Economic Development Corp. v, Commissioner, 152 T.C.

No. 5 (2019).
This collection due process case involved questions of tribal corporate authority as well

as the entity-specific liability for employment taxes among separate divisions of a tribal
corporation. The tribe was granted a federal corporate charter under section 17 of the Indian
Reorganization Act for an entity (BLREDCo). BLREDCo was empowered under its charter to
create separate divisions for the purpose of legally segregating its assets and liabilities. It did so

in this case, forming a division known as MBS, which engaged in an employment staffing
business. BLREDCo generally served as the entity by which the tribe collected cash and assets

for purposes of economic development.

Poor economic conditions following the financial crisis resulted in MBS ceasing
operations. It owed unpaid unemployment insurance to the State of Califomia, as well as several
quarters of federal employment taxes. The Service issued notices of determination to MBS and
BLREDCo for a total of over $11 million in unpaid employment taxes. However, confusion as

to the legal status of MBS gave rise to this controversy.

The Service argued that state law should guide the interpretation of section 17 of the
Indian Reorganization Act, and that such law would not permit a separate entity to be created by
a corporation in this manner. The Tax Court was not persuaded, as the statute did not reference
any such limitation based on state law, and the only evidence in the legislative history included a
statement by one member of Congress, which is'onot impressive legislative history." Further,
the statute in this case should be interpreted liberally in favor of the Indians. The creation of
separate divisions to protect the assets and operations of a corporation engaged in economic
development was deemed to be appropriate and within the scope of section 17.

Having lost on these legal issues, the Service also tried one other theory: that MBS did
not in fact operate separately from BLSREDCo. However, the Court was not persuaded. MBS
had its own EIN and used that to file its employment tax returns. Although MBS did not f,rle
income tax returns based on the exemption from tax that tribal corporations under section 17

enjoyed, that did not mean that BLSREDCo would become liable for employment taxes that
were unpaid by MBS. While MBS owed employment taxes, the Service could not collect from
BLSREDCo.

3, Writer could not remove payments for her "brand" from SE tax base, Slaughter v.
Commissioner, TC Memo 20L9-65.
Taxpayer was a writer who devoted significant time and resources to develop her

personal "brand" in order to enhance the income she would derive from writing. Publishers
contracts required not only that she write the work, but they also secured rights to use her name
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and likeness in advertising, promoting, and publicizing the works. The Tax Court characterized
these provisions as standard, but it noted that Taxpayer took a position that was nonstandard
here: she sought to allocate the income she received between her trade or business as a writer
and with the intangible rights in using her likeness, which she did not characterize as a trade or
business at all.

The Tax Court did not permit this allocation. Instead, it required her trade or business to
be construed broadly, including the income generated from her "brand" as well as from her work
in writing and promoting the books. Her treatment of expenses further supported this outcome.
For example, she deducted the costs of maintaining an apartment in NY which she used when
she traveled there to meet with industry people and to promote her books, but she did the writing
at her home in Georgia. Her expenses related to both activities. Moreover, the Court also
rejected attempts to characterize some payments as amounts excludable from self-employment
income under non-compete agteements, finding that the contracts here did not pay her for not
working, but instead required her to complete work before doing other activities.

Fortunately for Taxpayer, she avoided penalties based on relying upon qualified
professionals and cooperating with them.

Comment: Thís Taxpayer appears to be the crime writer Karin Slaughter, whose own website
indicates that she has sold more than 35 million copies of her novels worldwide. Note that the
outcome here seems not to be affected by the particular contract terms, but instead seems tied to
the nature of the trade or business. However, query whether another business structure could
have served her more ffictively in terms of saving employment taxes, such as by changing the
ownership of the work and the compensationfor duties prescríbed by employment.

4. Compensation for lost time in FELA action is taxable under the RRTA, BNSF Railway
Co. v. Loos, 139 S.Ct. 893 (2019).
Loos sued BNSF under the Federal Employer's Liability Act for injuries he incurred on

the job. A jury awarded $126K, of which 30K was lost wages. BNSF treated the 30K as

compensation and requested authority to withhold the applicable RRTA taxes. The District
Court and the Eight Circuit both rejected that authority, holding that the award of damages was
excludable from the employment tax base. However, the Supreme Court reversed in a7-2
decision, holding that the applicable statutes encompass these payments.

Significantly, the Court noted that the tax base here is compensation, not gross income.
Accordingly, the factthat the recovery might otherwise be excluded from gross income under
section l)a@)Q) did not control whether the RRTA income and excise taxes applied.

Comment: This is an important casefor those ínvolved in the railroad industry. For others, not
so much. However, since it ís the Supreme Court doing statutory interpretation, some willfind
utility ín their methodology. The dissent by Justices Gorsuch and Thomas is also interesting, to
the extent that it suggests that BNSF may be getting a benefit from the ruling because it may use
taxability þr a portion of an award to negotíate more favorable settlements with workers.
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UlL Legislation Highlights.

A. Taxpayer FirstAct, Pub. L. No. 1t6-25,1"33 Stat.981 (]uly L,2019).
1,. Title I -- Putting Taxpayers First

Subtitle A: Establishment of Intemal Revenue Service Independent Office of Appeals
These provisions codif¡z the role of Appeals in resolving tax disputes without litigation.

The new structure is effective July 1, 2019. Specified taxpayers - individuals with incomes of
$400K or less and others with gross receipts of $5 million or less - also get access to their
administrative file. (Query: Why not everyone!)

Subtitle B: Improved Service
These provisions seek to establish aplan for enhanced customer service. They also

create an exception for user fees for low-income taxpayers.

Subtitle C: Sensible Enforcement
These provisions modify rules relating to seizures in structuring transactions, which will

likely offer greater protections for those who may be technically guilty of structuring but without
the taint of criminal activity or criminal intent. Section 6015(e) is amended to provide for de

novo review of the administrative record plus any new evidence in the case of claims for
equitable relief from joint liability. Section 6015(Ð provides for a facts and circumstances
analysis for equitable relief, presumably expanding the scope of relevant information to be
considered. Additional provisions address summons authority and adds a requirement that the
IRS notify a taxpayer at least 45 days before contacting a third party in connection with
determining tax liability. Finally, it also provides additional protection from disclosure of
evidence collected by the IRS to third parties.

Subtitle D : Organizational Modernization
These provisions affect the Office of Taxpayer Advocate.

Subtitle E: Other Provisions.
These provisions address matters including the VITA program, taxpayer service centers,

low-income clinics, and a substantive provision restricting the seizure of perishable goods. It
also includes Whistleblower reforms that, among other things, allows the Service to disclose
information from a Taxpayer under investigation to the extent it may be necessary to get other
information. The Act also provides addition protections for Whistleblowers from retaliation.

2. Title II - 21-st Century IRS

Subtitle A: Cybersecurity and Identity Protection
In addition to various internal structures designed to enhance cybersecurity and deal with

problems of identity theft, the Act requires contractors to comply with cybersecurity safeguards
before they may handle taxpayer information. It also allows the Service to establish a program
to issue additional numbers to authenticate individual identities, which could be used in addition
to the social security number. One substantive provision deserves special note: preparers who
improperly use or disclose taxpayer information in the area of identity theft are subject to
enhanced penalties.
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Subtitle B: Development of Information Technology
These provisions create the role of Chief Information Officer and direct related reforms.

They also mandate the creation of an electronic platform for Form 1099 fîling.

Subtitle C: Modernization of Consent-Based Income Verification System

Subtitle D: Expanded Use of Electronic Systems
These provisions will expand the electronic filing of returns for partnerships and by tax

return preparers. They also require the Service to provide guidance to address the matter of
electronic signatures.

3. Title III - Miscellaneous Provisions
More mandatory electronic fìling is on the way for exempt organizations beginning in

2020. Moreover, the IRS is now required to noti$z exempt organizations that fail to file their
information returns of the threat of revocation of their exempt status.

B. Extenders Bills? SALT Limitations? Others?
As in years past, expiring tax provisions are on the chopping block as the year-end

approaches, some other provisions have already expired (such as the 7 .5 percent floor for
medical expenses, which expired af the end of 2018). See Joint Committee on Taxation, List of
Expiring Federal Tax Provisions 2017-2027 (JCX-2-19) (January 18, 2019).

The SALT limitation continues to be discussed as a topic for revision. Will there be
legislative action?

A money laundering bill, HR 2514, has passed the house. It includes additional
restrictions on deductibility of attorney fees in connection with violations of the Bank Secrecy
Act. (Do we really want to restrict legal defense in connection with compliance with a complex
regulatory scheme?)

The SECURE Act (HR 1994) (Setting Every Community Up for Retirement
Enhancement Act of 2019) passed the House by an overwhelming majority (4I7-3), and has
received some debate time in the Senate, but as yet, no action. This bill will make several
changes to retirement savings, including removing the cap on IRA contributions at reachingT} lz
(albeit with a corresponding reduction in the amount of charitable contributions permitted from
IRAs) and an increase in the required beginning date for mandatory distributions from age 70 lz
to age 72. The scope of section 529 plans for tax-free education savings would also be expanded.
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